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The latest Improvement in

CORSETS !

Washington, April 1.
The indications for Maine, New Hamp-

shire and Eastern Massachusetts Rrc Talh or
stationary temperature, north-

snow, nearly
erly winds.

The indications for Vermont and Western
Massachusetts are fair weather, followed
by rain or snow, becoming warmer, winds

generally nortlierly.
Cautionary signals from New Haven
Boston section.
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RINES BROTHERS,
SOLE AGENTS FOR PORTLAND.

miTi,

“OX*___eoddm

millinery;
We are daily receiving the
Latest Shapes in Straws and
have on hand a fine line of
Ribbons
in
the
newest
shades.

Has returned and is prepared
to show an elegant stock of
Novelties and Fine Millinery.

JIN E,PALMER.

NINES BROS.,

For sale by

OWEN, MOORE & CO.,

A. LITTLE & C0„
)0HN F. RAND,

the Fish and

Came Commissioners.

[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, March 31.—The report sent out
that the Governor and Council have
decided
not to heed the charges
brought against the
fish and game coaim issioners is not
strictly
true.
While individually,

perhaps, they

me

—j

they have

as

ov.tui>uuuus

yet taken

no

in the case.

arc

uiuounucu,
action whatever

Fire at Calais.

fAi.Ais, March 31.—Fire, Thursday morning, probably originating in the explosion of
a kerosene lamp,
completely gutted the central portion and
destroyed the roof the entire length of Horton
Block, on the corner
of Monroe and Main

MISS ALLEN

The popular Cross Wire Bustle.

Charges Against

WASHBURN FOSTER
CHENEY & CO.,
E. F. & L. H. MERRILL & CO.
Xannractnred by Weedsport Skirt and
Dress Co., Weedsport, N. V.

Boston Offiee, 53 Avon Street, Room B.
marSO
codim

ssreets.
Thomas F
Robertson loses a stock 'of
groceries valued
at 81000; insured for
8300, Viliam
urniture and
household goods, loss $200;
uninsured The building was owned by
.utss Hattie S. Horton.
Her loss is not estimated but it is probably #2000;
fully covered A by Insurance.
The water system
Worked admirably and doubtless prevented
a large loss.

l££

A Schooner

Damaged.
Phovincktown, Mass,; March 3i.-Sch.
Jennie Greenback, Webster, Book land for
New York, while anchored hare last
night
Was run into by
an
unknown fishing
schooner, Carrying away the flying Jibboom
and light headgear. She will repair here.
News from tttfe State College.
BAKOOii, March 31.—The trustees of the
State College met this afternoon and
decided on a location for the new agricultural building, and chose a committee to employ an architect to draft plans, make specifications and superintend the construction
of the new building, which will be of
brick,
about 40x(i0, two stories with French roof,
and an ell about 35x45.
The matter of an
experiment station
was
postponed till
another meeting on account of the uncertainty relative to the availability of ttie appropriations by Congress for the work.
MR. BLAINE

IN ST. LOUIS.

He is civon an

Enthusiastic Reception by Business Men.

St. Lotts, March 31.—Mr. BlRine spenthe morning surrounded by personal Ifriends
oni) Of 10911 a'aIaaI.

__

_l..

.1

a...

il.

Chants’ Exchange by a committee of the
board. For an hour he received in the directors’ room, shaking hands with several
hundred men. lie was escorted to the tioor
of the Exchange and introduced to the audi-

Photographer,
opp. FALMOUTH HOTEL.

FINE

COLOR
A

<le*8

WORK

RPUUAI.TV.
eo<iti

ence

of

nearly

2000

people,

who crowded the

immense room. He was greeted with great
applause and made a five minute speech, in
which he alluded favorably to the Mississippi river as a means of transportation magnitude and great commercial importance, of
the Louisiana purchase by Thomas Jefferson,
and said the merchants ought to erect a suitable statue of that great statesman. Blaine
was then escorted to his hotel. He will leave
here Saturdayrfor Eureka Springs, Arkansas.

FROM NEW YORK.

K*«rtlnnd School .f SUrnogrnph,.
Pupils thoroughly instructed in shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.
Send for circular.
Agent fort tic Caligrnp •

ill*. A. L. Sawyer. 537

Congress

St.. Portland, Me.

_

eodtf

The Mackay-Bennett Cables Broken.
YoltK. March 31.—Both the ocean
cable lines of the Mackay-Bennett Commercial Cable Co. are broken and the company
is not receiving any business.
The break is
close to shore, off Nova Scotia, the American terminus, and the difficulty of
finding
and joining the ends will be comparatively
slight.
Repairs will be effected, it is

thought,

in a few

days.

Departure of the WildWest Exhibition
for London.

THE

DOMINION.

A Boston Vessel in a Critical Condition.

Ottawa, March 31.—It is reported from
Cap* ltace, X. F., that the schooner Bessie
Boston, loaded with provisions for St.
John, was forced into Trenassy Bay by ice.
The crew left her with both anchors out, but
in a critical position,
of

Children Burned to Death.
John, X. B., March 31.—A tragedy is
reported from Long Lake, Madawaska county. A Frenchman was engaged in scutching
flax in his house on Saturday last, when the
St.

flax ignited and set fire to the house. Two
children of 4 and 5 years perished in the
flames, and the remainder of the family were
fearfully burned.

Sympathy for the Irish People.
Toronto, March 31.—The deputation from

the Toronto branch of the Irish National
League, who went to Attorney General
Mowatt’s office this afternoon to ask him to
bring before the local Legislature resolutions
condemning the Irish crimes bill, were informed on undoubted authority that the
government would before the close of the
session introduce a resolution which also

expressed sympathy with the Nationalists in
their efforts to obtain home rule.

The Shea Murder Trial.
Greenfield, Mass., March 31.—In the
Shea murder trial today, Mr. Shea took the
stand in his own defence. He recounted the
circumstances of the killing of Lawler, and
declared he had acted in self-defence, believing his life to have been endangered. Several
Springfield policemen testified that shea
was of a quarrelsome disposition when he
lived in that city.
A

Bridge Pronounced Safe.
Gloucester, Mass.. March 31.—Engineer
Doane. by request of Mayor Robinson, was
sent here today by the railroad commission-

ers, with Master Mechanic Bissel of tU
road, to Inspect the railroad bridge over

Squam river. The bridge was thoroughly
examined and found in excellent condition.

Againat Blacklisting Employes.
Madison, Wis„ March 31.—Among the
bills passed by the assembly yesterday, was
• ns

providing

that any

employers

who

coin-

bins to blacklist employes shall he fined not
less than $80 or imprisonment for more than
twelve

months._

Funeral of Ray Palmer.
J-t March *1.—The funeral
SlTWAJUr,
•f Mr. Hr. lay Palmer took place at BellevtUa Avenue Congregational church this
afternoon. The attendance was very large,
including many persons from other cities.
The floral tributes were numerous.

The Buffalo Bill Wild West Combination
sailed
for London this morning in the
steamer State of Nebraska.
Hon. W. F.
Nate Salsbury have chartered the
and
Cody
vessel, and only a few theatrical people
outside the company are passengers. There
are HO Indian squaws and children,
100
horses, a herd of bnlfalo. and a number of
elk, bears and other animals on the deck.
The combination opens at the International
Exposition May 2d.
The Stewart Art Sale.
At the Stewart art sale today of odds and
ends the receipts amounted to 827,123.
The
articles put up at auction included statuary, tables of various kinds, clocks stands,
secretaries, candelabra, toilet sets, writing
sets, vases, ami many other rare and beautlcollection

was concluded
tonight at the lisale, when $35,000 was obtained.
About $000,000 have been realized by the
whole sale.

brary

feto'ry

of the Arrest of the Murderer
of tne Wardens.

A package of $10,000 in currency, which
arrived at the post office Tuesday night,from

Portland, Oregon, was missed early Wednesday morning by the superintendent of the
pouch room in the registry division. He
had checked it off some time before. Eighteen of the clerks in the post office were detained and Inspecfbr Dosser telegraphed for
The clerks were examined one at a time, and
suspicion fell on W. A. Clarke, a married

man, who has been in the'departineiit about
five years, and lives in Brooklyn. Clarke
was accused of the theft, but stoutly denied
it. Today the package of money was found
This afterunder some rubbish in a closet.
noon Clarke confessed his guilt, and also ad
mitted that he had stolen sixty other packages which had been missed from time to
Clarke drinks
time for the last three years.
He says he stole to pay his
and gambles.
debts.
He is supposed to have taken between $4000 and $5000.
Crant

Fund.

The Grant fund now amounts to

His Whereabouts and Doings While
In California.

What Mrs.

Craves

Says Regarding

mechanical trades. The manual of training
schools should be established as a part of
the public school system, and trade
night
schools should be organized by various local
trade organizations for the benefit and lmprovement of apprentices and recommends
all its affiliated associations to secure as soon
as possible the adoption of a
system of payment by the hour for all labor
performed
other than piece work or salary worki and to
obtain a co-operation of the associations of
workmen In this just and equitable arrangement.

Her Husband.

Ba.vook, March 31.—A special from Oakland, Cal,, soys: Orhves is now reposing
Here In Jail very quietly, and secs few outside persons.
He is, however, free to talk
with his visitors, and takes matters
very
coolly. When Graves camo to California in
the early part of the winter, he went to Los
Angelos, and thfeh very naturally left for
Anaheim, the Planters’ Hotel is in that
town, and Graves found work there, where
lie acted as porter and general man of all
work. Tills Is a cheap
house, and very little

patronized,

and so quiet that Graves
it would be a very safe
hiding place.
'« “o doubt but that it would have

thought

There
been, but
lie was not contented to
stay there. He
made frequent visits to
Oakland, 500 miles
away, thinking It would be the right place to
mail and receive l'elters, as lie was located
so
Many miles from there. March 5tli he came
here, walked into the Eureka Hotel, stepped
up to the register and slowly traced the
name of John T.
Smith. The pblice had
been informed by John V. Fairbanks
of
Hikland that Smith or Graves would be
likely to call at the post office for letters, so
for three weeks they haunted the
government building.
Finally their patience was
rewarded, for last week lie stepped Into the
office one day and Inquired fbl- letters for
John T. Smith. As Sbbii as liiey were delivered to him, for there was more than
on«, he
was arrested and
lodged in jail. Then the
officers went to the hotel and fonnd his valise.
It contained letters to him which established his identity beyond a question. It
also contained a
copy of the Portland Argus,
In which was printed n
report of the trial of
McFarland. This had hfeteh mailed to him

Vortl&tid, and it inriir>ntp/i fhn* if h.j
carefully read. He confesses the homicide, and in telling the story of the affair
constantly asserts that the whole act was
from
Deen

committed in self defence.
A reporter, who visited Graves's
home,
said that at the request of her
father, Mrs.
Graves read alohd the despatch from Oakland to the effect that libr hhsband
admitted
that he was the man
wanted, and as she did
so manifested no more
apparent feeling than
she would have done had it related
to some
common business matter of the
family. She
said it was a poor

place

to come to for news,

she had nothing to tell, and that
she had
llau no idea as to the w
hereabouts of her
husbahd since the murder, and she
should as
soon have expected to hear that he had
been
found in Maine as in California.
Mr. Tracy, Mrs. Graves’s
father, said that
he had asked her many
times. Immediately
after the murder and since, if sbe had received any news from Graves, and she altvaj's said she had not.
On the day of the
reporter’s visit, he said he had been “pumping her hard, but she declared that she
knew nothing about it, had heard
nothing
from her husband, and bad no knowledge of
Ills beitig in California.
Mr. Tracy said he believed that his
daughter told the truth, and that he had
always
known her as a truthful girl and a truthful
woman.
Others who have always known
Mrs. Graves give similar testimony.
as

NEW

YORK LICENSE.

Tammany Says

That Cov.

Veto the

Crosby

Hill Will

Bill.

Nkw York, March 81.—Tammany Hall
general committee held a meeting last night.
Resolutions from the committee an organization against the high license bill were reported, The resolution^ approved the course
of the Tammany Hall legislators In
opposing
the passage of Assemblyman Crosby's enactment, and concluded as follows:
Resolved, That we condemn the action of the
Republican representatives of other cities of the
State, wlio seek by their votes to impose ou the
two Democratic cities a measure they will not accept for their own constituencies, and which is
opposed by the representatives of New York and
u

.uiv

Ui

UO IU O.

Roger A. Pryor spoke in favor of the
resolutions, ami was frequently interrupted
by applause. Ue called Assemblyman Crosby s bill “an atrocious monstrosity,” and
said it
Gen.

was a measure that would
operate
with great stringency in this city and Brooklyn, and would let rural districts alone; that
the high license bill was against the
spirit
and purport of the Constitution of the United States.
“Have no apprehensions,” he
exclaimed, ’for I speak by card when I give
it as my opinion that David B. Hill will
put
the knife of veto into the hill.”
[Great ap-

1887.

1,

PRICE

STEANIErf

SEAL

EACLE

Reported Lost at Sea With 260
Board.

to adopt international
navigation. The latter rules of sailing in some respects are a complete revisal
of those heretofore in use and the changes
required were both difficult to adopt and
dangerous to operate by. the navigators who
for years had been accustomed to directly opposite rules and regulations. Although Ducoastwise vessels

rule(s

on

Belief That the Steamer Sunk in a

Terrible Cale..

the Createst Calamity In the History
of Newfoundland.

mont intimates in his order that this revocation of the previous order may be onlv temporary, he assured those preseut at the conference It would be permanent.

$120,845.

A Serious Accident.

Lawbence, March 31.—This forenoon,

Mrs. Ilazen L. Prescott, daughter of Charles
G. Merrill, of the Daily Eagle, was driving
along Essex street, when her light wagon
came into collision with a
grocery team
hitched by tin sidewalk.
The lady was
thrown out ami fell on the paving, striking
upon her head, which was severely cut and
bruised. She also sustained injuries to her
left arm and wrist.
She will recover, but
will tie disfigured for life.
The Crosby High License Bill.
Albany, N. V., March 31.—The Senate
passed the Crosby high license bill this afternoon, 18 to 14, a strict party vote, except
that Messrs. Coggeshall and Worth voted
with the Democrats in the negative.

Another Lot of Pensiohs for Maine

People.
The Indian Lands Severalty Act.
Washington, March 31.
Hie President today directed the allotment of lands in severalty to the Indians on
the Warm Spring reservation in
Oregon.
This is the first action taken under the ludian land severalty aet which was passed
by
the last Congress.
„.

.Jf®s°luf|ons

denouncing the new coercion
the English Parliament

bill introduced in

presented. The resolutions read:
Resolved, That we, as citizens ot the United
States, recognizing tile Justice ol the Irish cause,
and believing that every people should
enjoy the
inalienable rigid ol governing themselves
in their
own
were

way, and

on

the soil

which it is God's

will
they have been born, or have become citizens ol
earnestly protest against the subjection of Ireand to tbe bayonet rule and dictation of a foreign
inexperienced and bloodthirsty young man.
Resolved, That we send our heartfelt greetings
across the sea to the fearless and
noble-hearted
Gladstone and the indomitable and uncompromising l’arnell In their heroic efforts to achieve the
boon of ujf-gorernment for Ireland.
on

INTENSE EXCITEMENT
Ovor

the

Prohibitory Amendment
Vote in Michigan.

Detroit, March 31.—The intensity of
feeling over tire proposed prohibitory amendment has no jmrullel in the history of political campaigns in this State. Conservative
men of both sides are fearing 3erious trouble
election day in this city.
The feeling
against Prohibitionists in the eastern part of
the city is intense.
The interest hi State
and county politics shrinks out of
sight compared with the absorbing importance of the
question of whether the people shall have
beer or not. An alderman said that not one
prohibition vote would he east in his precinct because no Prohibitionist would dare
to vote there. He added: “I am
speaking

the truth when 1 say it would not be safe for
a man to vote for a Prohibitionist in
my
part of tlie town, that is, if it was found
out.” There will probably be .WOO anti-prohibition workers at the polls.”

Suffering

in Texas.

San Antonio, Tex., March 31.—In many
portions of the territory tributary to this
city, suffering from the drouth is severe. In
Atasiea county people have been robbed of
the bare necessaries.
All the crops are a
failure. Milk and butter are scarce, and
unless it rains soon people will be brought to

starvation.

North and west, in Medina county, cattle
dying so fast that their owners cannot
skin them, and though in sections further
west the mortality is not so great, it is very
large. There is, in many portions of the
country, absolutely no range and would not
be for some weeks, though It should rain
today. Texas grass is hard to devitalize,
but months of drouth have proved too 111^11
for it.
New Hampshire Items.

Dover, March 31.—Rev. J. W. White,
pastor of the Congregational church In Newmarket, has resigned his pastorate to take
effect May 1st.
Diphtheria is very prevalent in the adjoining town of Durham. There were two
deaths in Arthur Giles
family today and another death is expected. There are many
other cases in town and it has caused quite a
scare.

Joseph Wentworth of
committed to .the county

East IRochester.

jail recently for
creating a disturbance In the Advent church
was discharged from jail
today. The discharge was granted by Chief Justice Doe on
the ground that Wentworth conscientiously
believed he had a right to get up in the meeting and proclaim himself the agent of the
Lord and advise thos present to reform their
mode of living or they could not be saved.
Builders National Convention.
Chicago, March 31.—The Builders national convention finished the business ^before it
early this afternoon, and adjourned until the
next annual meeting, which is to take place
in Cincinnati nexj February. In accordance
with the the constitution adopted yesterdry
a board of directors was chosen. JThe New
England directors are: Leander Greely, Boston ; E. B. Crane, Worcester; and George R.
Phillips, Providence. Z Resolutions were
adopted to provide that a uniform system of
apprentieesnip should be adopted by various

.,

Pleuro Pneumonia in Boston.
Commissioner Colnian is informed by a
letter received from Professor Alvord today
of the complete success of the
energetic steps
taken by the department for the
suppression
of pleuro pneumonia in Boston, amt be announces as a probability that within
thirty
days the quarantine upon that city can be
removed.

Pensions Granted.
Pensions have been granted to residents of
Maine as follows:
Andrew S. Hayman, original, Eastport.
Samuel B. Allen, original,
NorrUigeWock.
James Peeklus. "rigffiat, HesqUe
hie.

Shejiat-U Morfclfl, original, Brownville.
Thomas Peters, inerease, Walerville.
increase, Waldo Station,
vw!b
,N: Cunningham,
l-rederlek
U. Bunnells, increase, Portland.
Albion F. PettengUl, increase,
KniglitviUe.
The New Secretary of the

Treasury.

cl11 i8r>

hhthoritetlvely

announced that
Charles Fairchild of New York will tomorrow be appointed
Secretary iof the Treasury
and Isaac It. Maynard of Xow
York Assistant {secretary. Mr. Maynard is at
present
{second Comptroller of the Treasury, haviug
iu mat
position uy President
Cleveland on the first of June, 1887.
Mr. Jordan’s resignation lias not
yet been
accepted and Assistant Treasurer Wbelpley
can continue to act under his
bond. The
impression is growing that lie will ne succeeded by a western man,

The Public Debt.
A revised estimate of the
public
duction fob March makes it about

debt

re-

$11,500,000.

The

Inter-State Commerce Commissioners.
About 11 o’clock this morning Messrs.
Cooley,
Morrison;
Scnoon maker; and
Waiker. four of the five members of the

Commission,
,1,nt<;rJ^aUl,Columer«'e
the White House

called at

and paid ttieir respects to
Mr. Bragg did not arrive in
in
tnne
to
city
go with them, but called
at tlie White House shortly
afterwards, and
then
joined his associates at W’illard’s
Hotel where an informal
gathering took
place to enable the members to become betwitii
acquainted
one
another. At 3
ter,
0 clock the commissioners met
by agreement
at the Interior Department where their commissions were handed to them and the prescribed oath of office was administered. On
motion of Colonel Morrison Judge
Cooley
was selected chairman of the
Commission.
1 he Commission then
to
the
temproceeded
porary quarters selected foi them in the Iloe
on
F
building,
street, just below the Ebbitt
House, and after ah inspection of the rooms
they parted wjth the understanding that
another meeting should be held tomorrow for
’onsultation.

tbe Pres dent.

A Historic Vessel.
Naval circles are agitated over the
possible condemnation of the old
ship Hartford
now lying at Mare Island, Cal.
This vessel
was refitted at Boston
navy yard less than
Bve years ago, and was sent around to the
i acinc as the flagship of the
squadron in
those waters.
She was surveyed by the
t>oard when she returned to San Francisco
ind it was found that the icpairs
necessary
to be made would cost
This sum
$160,000
ipproaches the 20 per cent, limit allowed by
aw to be expended in the
repairs of wood
vessels, and Secretary Whitney is doubtful
ibout the advisability of
undertaking to
'cut the vessel.
Naval officers generally
lave a high regard for the old Hartford and
condemn the law that seem9 to threaten her
continuance in active service.
The total
original cost of the vessel was $502,650. The
estimates of the construction bureau for repairs are less than 17 per cent, of the cost of
replacing the vessel, but extensive repairs
.0 the machinery are
necessary. The Hart;ord lias one of the lightest records of
any
ressel in the navy service. She was built at
Boston in 1859 and served in
many engage.nentsduring the late war, and it was on
)oard of this ship, lashed in the mizzen
rigting that Farraeut nassed thp fnrte hoirvw
New Orleans.
Two other wooden vessels,
■elics of the war, have just passed
surveys.
I lie Ossipee is now being repaired at Norolk, and the Kearsarge is lying at Portsnouth, N. H., awaiting the decision of Secetary Whitney as to whether she shall lie

epaired.

NOT MARY MALTBY.

furious Devices Suggested for the
Detection of the Murderer.

New York, March 31.—The young girl
vho was found

murdered

by

a

lonely

road-

side last Saturday, near Rahway, N. J., has
lot been identified yet.
The supposed identification of the remains
vith those of a Mary Maltby of Newark,
vas thoroughly disposed of today.
An undo of the Maltby woman went to Rahway
in an early train and hastened to the
morgue
where the body lies. He said that the remains were not those of his niece.
Later in the day, Mary Maltby herself was
ieen by a reporter in Newark.
When she
earned that she was reported dead she went
;o the Newark police headquarters to
deny
;he story.
Another fact which should have proved
the falsity of the identification was that the
Newark woman was said to be of a disreputable character, while the doctors who extmined the body of the dead girl say that
she was chaste.
Somebody with a turu for a practical joke,
ast night fooled the Railway police with a
-mnantic story.
He said that he was a de■ective from Boston, and (gave the name of
John I\ Ncary, saying that he stopped in
New York with John H. Beeker, a newslealer at l-Kil Third avenue. He said that
'is sister, Kate Jennie Neary, had been
imssing since Thursday, when she went to
Elizabeth to visit friends.
At the time she
eft home he claimed she had about 8100 in
her possession.
The fellow described the appearance of
the dead girl accurately, and he himself bore
an
apparent family resemblance to her. His
description was evidently taken from the
newspapers, however, for he failed to give

the color of her hair.
The police force at Rahway are completely
at sea in regard to the case.

The last experiment which has been suggested, in sober earnest, too, is to put a setfilter lion nn thn
mtiinli
.1
.....1
nrrrrc

lima..,

watch the result, whether the police expect
the possible chickens to identify the remains
the police decline to say.
The case is developing the usual number
of cranks and anonymous communications.
Major Daly got one of the letters today,
reading: “Dark deed, dark night; offer big
reward and you will hear your man.

FROM

Vidocq.

BOSTON.

No More Reduced Rates for Students
Boston, March 31.—The Boston & Maine
railroad has issued the following circular to
ticket agents:
On account of flic requirements of the interstate commerce law, and to prevent discrimination between residents of different States, the
sale of co-partnership and inter-state scholars’
tickets will be discontinued April 1st. 1887.
Scholars who are now residing in the same state
iu which they attend school will be furnishdscholars’ ticket* until the end of the term, if not
later than June 30.
A number of scholars attend the Boston
schools and colleges from Dover, Exeter,
Portsmouth and other New Hampshire cities
and towns and by this order tlie reduced
rates are discontinued.

St. John, N. F., March 31.—Eeports prevail here that the sealing steamer Eagle has
been lost with all hands, 260 men. The
greatest excitement prevails. The Eagle is
owned by Messrs. Bowring Brothers, and
was commanded by Captain Jackman, one
of the most experledced and successful 0f
the sealing captains sailing out of Newfound
land ports.
There arc also ugly rumors afloat as to the
condition of the steamer’s boilers when she
sailed for the fisheries. It is said to be a
well known fact that her boilers were not
safe, and that she should never have l>eon
allowed to proceed to sea with such a freight
of

humanity.

Boston, March 31.—A special to thfe journal from St. Johns, N. F„ says the sailing
steamer Eagle was last seen by the steamer
Aurora, on the night of the 11th Inst, near
Funk’s Island. A terrible sea was running
at the time. The next morning the Aurora
could find no trace of the Eagle and nothing
has bbfeh shell of the 111 fated vessel since.
A message from Gracepond,about one hundred miles from this place,' says that the
keeper of the Cabot lighthouse boarded the
sailing steamers Vanguard and Hector.
Both of those vessels are reported as passing
spars, a forecastle, and the name board
“Eagle” near the spot Jwhere she was last
seen.
I lighthouse Keeper Cabot is a reliable
man and t-oni his kiiowledge of affairs there
and tlie fact that the Eagle lias not been seeh
since the 11th, while other vessels of the
fleet have been spoken every few days, it is
universally believed that the vessel with her
260 men was driven on the terrible reefs so
numerous iuside
Funk’s Island, the sea
broke her lip and she probably sunk immediately with her 00 seamen on deck, and 210
seal fishefs below, The sea that
swept the
coast that night was the worst ever witness
ed by tiie oldest sailots on board other vessels. No
ship once getting in those terrible
breakers could possibly escape.
Captain Jackman, commander of the ill
fated vessel was called the bravest skipper
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WILL RUN.

Says One

of the Committee Appointed to See Him.
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committee of
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mayor,
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Death of Marvin Smith.
Norwich, Conn., Afarch 31_Marvin
Smith of Lontville, died
today aged
years, 4 months and 12 days. He seent hi*
Spent llls
whole life in his native town.

1$

Bai.timoke, Md.,

March 31.—A special
from Iiome gives the following as the text of
tlie letter of Cardinal Manning regarding the
Knights of Labor to a prominent divine in
that city:
Westminster, London, March 11.
My Dear Lord,—I have read with great assent
Cardinal Gibbons’
Knights of Labor.
he convinced witli
the New World. I

document ill relation to the
The Holy See, I am stire, will
the exposition of Us state in
it will open a new Held
hope
™ thought and action.
It passes understanding
that officious persons should he listened to rattier
man church officials. Surely the episcopate of
the whole world Is the most
powerful and direct
Instrument in the hands of tue Holy See for gath-

ering

Correct

local knowledge

dally

the people. The
more
Is perceived the
stronger Home whl be.
Never at any time has
the apscopatti bean so detached from clvli
powers
and united hi Itself, ami so Well able to see, to
realize and to use its powers. The failure to see
and use these powers wiU breed much trouble amt

mischief. My thanks are due the Cardinal for
letting me share In the argumrnt. If 1 can find a
copy of my lecture on "The Dignity and Kiglits of
ktber, I will send It to him. it will, I think,
qualify me for kuighthood In the order. Brentane, some Tea's ago, published books on til
guilds, lit which he proves that the association of
labor ami crafts goes back lo
antiquity, blit there
Is this notable fact,—In English aua Teutonic laws
they were recognized, favored and chartered, in
Imperial and Latin laws they were rigorously
prohibited. We are at this day as a church the
mother, friend and protector of the iieople. As
the Ixird walked among them so his church lives
among them. The Cardinal’s article Is Irresistible. Your affectionate servant in Christ,
(Signed)
Hknky Edward,
Cardinal, Archbishop ol Westminster.
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personal contact with
clearly and fully this

secure any

AN OLD CASE REVIVED.

enforcing

and

Seven Feet

tlie first time in his experience he failed to
seals. Last year bad luck again
overtook him and he lost the steamer Resolute near the same fatal Funk’s fsland, but
all his Crew escaped.
Later the same season he took, command
of the Eagle and within a few weeks she
broke her shaft. She was refitted a month
ago and started with the rest of the fleet on
which is now felt was her last voyage. The
exact number of men on board is not known,
but it Is believed to be at least 2*Jo. The majority of the crew are married and reside in
this city and vicinity, and are all in the prime
of life. The city is in mourning today.
This is the greatest calamity and most
frightful loss of lives In the modern history
of this unfortunate colony.

and

decisions. Who can know the temper of America,
England and Ireland as they who have a huger
upon the pulse of the people?
Hitherto the world has lieen governed by dynasties. Henceforth the Holy See will have to
deal with the
people, and it has bishops in close

“king of|the sealing fleet" until 1885,when for

the

Deep

Woods-Snow

In Maine

Logging

St. John, N. B., March 31.—A large number of men, who have been employed in tho
Maine woods, have arrived in Fredericton
They tell a pitiable story of the hardships
they have endured this season, not only
while in the woods, but while getting out.
The snow in the woods is still seven feet
deep, they say, and many valuable horses
have had to be abandoned. One of the men
said that he and live others hail left the
camps a fortnight ago, and had ever since
been on the road. They had no money about
them
except Maritime Bank notes, and between thelNexpenses along the road and the
discount in trading off these bills to pay
their way, fifty cents on the dollar being the
very best they could do in Maine, it has cost
each of them over a month’s wages to get to

Fredericton.

PATTI’S ASSAILANT
New York, March 31.—An argument wiil
be heard tomorrow in the court of general
sessions on the application of Lawyer Hart
of San Francisco to quash the 33-year,- old
indictment for forgery hanging over the head
of Kissane, who is said to be a millionaire
railroad director of San Francisco, and to
occupy a prominent business and social position at Golden Gate.
Kissane’s identity

might have continued unknown for an indefinite period to people of San Francisco,
except for his anxiety to get this old indictment out of the way. The presentment of
the grand jury made on Nov. 14, 1854, to
which

the counsel desire to enter a nolle
is said has practically been dead
for years.
•It was
generally believed that when Kissane was sent to Sing
Sing, in March, 1855,
his sentence of two and a half years covered
the two indictments against him, but Kissane
is reported to have been threatened with exposure by an old play-fellow, whose family
he wronged.
The former had lived for
twenty-five years on the Pacific slope under
an assumed name, and might have continued
to do so. perhaps, had he repaired his old
wrong. When all the facts about Kissane
come out, as now seems probable, the papers
will have a genuine sensation.
President Willard of the Chemical National
IJank said to a reporter: His historv Is one
of the most remarkable I have ever heard.
Once a companion of the most noted criminals of this city and guilty of numerous
crimes himself, lie is at present living in luxury in San Francisco. The bank will oppose
the motion of the counsel to have the indictment dropped. It is pretended that he has
made good all the money he obtained from
tlie bank, but it is not true and that is the
very reason why tlie case will not be dropped. Some months ago Kissane opened communication with us on the subject and tried
to have us withdraw our opposition.
Until
that time we had no idea what had become
of him. Now we shall insist upon tlie return
of the money due us.
Kissane’s forgeries
created a tremendous sensation in New York.
His trial made more of a sensation for those
days than even the “boodle” aldermen trials

prosequi, it

now.

A host of reminiscences
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lice and criminal court officials of thirty
years ago as one of the most noted criminals
of that day. John Sparks, the veteran clerk
of tlie General Sessions, who has been connected with the court for nearly forty years,
remembers Kissane well.
A memorable
scene occurred when Kissane was taken before Recorder Tillon for sentence.
Kissane
and his companion, Lyman Cole, were dangerous forgers, and several banks had lost
large sums by their forgeries. The recorder
had made up his mind to sentence Kissane
to five years in the State Prison.
The prisoner was called to the bar and the usual formal question was put to him:
“What have you to say why judgment
should not be pronounced against you according to law ?”
Kissane was then young; he had received
a good education and was
remarkably bright,
lie rose and began an impassioned address
to the recorder. He told of his careful training at home, said that he had been educated
to do right, but had been led astray upon
coming to this city and had been concerned
in the commission of some of these acts. -He
said that it was his first crime and that he
would never be
guilty of another. He spoke
so feelingly that his hearers were convinced
of Ids sincerity and the recorder changed
his purpose and sentenced Kissane to imprisonment for only two years and six months.
General Francis Harr, who says that he
recognizes Kisane in the person of a well
known and wealthy resident of San Francisco, was well known in New York until a
few years ago, when he went to California.
Ue has written several letters to New York
in reference to the matter. He remembers
William Kissane because he aud Kissane,
when they were boys, lived in the same town
near Cincinnati.
Their fathers were engaged in the same business.—the preparation
of a kind of oil. Kissane was known as a
rather wild young man. The factory owned
by the elder Darr was burned one night, and
as there was little insurance on it the loss
was great and the Darr family were financially ruined and did not recover for some
time. Young Kissane was seen near the
building shortly before it was burned, and
from thejrivalry between the families and
other facts he was suspected of setting the
place on fire, and General Darr has retained
an enmity based on that suspicion.
General
Darr Is a graduate of West Point and served
in the war of the Rebellion. He has been a
civil engineer and has also been engaged in a
business similar to that of his father.
The Chemical National Bank is one of the
banks which lost several thousand dollars by
the operations of the gang of forgers of
which Kissane and Lyman Cole were the
most noted members. The officers of the
bank have received letters from General
Darr and they know the name under which,
it is alleged, Kissane is now living in San
Francisco. One of the officers of the bank,
Mr. Parsons, was the paying teller in 1854,
.,..,1
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defrauded, lie has said that he
Kissane anywhere and under
Neither Mr. Parsons nor the
other officers of the bank were willing to
give tlie name under which Kissane, according to the statements of General Darr, is

bank

was

would know
any disguise.

now

living.

was

be-

lieved by some persons many years ago that
Kissane had a part was the burning of the
steamer Martha Washington on the Ohio
river. The steamer was loaded with boxes
that were represented as containing valuable
goods, but which really contained little that
The steamer and cargo were
was of value.

large amount and after the
steamer had begun its trip a fire broke out.
Many passengers lost their lives and the affair caused great excitement, especially when
it was believed that the steamer was deliberately set on fire.

insured for

a
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Of Interest to Navigators.
Philadelphia, March 31.—As a result of
the conference today between James A. Dumont, supervising inspector general of steam
vessels, and representatives of marine interests, Mr. Dumont has issuek an official notice to supervising inspectors of revocation
the recent order compelling sea going and

Found Cullty of Assault With Intent
to Murder.
Sax Francisco, March 31.—Dr. James
Iiodges, who exploded the bomb in the
Grand Opera House during Patti’s
concert,
ieb. 9th, was found guilty today of assault
with intent to murder,
ilodgas testified he
had intended to end his life while Patti was
singing, so he could be her page in the spirit
land.

CHARGED WITH STEALINC.
A Bookkeeper Said to Have Swindled
His Firm Out of $75,000.
New York, March 31.—Edward M. Newman, in the employ of Michael Levinson,
wholesale clothier. 575 Broadway, was arrested this afternoon, charged with defrauding the firm of over 875,OOo bv means of
false entries and misusing checks of the firm.
Newman was taken to the Tombs
The Chost Will Walk No
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Sparkill

alleged

ghost seen between
places had become so great
that
some
recently
timid
persons
were talking about moving away.
The
ghost has been detected, duly thrashed, and
put under promise to behave himself in the
future. A night or two ago a gentleman
living near Sparkill had occasion at a late
hour to cross the stone bridge over the
Sparkill creek, when he encountered the
ghostly
object which was on its nightly round to
frighten people. The man picked up a goodsized stone and hurled it at the object, striking him a pretty hard blow. The spook became angered and clinched with the man.
The gentleman proved too muscular, however, for the spectre, and grasped it by the
throat. The ghost, in a human voice, begged
for mercy. The Sparkill gentleman relented, and, after discovering the identity of the
person who had been personating a ghost,
over

those

Another Attempt Made to Kill the
Czar.
Continuation of the Debate in the
Commons.

London, March 31.—It is announced that
Lord Salisbury will be unable to preside at
the coascrvative meeting tomorrow
night.
Mr. W. II. Smith will occupy the chair in his
stead. The opposition have informed tlie
government that they are willing to allow
the first reading of the Irish crimes bill today, if the second reading shall be deferred
until after the Easter recess.
The government is not inclined to consent to the
proposition. The Post says the government will
ask the House of Commons to sit during the
Easter holiday in order to carry the second
reading of the crimes bill.
The Rome correspondent of the Daily
Chronicle asserts that Mgr. Gallmberti,
while in Berlin obtained a promise from Dr.
Windth not to reverence and obey the behests of the Holy See. The correspondent
also says that Mgr. Gallmberti obtained the
impression that any attempt to improve the

relations between Prance and Germnay
would tie hopeless and that war would soon
be a certainty.
,No news has been received here confirming
tlie report of tbe attempted -asssasination of
thejCzar at the Galacbina palace.
In the House of Lords tonight Earl Cadogan. Conservative, presented a bill providing
for the purchase of Irish holdings, or in other words, for the abolition of the system of
dual ownership, created by the act of 1881.
Continuing Earl Cadogan said: “The government found it impossible to adopt the
land commissions reconuneudation that a
period of five years for the fixing of the judicial rents be substituted for that of fifteen
The
years according to the present law.
governuient agreed with Lord Hart'ngton
that it was au open question whether excessive rents were exacted. Therefore it would
be unreasonable to deal anew with the settlement of rents fixed by the act of 1881
If
those settlements should be disturbed landlords and tenonts would be led to believe
there was no finality to such settlements.
The government believed the time had arrived to formulate further measure, dealing
with tbe the tenants purchase of holdings,
and looked to that mainly for the settlement
of
the
which
questions
unhappilv
that
agitated the country. In
alone

let him go and not make known
give up the
spook
has personated the ghost and caused the worst scare
ever known in the lower
of
the county
part
is a man well known in l’iermont and Sparkill, but the man who discovered his identity sticks faithfully to his promise not to reveal it.
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questions. (Cheers.)

The government proposed to deal with the
question in two parts. The first was the
bill which had just been described, dealing
with questions of urgency and great diffi-

culty arising

from the

land

act

of

1SS1.

This bill, which it was hoped would reduce
the number of evictions one-half, would lie
followed by a bill relating to the purchase of
holdings. This latter bill, the government
honed, would permanently settle the difficulty. The government desired to mitigate
the sufferings of tenants who were unable

to pay rents, by giving further time or by
releasing them altogether from the obligations of their leases. The bill provided for
a state of
things which the government
hoped by legislation before long to remove.
The government asked their lordships who
were landlords in Ireland and those con
nected with them to make a heavy sacrifice.
The measure strictly regarded the rights of
property and was, through an earnest desire to remedy complaints arising from the
land laws, drawn in a spirit of fairness and
justice. The bill passed the first reading,
and the second reading was fixed for April
21st.
The Cabinet have decided to abandon that
clause of the Irish criminal law amendment
bill which provides for the changing of venue
from Dublin to London in certain classes of
criminal trials, thus practically removing
the greatest cause of the Liberal-Unionist
to the bill. The National Liberal
opposition
federation has issued a summons for a meetto
be
held
ing
April 6th, at the Metro pole
Hotel, for the purpose of denouncing the
proposed Irish coercion measures.
Queen Victoria was detained at the La
Itoche last night by the heating of the
springs of the railway coach in which she
was journeying to Cannes, and she will not
arrive at the latter place till tomorrow.
Two hundred members of parliament attended the Conservative meeting today.
Among them was Lord ltandolph Churchill.
The meeting enthusiastically supported the
decision of W. H. Smith, Couservative leader in the House of Commons, to have a division tomorrow night on Mr. Darnell's
amendment to the Irish crimes act amendment, the bill providing that the House resolve itself into a committee to consider the
state of Ireland, and on the first reading of
the measure even if the closure had to be enforced.

Copenhagen, March 31.—King Christian
has been informed from St. Petersburg that

another unsuccessful attempt has been made
upon the Czar’s life. News also has been received of the discovery of a conspiracy iu
Caucasus. One hundred officers of the Titlis
garrison have been arrested for complicity
in

the plot.

The Hague, March 31,—A despatch from
Uatavia says reports have been received
Wiviu UI

ncuuua

ill

t'ClCUCS.

St.

Petersburg, March 31.—Seditous
placards were secretly posted throughout
the University building yesterday, proclaiming that the address recently presented to the
Czar did not represent the real feelings of
the students.

The Czar and Czarina will return from
tiatachina today to attend a grand military
concert here.
Every possible precaution
will be taken to insure the personal safety
of the imperial party.
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on Knights of Labor.
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Inter-State Commerce Commission
Organize and Elect Judge
Cooley Chairman.
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Death ofJohn C. Saxe.

ms name

Albany, N. Y., March 31.—John Godfrey
The burial
Saxe, the poet, died here today.
will take place in the Greenwood
family
lot in

Brooklyn._

CENERAL INEWS.

_

Feud Between

Indian Tribes.

Albubuebijce, N. M.t March 31.—News
has been received here of a quarrel between
Navajo and Zuni Indians at Defiance. A
day or two ago a Navajo and Zuni warrior

quarrelled over a small matter in a traders
store, and while fighting on the floor, Chief
Manuelito of the Navajos took away the pis-

rols from both to prevent bloodshed. Zuui
Indians took this as au insult and threatened
Manuelito. He was afterwards waylaid by
Zunls, who dragged him from his horse, and
finding him unarmed, gave him a thrashing
with rods. When news of tho
indignity offered their chief reached the Navajos, they
formed a pursuing party and went for the
Zunis. There are now about 500 of both
tribes on the ground and recruits for both
parties are rapidly coming in.
Unless
troops from Wingate, 100 miles away, reach
the scene at an early
bloodshed
moment,
will be inevitable. Soldiers fear that should
there be a battle, the victorious tribe will be
so elated they may attack the whites.

There is almost a foot of snow in Kenueky.
Among the bills passed by the Wisconsin
Assembly is one providing that any employers who combine to blacklist employes shall
be fined not less than 830, or punished by imprisonment for not more than twelve months.
A heavy snow storm prevailed in Virginia
It was the worst storm ever
yesterday.
known in that section of the country.
Joshua Bradley, for over thirty years baggagemaster on the Boston * Maine railroad
at Exeter, N. II., and for over fifty years a
faithful employe of the road, died yesterday
morning, aged 70 years.
The ice has started out of the St. Lawriver.
Fire at Sitico, Conn., yesterday totally destroyed the mill of Gordon Bros., entailing a
loss of 810,000.
II. B. Harris of Georgia, recently appointed Third Assistant Postmaster General, entered upon his duties in Washington yesterrence

day.
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An Express Messenger Fatally Shot
and the Safe Robbed.
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A WAIF OF THE SEA.
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bleeding furiously from a wound in his
shoulder. While the train was making tinrun between Clark’s Mills and Utiea, which
only occupies seven minutes, a man entered
the car and ordered the messenger to throw
up

was

Ynrlr

McCormick was arrested and Identified by
Christmard. The prisoner said he had just
come from Fall Hiver, Mass.

New Yobk, March 31.—A despatch from
Utica states that Express Messenger Lake,
on train 50 on the West Shore, which arrived
mcir at

Vt*w

latter did not at once

comprehend him, and the robber shot him.
He then gagged and bound him and rifled
the safe, but t(je amount secured is not
known. The local expressman could not
open the door when the car reached here,
and his suspicions were aroused. He forced

the door and found the messenger wounded
as stated.
When the train reached Frankfort, nine miles east of here. Lake was attended by a physician, who considers the
wound fatal.
__

In Aid of the

Longfellow Memorial.
Boston, March 31.—A novel and exceedingly interesting entertainment was that at
the Boston Museum this afternoon, when
readings were given by authors In aid of the
Longfellow Memorial. Among those who
read selections from their own works were :

James Russell Lowell, Oliver Wendell
Holmes, Edward Everett Hale, Thomas
Wentworth Higginson, William I). Howells,
Thomas Bailey Aldrich, George William
Curtis, Julia Ward Howe and Samuel L.
Clemens, (Mark Twain.) The meeting was
presided over by Professor Charles Elliot
Morton of Harvard. The entertainment was
of course of rare excellence and the house
was crowded to the doors.
It is expected
the entertainment will realize nearly $.VK)0
for the memorial fund.
An Interesting Law Case.
Lawbence. Mass., March 31.—A most interesting case has been on trial in the
Superior Court the last two days, known as
the Haverhill dowry case. This is a case In
which the widow of Hiram Peaslee of Hav-

erhill claims a dowry.
The defendants,
children of Mr. Peaslee, claim that the
plaintiff forfeited all claim to the dowry by
an ante-nuptial contract.
The plaintiff. In
answer to tnls, claims that her signature to
this contract was obtained by fraud and is
therefore null; wherefore she now sues for
the dowry as given by law. The case involves $00,000 worth of property. The case
has gone to the jury.

How Sailors Sometimes find a
tune

Floating

on

For-

tho Waters.

Two sailors entered a wholesale drug store
in Nassau street. New York city, the other day,
carrying with them a parcel
which they handled as carefully as a
young mother fondles her infant.
They
thought they had a piece of ambergris.
What is ambergris'.' The sailors say it
front tho stomach of the whale. The
two who entered the drug store were confident they had something worth about $20,000, but upon examination by an expert unfortunately, it was found to be only hardened
tallow mixed with dirt and salt. The captain
would uot believe the expert’s judgment, and
went out still clutching bis long-guarded
treasure and expressing his dissatistaction
with a liberal use of profanity. The propricomes

etor of the drug store said to a reporter that
similar mistnkes are often made by sailors
and gives this interesting account of the substance :

"Nearly everyonels constantly using

am-

It is every day in the hands of
ladies and gentlemen throughout the world,
but comparatively few people know anything about it. Us origin is disputed. Even
scientists do not agree upon its true scourccs
and although it enters all houses where
civilization reaches and an immensely profitable trade in tile commodity is carried on,
nine out of ten people whom you meet
would not know what you meant if you mentioned its name, It is a slate like substance
varying in color from dark to light gray, the
darker shades, which are also denser in fiber
being the most valuable. A piece weighing
from twenty to thirty-five pounds is seen but
once in a lifetime.
The most of it 'handled
by the dealers is made up of pieces only a
few ounces in weight. It is worth to-day
about $24 per ounce and during the last few
years has sold as high as $40 per ounce in
consequence of its scarcity. Fiudiug a piece
of it is like finding a $3 note. You 'are as
likely, or unlikely, to liud it in one place as
in another. There are several theories us to
its origin, the generally accepted one being
that it is an accumulation of secreted ana

bergris.

indigestible matter in the stomach of a sick
whale. It is found all over the globe at rare
intervals by sea-faring men either floating on
the water, cast up on some shore or lodged
inside the whale. The greatest source of
supply is the Arctic Ocean, and also the
southem latitudes, the usual cruising ground
of whaling vessels. The commanders are
always on the lookout for it, as among the
superstitous of the sea It Is considered an
omen of good luck for the ship ever afterward when her master brings home a piece
of ambergris. He is allowed a portion of the
You could put a piece worth
profits.
810,000 in your overcoat pocket, and from
this you can understand how the tollers of
the ocean never cease their vigilence in hunt
ing for it
“The fact that it is the most efficient known
substance in producing the lastiug quality in
perfumery gives it its enormous commercial
value. Civet and musk are used for the
same purpose, but are not as powerful.
When a perfume is made, while rose cassia
or helitotrope, for example, the odor of the
flowers would quickly pass away, as the
spirits forming the body of the liquid evaporate. Ambergris, however, prevents this
and is the indispensable boon that holds
back the scent for days and weeks upon the
handkerchief. When treated with alcohol It
divides itself up into an almost Infinite number of tine particles, which are mixed in the
perfumery aud remain on the fabric after the

TO BE RULED BY WOMEN.

One Kansas City Where
no

a

Man

la of

Account.

A Proposition that

Puts

Massachu-

setts Rumsellers In a
Panic.
The Castle Carden

Wedding Ring-A

Gracious Queen.

The citizens of Stockton, Kansas, purpose
to give the new municipal female suffrage
law of that State a fair trial on the fullest
scale. All the men have stepped aside and a

city ticket composed entirely

of women Is to
be elected without opposition. There is to
be a woman mayor, women for councilman,

in short the whole town is to he run
by womStockton has lately voted to build waterworks, and women will have the entire

en.

handling of the matter, letting of contracts
and seeing that they are faithfully executed.
The city Is on theCentral Branch of the Misspirits have evaporated, acting as minute
reservoirs and holding the pure essence of
souri Pacific, and the new city government
the flower after the cloth is perfectly dry
One ounce dissolved in a gallon of alcohol! will have an opportunity to grapple with the
will make a strong tincture, and you would! railroad question among other,things.
Uow
be required to use only a single ounce of the
they may attend to these great and compli•

tincture in

a gallon of perfumery; which conveys an Idea of how far a few ounces of am-

bergris will go. its production Is limited to
a
few pounds per year, whereas it is the
most important factor 1« the manufacture of
millions of gallons of perfumery. When a
large piece is found the news of the discovery
is telegraphed to dealers and the markets of
the world are affected. In one instance a
New York firm, some years ago bought up a
large portion of the existing supply and
realized largely on the corner thus produced.
Boston is the most influential centre, as New
Bedford, near at hand sends out more whaling ships than any other city of any country

The owners of ships sell the ambergris to the
wholesale dealers, and although ili large
drug stores keep a little on hand, it is bought
directly from the wholesale men by perfumery manufacturers."
CONE AT

<66,000.

Interesting: Description of the
Messionier’s

Sale of

Masterpiece.

When two negro servants, gloved and in
drew back the great red curtain that
covered Meissen'er’*! masterpiece at Chickering hall, New York, Friday Waging, a hush
crept over the throng of thousand s>4tLattended the third night of the Stewart safS^*
It was “Friedland—1K07,” the loving tribute
of the greatest artist of France to the greatest monarch in France’s history.
“1 did not intend to paint a battle,” he has
said. "I wanted to paint Napoleon at the
zenith of his glory. 1 wanted to paint the
love, the adoration of the soldiers for the
great captain in whom they had faith and for

livery,

whom they were ready to die.”
And that he did it no man has questioned.
A painter less great in words than was Jean
Louis Ernest Meissonier with his brush
could do poor iustice to the canvas before
which all New York sat hushed that night.
It was “le tout New York” of a verity that
made up the audience that packed the seats
the aisles and the standing room, floor and
gallery, of the large audi orluin. It was New
York aristocratic, New York artistic gathered
incongruously, but all hushed by a common
spirit. The auctioneer, with an inspiration
of good taste that was pleasant, said net a
word. The audience gazed. Then after a
time came forth sonorously on the stillness :
“Fifty thousand dollars.”
Again the audience looked, some at the
speaker, James F. Hutton, and others at the
picture. Fifty thousand dollars for a little
piece of cloth and pigments only !») inches
long and 54 inches nigh! Home unconciously shrugged their shoulders. Others—
“Fifty-one thousand dollars.”
The audience breathed a sigh of relief.
They thought it had gone. The auctioneer
re-awakened to his business duty had said
“fifty-one thousand dollars” over anil over
again. He had even said “fair warning,”
and the audience were gazing at Mr. Hutton
as the prospective owner, when from J. W.
Rockwell, the middle-aged man with close
cut iron grey beard in the gallery, came—
"Fifty-two thousand.”
This time it was Knoedler—M. Knoedler,
the art dealer on Fifth avenue.
“Fifty-three thousand.”
This was a new man and unknown. He
sat in the centre of the floor. He was short,
stout aud middle-aged, with dark gloves and
a turned down collar.

“Fifty-four thousand.”

“Fifty-five thousand.”
“Fifty-six thousand.”
There was no work for the auctioneer now
There were whispers of “the French Government,” “the Corcoran Gallery,” of this, that
and the other, but Rockwell, Knoedler and
tlie new man had it all to themselves.
ruiy-eigni tnousanu was followed

l>y

fifty-nine, sixty, sixty-one, sixty-two, sixtythree, sixty-four, sixty- fiveThe ushers were doing the bidding. The
men only nodded to them at $1 U00 a nod up
to

-—.

“Sixty-six thousand

dollars.”

“Sold!"
There was a round of applauso and a buzz
of conversation. The purchaser shortly afterward slipped from the hall. His name is
J. F, Fletcher, and he bought it for some one
whose name is not revealed, but is probably
Leland Stanford.
There were various
rumors,
it was said that Jay Gould sat next
him, and was giving him thousand dollar
nudges, but this could scarcely have been, as
Mr Gould sat two rows in front of him, with
his back turned, to say nothing of the fact
that the millionaire’s arms are as short as
his purse is long.
The Meissonier was gone, and the little
self-painted, of the arttstalong with

jiortrait,

CAIWPMEETINC JOHN HAPPY.
the Old Saint Celebrated
92d Birthday In Boston.

Hla

ton Chronicle gives to the public:
“1 have made my home in Boston since

the 6th of November last with my daughter
Augusta (Mrs. Lcthrop.) Time has passed
with me very rapidly and very pleasantly,
having so uitiuy opportunities of attending
meetings of various kinds. Sam Jones and
Sam Small stirred the whole city tremendously! It was a real treat to listen to
them. They preach without notes but not
without power and effect; their labors will
not soon be forgotten in Boston and vicinity. Their meetings have been followed by
the Baptists with an evangelist by the name
of Munhall. He Is a Methodist from abroad
and having good success.
“Then again 1 have the privilege of hearing lectures from the celebrated Joseph
v

v»
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1 can hardly understand all. He has, of
course, various subjects, but has no fellowship with the advanced theology of the
Andover faculty, saying that their idea of a
second probation in another world is for not
only the heathen that have had no opportunity here but all others that have not improved their opportunity here. Mr. Cook
quoted from the noted Unlversallst author,
who many years ago advocated the same
doctrine, lie was iuclined to think that the
Andover theology was tending to Universalism.
“I likewise have the opportunity of frel)r. Cullis’ meetings
quently attending
where many persons profess to be cured
from their sickness by faith alone w itbout

medicine.
"The 93d anniversary of my birthday occurred Marcli 7, 1887. I attended live meetings that day aud took a part in four of
them. I was also called upon to give the
Methodist theological students an address
that

day and passed

a

with them.

very

pleasant

“On the whole it has been a very
winter with me.”

Fatherly

hour

pleasant

Advice.

Madison, (Me.,) Bulletin.
Miss Uelle Uerrin of this place leaves for
Africa next Friday morning as a teacher to
the poor uncivilized, unclothed denizens of
the jungle. Five years of missionary bliss
witli the untutored savages will add considThe
erable to her faith in things eternal.
idea of a young woman of her age going to
infested^
Is
with
a far off country ttiat
contagious diseases, to instil knowledge into the
incomprehensible minds of the black people
is in itself absurd and bordering on tne ex-

tremely ridiculous.

Important

a

point

licensing,

as

Better let

bodied young inau undertake the

some

job.

why

should they not exercise the right of suffrage
other matters of more or like importancep
The traffickers in ardent spirits, somehow
or other, fear the effect of woman
suffrage, if
applied to their business, and that fear may
have a considerable inrtueuce, politically, in
case women are granted the partial right to
the ballot, as now proposed.”
A New York girl, one of the class of working women whose hard lots in life have attracted so much attention of late gives this
description of the life of a shop girl, and of
an enterprise that has brought greater comfort to seven hundred of her sisters by glvins tlltMll a holm*
urn
a!
she says.
Father left us 85(10 apiece, and
that
we
had
each
beyond
two hands. We
trade, and we drifted into the shops,
1 earned 85 a week and the others
of cottwo.
had 84 a wMi^Uthe start, and we lived like
some

thousanofynuy*.

Boor bedroom,

gpSSiVt,

a

That means a top
tin pail, baker’s

w

bread and tea. VVe
*ve car fare, we
had to have clothes.
1 was sutX. as soon as
the idea came to me, that !T VccuId once
Bud the right sort of house and
housekeeping as carefully as they do nPIrla
the country, 1 could contrive a decent
home living for a good many women at rates
that shop girls can afford to pay.
1 was behind the handkerchief counter, and one of
my sisters sold stockings and the other buttons in one of the bigge.it New York stores
There were about 70u women about the establishment, and we talked the matter up
mornings and nights with every one we
knew. It was a woman of whom we hired
the place,
and
she
put the figures
as low as she could afford.
The girls were
to
and
most
of
come,
them had womeager
an s
nicknacks of one sort or another. It
was because it felt like a home that we did
not fail.
There were fifty of us the day the
house opened.
To have a house to themselves where they could do as they pleased,
was a luxury that went to their heads.
It
was u camping-out frolic, and picnics were
rare enough with them all.
i put tue boaid
as
low as I dared.
After looking at that
four weeks’ balance sheet 1 put aside the
•art thought of disaster to my plan.
It
would work; it has worked.”
Queen Margherita of Italy, has won the
undying loyalty of the newspaper men of
Italy. The reporters who were puzzling
over the toilets at a recent court ball at Rome
were taken In tow by
King Humbert, to
whom they frankly stated their ffx.antttnrin*^.
traduced them to the Queen, with the suggestion that she should coach them. She
aid this with a readiness and winning grace

sortff^^Hi

that completely captivated the <iuilldriveTs,
dictating to them a description of the handsomest dresses. She wonnd up with the injunction not to forget her necklace of pearls,
"for these are the things that especially interest your

lady

readers.”

The marriage of a Japanese student to an
American girr at the Slichigan University
has caused a furore in Ann Arbor, where It
took place. The name* of th»i contracting
parties are June K. Kimura of Achl Ken,
Japan, and Mary M.Uailagher, until recently
of East Saginaw, and the ceremony wns performed by Rev. W. H. Ryder of the Congregational church. The groom Ilk a brightfaced,
intelligent Japanese, under medium size, a
Huent English speaker and son of a former
royal physician. The bride visited Ann Arbor with a relative, who was being treated
at the
hospital where she met Kimura Kimura has been six years in this country, will
return tn

Japan with hU bride.
There is a linger ring at Castle tlardan.
New \ ork, which has served at U54 weddings
Not all the couples who are married there
ure provided with this article so essential in
the Catholic mtrriage service,and to
prevent
vexatious delays
an official purchased a
‘property" ring, which is made to do duty

during

the service and is
the next ringless couple.

then retained lor

THE CAMEY TARPON.
Creat

Luck

Fishing

In the

Land

o

Flower*.
A New York gentleman ol prominence,
who is yachting and fishing in Florida waters, has given this description ol his experience with the tarpon, the largest fish in the
land ol Howers:
“Alter building my yacht, with the purpose in view ol visiting the west coast ol
Florida to indulge in some lively sport In
fishing which we were informed could only
_

“Campmeeting” John Alien writes to
friends In Farmington about bis life In Boston. Tbis is the letter, which the Farming-

wn

on so
on

tie graduated in June ami will then

"Sixty-six thousand dollars," cried the
auctioneer. “Sixty-six, sixty-six, at sixtysix, going at sixty-six thousand; sixty-six
thousand dollars. Down it goes. Last call.
Sixty-six, sixty-six thousand dollars. All
done'.’ Sixty-six, sixty-six. going at sixtysix thousand dollars,” lie said, pausing amid
dead silence. “Sixty-six (slowly), sixty-six
thousand dollars and—"

How

cated duties is a matter of much diverse
comment among the newspaper* of the country, but iu one opinion the critics all agree
that the liquor laws will be enforced more
strictly in Stockton than in any other etty iu
the lotted States.
Of a bill now ponding in the Massachusetts
Legislature to extend the right of suffrage to
women on the question of "license” or “no
license” as well as <m the school question,
the Boston Transcript speaks as follows:
1'he proposition to permit woman suffrage
on the question of licensing will, if successful, produce greater results than will follow
from any action that thereby may be taken
on the matter of rumselling.
If women vote

able

It is reported from Newport that a smaller
number of cottages have been rented there
for the coming season than usual. This pro.
bably means more people at Bar Harbor
Canterbury, N. H„ having just completed
the extinction of its war debt, has entered
upon a new course of henvy expenditure by
giving an oyster supper at which the whole
town sat down.

be found in that section, we changed our
minds and induced our friend Lieut, tlcnn to
join with us In a trip to the east coast ami try
some ol the lesser kinds ol fish, such as bass,
trout, sheepshead, snappers, Ac.
Imagine
our surprise and Incredulity when told by the
residents that tne famous tarpon was to be
found iu our near vicinity, so we decided to
investigate. The first evening we went to
the west side ol the river with our lines,
hooks, snels, and other parnoherualia to see
what was to be seen. Our fl'st view ol
beauties was immediately alter mooitrrsc,
when they were to be seen leaping and (tying
through the air, gambolling and playing,
their bright, silvery scales glistening in the
moonlight, affording a scene that beggars
tVe undertook the task of hookdescription.
ing a lew of them, and, after struggling (or
some time ineffectually, we finally succeeded
in bringing one ol them up to the side of the
boat apparently exhausted; then the lun began in earnest. The fish seemed to realize his
critical situation, and as we (ailed to briug
a lance or spear with which
to pierce him,
we were at sea, as it were, with an elephant
ou our hands and no means to capture
hiiu.
"The next evening we were more lortun e

supplied

ourseives wiiu me

larg-

est and most powerful shark hooks, made
snells eighteen inches to two feet in length
of quadruple twisted wire to prevent the
monster’s jaws from getting away with our
hooks and tackle. With heavy lances with
which to pierce the fish should we catch one,
we once more resorted to the scene of action.
We had learned two lessons—that the tackle
used to catch the west shore tarpon was ab
solutely insufficient and had to be substituted
by the most powerful shark tackle, and that
the proper time to angle was by moonlight,
when they come In the inlets and outs to feed
ou the smaller fish that abound iu these
places at those times. The scene that presented itself on our urrival was one of the
most exciting interest. Here, there, and on
all sides of us were to be seen leaping and
Hashing in the moonlight the glisteulng
forms of these graceful and fearless <• features. As we would cast out our Hues baited
with mullet they would be seized almost Immediately, and ere we could tighten our
grasp the fish would dart to this side or that.
One moment the line would be entirely limp
and apparently empty, when, swish, over to
the right of you would leap a monster eight
or ten feet in the air, shaklug his wonderfully formed head, and nine times out of ten the
hook would go spinning several feet away.
A strange feature of the fish’s pranks was
his attempt to grab the hook after throwing
it from his mouth, sometimes catching It before it struck the water.

"Thus the sport continued,

ever

/—'

watchful

lest the line became tangled in the least with
any part of the body, for In that case were
the fish to take a course from the boat, the
unfortunate would run a great risk of being

drawn overboard or being badly lacerated.
The wonderful power possessed by these
denizens of the sea may be Judged from the
fact that in the capture of a hunured pounder the boat containing myself and assistant
was drawn back and forth over a distance of
two miles or more. This means being employed to wear out the strength of the Q»n
it Is at last drawn up to a distanco that.win
allow an assistant to spear him,
then It requires considerable skill to land him
in the boat while undergoing his last effort
In
and struggles. Lucky Is he who succeeds
getting oue of these varieties for of all ganiey
most
the
seamen
fish this Is considered by
difficult to capture.”

*®*.*TJ“
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FRIDAY

the Galatea and the Genesta have a breadth
of only fifteen feet—five and a fraction less

PRESS.

THE

MORNING,

APRIL

1.

We do not read anonymous letters and coinmu11 wr.lonn. The name and address of Die writer
are til all cases Indispensable, not necessarily for
publication but as a guarantee of good faltli.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.

The charges against the fish commissioners evidently had their origin
chiefly in personal spite. The commissioners met them
promptly and refuted them completely.
The New Age thinks the

liquor law
doesn’t amount to anything.
The rumsellers do not agreo with
it, and the rumsellers
probably know their business quite as well
as the New Age.
new

Cholera has appeared thus early in Hungary, and naturally there is much alarm in
consequence. Iiecont visitations of the disease on the continent hare, however, caused
a considerable cleaning up of the large cities
and towns and their sanitary condition is
much better than a few years ago, and consequently the danger of the disease spreading is much diminished.
have observed there is no disposition on the part of the railroads to do
otherwise than comply with the provisions
of the inter-State commerce law. There
will doubtless be a great many points raised
So far

as we

than Mr. Watson has given his new cutter.
And the Thistle is not only five feet wider
than these two cutters, but she is eleven
inches deeper than the Galatea. She is five
feet eight inches deeper than the Puritan.
Those who have studied these dimensions
are of the opinion that the Thistle will he a
much better boat in moderate winds and
light airs —the weather that is most likely to
prevail—than either the Genesta or the
Galatea.
to put
Americans
“What boat are the
against this formidable stranger?” is a question now often asked. The challenge names
tlio first of October as the time for the trials.
Mr. Bell, the owner of the Thistle, wants
five races, but the New York Yacht Club
will consent to only three.
Whether the
Mayflower, if she goes to England, will he
back iu season to defend the cup in these
races is a question. If she Is not the duty
will devolve on the Puritan or some new

yacht, and it is thought that
probably be superior to any
can

law is admitted by its

•""s—

earnest advoobscure and am-

more

cates to be on many points
biguous, and until these

obscurities are
cleared up it will be impossible for the roads
to know certainly when they are keeping
and when breaking the law. These questions therefore are pertinent. Indeed they
are

absolutely

necessary.

“I do not fear war,” says Prince
we must he prepared for

m

llismarek,

“still,

know what is

never

words would be a

good

war;

we

to happen.”
These
motto for this coun-

try just now. At the dinner of the Massachusetts Reform Club, Wednesday night.

Captain Greene,

experienced

officer of
engineers, called to miml the fact that on
onr sea and lake shores are fifteen groat cit
ies—with five millions of inhabitants and six
billions of destructable property, and that
“except for such makeshifts in the way of
torpedoes as might be hastily arranged in
case of emergency, we are quite at the mercy of any enemy which the varying nature
of our relations with the British dependencies on the north, or the Spanish possessions
on the south may suddenly and unexpectedly create.”
an

Civil Service Reform.

The report of the committee of the Civil
Service Reform League apeef.ited a year
ago to investigate tliemunner in which the
Cleveland
lias lived up to its

adini^jefrltuon
pjpJ»«£ions, must be
depri^ai^ to the Mugwump
reform

-a*!

ing

newspapers

the

who

country

somewhat
statesmen

have
been tellthe
that
reform

perior

Had not the facts, or the responsibility
for them, been glossed over it would have
been still more depressing.
The committee seem to have thought it wise to let the

Mugwump

admirers

of tne administration

down easily. So Mr. Cleveland's frequent
Now it is
lapses are excused and palliated.
party pressure that is to blame, now it is some

ii

cabinet minister who is not sufficiently imbued with the value of the reform.
There
are some cases, the report admits, in which
the President’s conduct appears inexplicable.
To excuse, however, is to accuse, and nobody who reads the report can fail to see
that the President’s devotion to the reform
has been expressed far more by words than
by acts, and that a good many of his performanc.es have savored of rank hypocrisy.

—•"‘“^“^fflnmpossible

to gloss over his conduct
sufficiently to disguise the fact that the great
majority of the offices have been given to
Democrats, not on account of their fitness,
but because they had worked efficiently for
tiie election of some senator or representative or for the President himself.
It is impossible with all of Mr. Curtis’s skill to obthe fact that some of
tant appointments in the

sura

1,~

corrupt and

the

most

impor-

Treasury depart-

1__

at

spoilsmen of the
country—Senator Gorman of Maryland—
and
that
too
against the organized
shameless

protest

of
a Civil
Service reform association.
It is impossible to keep it
from the public view that the Postmaster
General sent a circular of iustruction to

Democrats throughout the country, suggesting that charges be manufactured against
Republican? in the postal service for the sole
purpose of turning them out and putting
Democratic henchmen in their places. It is
Impossible to deny that the Indiana offices
have been filled with as worthless a set of
men as the Democratic party of that State
afforded, some of them ex-jailbirds and convicts. It is impossible to explain tlio reinstatement of Benton, and the refusal to reinstate Stone, except on the old spoils theory
that the victors are entitled to the offices and
entitled to use them for political purposes if
only the political purpose be to strengthen
the grip of the administration.
Indeed
many of these things the report does not attempt to palliate or deny. All it seeks to do
is to excuse the President of blame for them
by placing the responsibility on his wicked
partners—the Democratic party and the
Democratic heads of departments. But before election we were told that Mr. Cleveland
was proof against pressure, and that he
would certainly surround himself with advisers devoted to the reform. He has not
been so nor done so. Then why excuse
him ? Wliy seek to place upon his subordinates, whom lie creates and has the power to
remove, the responsibility of repudiating a
reform to which certainly he allowed it to be
understood that he had pledged himself?
There is no reason except thst the Mugwumps, having supported him and warranted him to the country to be a true blue civil
service reformer, hate to admit that they
were deceived and that their
warranty lias
been dishonored
The

Coming Yachting Season.
The interest in yachting, which lias been
so great in this country during the last two
seasons, is not likely to abate during tiie
season.
As the season opens, the
interest promises to bo greater even than
ever before.
Right at the beginning the
ocean race of the Coronet and Dauntless lias
been an event almost equal, in the interest
with which It was watched, to the contests of

coming

^

new

yacht that

now

the town

history.
Perhaps the most valuable part of the

work is 170 pages of fine type devoted to genealogies, in which the author is especially
proficient. Here we find many families,
which have representatives among the honored citizens of Portland.

to both.
CURRENT COMMENT.
YESTERDAY.
Globe.

IT SEEMED SO UNTIL
Boston

An excellent index completes the volume,
which is a book of which Norway may well

Can it be that another glacial period is

coming on?

be
AMERICAN WANTED.
N. Y. Tribune.

proud.

SOMETHING

Frederick Warne& Co., of New York and
London, have just published a new edition
of Nuttall’s Standard Dictionary of the English Language. Some Important improvements and additions are made in this edition. The arrangement, with few exceptions, is strictly alphabetical, only abstract
nouns and adverbs being grouped with the
adjectives they come from. Words of different derivations are kept distinct and defined separately. The vocabulary has been
extended so as to include new words tluit
have como into use in science, literature and
common parlance, and only those words that
have fallen into complete disuse have been
omitted. Great pains have been takeft to
make the definitions of words clear, concise
and adequate. An entirely new feature of
the work is the etymology, the roots of words

Secretary Whitney will please notice that

the Amerieau public takes interest and pride
in tiie yachts which have crossed the ocean
because they are American iu design as well
as in construction.
If he expects the same
public to hurrah for the navy, let him stop
allow
dickering” with foreigners and
American engineers to design tiie ships.
MEDICAL REGISTRATION IN NEW YORK.

Albauy Journal.
For several years the physicians of tiie
have been endeavoring to secure the
adoption of more stringent laws to regulate
admission to tiie practice of medicine. For
two years a bill, upon which representative
physicians of the three largo schools of medicine were virtually agreed, lias been introState

duced. One year tiie hill passed the assembly, but was not readied in the Senate, and
last vear this experience was reversed
Tli»
bill, introduced by Senator Connelly and
Assemblyman Hamilton, is now pending in
both houses, it is sincerely to be trusted
that it may become a law, and that delay,
which has twice defeated it, be not tolerated
as the method to defeat it again.
The dangers to which the community Is exposed
the
through
experiments of the ignorant upon the health of men and women need not
be dwelt upon. Among the rich such men
iiud new. jiietfms, but among the poor they
pJj.fftTcrative and terrible trade. The State
<s constantly adopting laws to
improve the
iieaithfulness of the surroundings of the
and
that
poor
legislation is properly applauded. Vet a bill to prevent men totally ignorant, from administering under the guise of
physicians, the most deadly drugs to the
poor hang lire in the Legislature.
All reputable physicians are in favor of this bill, the
terms of which are liberal and just to all recognized creeds.
It ought to be passed at

UUUUIIUI.Y

is

nunciation.

Tile list of foreign phrases has
been extended and carefully revised, as also
has the list of abbreviations.
An entirely
new feature of the edition is the illustrations which are numerous and helpful. The
book is a model of its kind and its

cheap-

ness, $1.50 for the edition bound in cloth,
and $2.50 in half morocco, puts a valuable

work within the

means

The verv meritorious translation of Houde Balzac, now being published by the
bouse of Kobcrts Brothers, Boston (Portland : Loring, Snort & Harmon), will, we
believe, bring to the works of this great
writer thousands of readers to whom his
marvellous creations have been hitherto a
scaled book. A certain class of French novels and plays lias been finely translated or
adapted into English and given a not very
exalted fame to our Gallic brethren of the
quill, however palateable its seasoning may
have been to a pretty general taste; but Balzac has not been generally read in this
country, and hosts of readers will ppw
be introduced to him for the first time. Balzac was born in 1799, and up to the
ago of
thirty-two turned out a great number of
works of fiction, some of them giving high
promise of greater tilings, and all of them
tinged with the peculiar genius of the au,
thor, who wrote under various fictitious
names.
In 1831 he began the great work of
his life, under the general title The
Comedy
of Human Life, it being a series of novels,
tales and romances, in which lie has exhausted the various phases of humanity, sounded
the depths of the human heart, printed in
rich, enduring colors the nobility of man,
and laid bare, with the scalpel of a master
auuiuiu

horses during the spring, summer and
autumn, and it is a moral certainty that she
will be on the grand stand at
Sheepshead
Bay in June when thegreatSuburban Handirace

cap will be decided. Mrs. Lorillard will race
in her own name this year.
Last year she
ran her thoroughbreds in the name of the
Locust stables, called after the Locusts of
Eatontown, N. J., where the Lorillard stock
farm and training grounds are situated. The
determination of Mrs. Lorillard to race in her
own name is likely to work an epoch in turf
history on this side of the A tlantic. The
Duchess of Montrose has made herself famous on the turf in England, and Mrs. Lorillard’s example here is to be followed bv
Mrs. Harriet Brown, of Ilolmdel, N. J
anil
other women who love the keen sport and
excitement of the turf. Mrs. Lorillard will
have a formidable stable.
It is not generally known that Mrs. Lorillard maintains personal supervision of the
expenditure at her stock and training farm at
Eatontown. She goes further and buys the
hay, oats and other feed necessary for her
thoroughbred stock, hires trainers, jockeys
and other help, watches the development of
her equine pets, keeps posted on the doings
of thoroughbreds in other racing establishments, arranges for accurate information
about new and old stakes and names the
classic turf events in which she wishes to
have her race horses entered
Sim i- th,,oughly in love with the turf.
Her interest
in it began two years ago, and the late Mr.
Lorillard would have retired from racing,
owing to his ill health, had it not been for his
wife’s enthusiasm.
Mrs. Lorillard knows
all the ins and outs of her extensive establishment at Eatontown, and there is not a
penny spent without her sanction.
The entries for the classic Withers furnish
the modest announcement that Speedaway, a
chestnut colt by Attila—Bettina, and Squando, a brown colt by Attila—The Squaw, are
entered by Mrs. II. Brown. The lady is tho
widow of William Brown, horseman and
traiuer, who owned an extensive farm about
two miles from Holmdel, N. J.,
The farm
comprises about 124 acres, and when Mr.
Brown died his widow undertook to manage

and having (if we except his weakness for
the pleasures of gastronomy) one grand pasworks

of art and
bric-a-brac. So plain a hero would seem to
afford but little scope for the genius of the
author; but he raises in us for the artist and
his bosom friend so much of love, pity and
sympathy that we feel as though a dear old

friend had departed when ho lays him in his
flis relations, who make his life
grave,
miserable by their selfish, heartless neglect
and scorn, are living creatures, who draw
down our

contempt

and

hatred,

the more

intense by contrast with their poor victim.
The story of the Country Doctor is made
the vehicle of a more profound
philosophy
than we have observed in the other tales;
though perhaps it but seems the more profound because it touches nobler chords and
penetrates to darker and less fathomed
depths of the human heart. Monsieur Benassis, the central figure of the story, has
been a man of wealth and fashion, who has
suffered so painfully for his sinful follies
that he has withdrawn himself wholly from
the frivolities and dissipations of Parisian
life, and devotes himself to the spiritual and
physical amelioration of the peasants dwelling among the beautiful hills and vales
where he casts his lot. The soldier, the merchant, the priest, the ploughman, the artisan, the matron, the coquette, all contribute
to fill up the romance which the author
weaves about the good Doctor, from whose
lips drop pearls of philosophy and wisdom
upon almost every question of human life.
We take it to be quite impossible to sketch
these novels of Balzac. They are rather
studies of life, drawn with a profound and
subtle severity of logic, a keen, yet
sympathetic analysis of emotions and a depth and
boldness of philosophy which awaken re
sponses in our hearts and fill us with admiration. We have not spoken of Balzac’s
strong, true descriptive powers, nor of many
other striking traits of his genius, but we
have no space for more. He cannot be depicted fairly—he must be read.
The name of the translator does not
appear, and we would like to know it. All the
volumes seem to be done by the same hand,
and the work Is entitled to the highest

the Genesta and Galatea for the America’s
cup. In June it is expected that the Mayflower will go to England, there to contest
with the best yachts of England over the
famous course on which the old America
praise.
won the cup so many years ago.
Then, at
History of Norway. Dr. William B. Lapthe very end of the season, there will be
ham’s centennial history of the town of
another contest in thedefence of the AmeriNorway is a pretty royal octavo of 659 pages,
ca’s cup. As in the last two series of races,
neatly bound in cloth, with a golden bear on
the New York Yacht Glub course will be
the front cover. It is well printed by Brown
the scene of' the trial, and the challenger
Thurston & Co., and illustrates with photowill be a boat from over the water, this time
types, nine of which are of buildings, and
a Scotch yacht. The Thistle, as the new
yacht is appropriately named, has been thirty-six portraits. Of the portraits given,
five will he recognized as of Portland peobuilt with great secrecy on the Clyde this
ple. Dr. Lapham’s work is always valuable,
winter, and it was not until this week that
instructive and entertaining, and there is so
the dimensions, with the challenge, were
much material in this volume, that space
received by the New York Yacht Club.
will only allow a reference to points of esThe owners of the Tbistle think they have
struck in their yacht the happy combination
pecial interest. It must not be forgotten
that in 1851 David Noyes published a history
of all the qualities which a swift boat should
of the town, which contained much valuable
have. A leading yachtsman of England,
Lord Brassy, explainei the defeat of the information derived from the early settlers.
Galatea by showing the differences in the Norway had no first settler, like most towns,
displacements and sail areas of the two for there were seven of him, which is very
yachts. The Mayflower spread 9000 square gratifying to know, for a change. Neither
feet of canvas, which was 1,854 feet more were they alone in a howling wilderness for
than the sail area of the Galatea. In the long years, but had neighbors comfortably
opinion of English experts this difference in settled In towns about them. Norway always has been a lucky town and has Its lines
area of canvas was important in races in the
cast in comfortable
places. Within the first
light winds that prevail on most summer two
or three years their water power enSo
Mr.
Hook.
the
off
Watson,
Bandy
days
sured them grist and saw mills, and life
designer of the Thistle, has given her hull a went
smoothly with them.
depth and a beam that will proabably enable
Norway is remarkable for having turned
the cutter to carry more sail area than any
early toward
a society of that
yacht of that class afloat. Accepting the fig- denominationUniversalism,
having been formed in 1799.
List
as
Yacht
accurate,
American
the
ures in
its
Among
pastors have been B. B. Murray,
the water line of the Thistle Is the same as father of our
former United States Marshalthat of the Mayflower—eighty-five feet, and
John L. Stevens, afterwards Minister to
is five feet longer than that of the Puritan.
.Sweden, Timothy J. Tenney, Hussell StreetWhen it comes to beam, the Thistle will
and J. A. Seitz, editor of the “New Reer,
have twenty feet and three inches, as against
ligion.”
the twenty-three feet of the Puritan. Both

NOW OPENINC.

Gentlemen’s nd Young Men’s

2

3 CTS. LB-

To-day we shall be pleased lo show our many patrons and the
public our superb line of elcgaut Spring Overcoats, which for richness of material, superiority of make and liuish, ami perfection of tit

Foreseeing

an

advance in the Pruue market

Particularly Noticeable.

CEO. C. SHAW & CO.,
Wholesale and Retail Grocer*,

585 and 587 CONGRESS STREET and 235 MIDDLE STREET.

prices.
Boys’ Spring Keefers, in sizes for boys 8

to 16 years, at only $5.00
each.
These goods arc quile indispensable and will have v large sule
this season. W'e advise looking over the stock now while the variety
is complete.

marts

Boston^ Portland Clothing Co.,

it.

She has done so with great success.
Mrs. Porter Ashe, wife of the San Francisco lawyer, will, it is said, also go upon the
turf. Her husband was fairly successful in
1885 and 1880, and very few who were
at
Sheepsbead Bay on Thursday, September 17,
1885, will forget the joyous scene when Porter Ashe’s colt Alta defeated the Californian
and Volante, in a special
and three-quarters.
There
and plum pudding for tho
stable boys that night.

Population of City,
32,000
Valuation,
$12,000,000
Debt of City,
$175,000
The Water Works are operated under a special
charter granted by tlie State, and are now earning
about $50,000 per annum.
We offer the above
bonds at I*AtC nud Arrrurd Interest, and
commend them as one of the best Investments in
the market.

H.M.PAYSON&COm
32 EXCHANGE ST.

apt_____

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

:vlv

*»

NEW GOODS!

LOANS.

We have

now open some desirable

styles

in

new

SWAN & BARRETT,
me.

OrFEB.MI'lIJEtT TO SACK, AT

OF FLORIDA,

SPRING OPENING

Glasses for. 25
Eye
1
“
“

FULL

LINE

cents.
“

50

-AXiSO

A-

OF GENUINE

PAYABCE AT THE KABWEBCCOAN
TRENT CO., NKW-YORK.

BROS.’

DTK

Assortment of Hue Plain and Fancy French Dress Goods.
25 Robe Patterns at about wholesale prices.
Great variety of Combination Dress Patterns.
24 Inch Black Satin Duchesse $1.50, regular value $2.50.
One of
the best bargains ever known to be offered.
Cheney Bros.’ Plaid Surah Silks 50 cents, worth $1.00. Only a
small quantity will be so!d at that price.
Exclusive sale of Cheney Bros.’ Jersey Silks, 25 inches wide, at 95
cents, regular price $ 1.25. The most popular Summer Silk worn, and
will give the best satisfaction.
C. J. Bonnet & Co.’s Black Satin Rhadame 75 cents.
50 Inch French Dress Goods 75 cents, worth $1.25.
Oue piece Silk Warp Henrietta 95 cents.
36 Inch All Wool Tricots 37 1-2 cents, regular price 50 cents.
Extraordinary inducements will be offered to our customers this
season in all departments.

PEBBLES.

I

mar22

dtf

A

Large Variety

of Gold

E. VAN NOORDEN &

PEBBLE EYE GLASSES for $1.50 each

each.

Never become Scratched, and more durable than Glass.

Spaotaoies and Eye Glasses, best quality,

at

Dwellings.

$4.03, $5.03

and

CO.,

383 Harrison Avenue

BOSTON.

nov25

dBm

$6 03 each.

“THE STANDARD.”

GEORGE C. FRYE,

a station on the Jacksonville, Tampa and Key West Hallway, along the
west bank of Lake Monroe, southwesterly through

Extend,

from Monroe,
■

JUTE-VELOURE TABLE COVERS.

01

IianiGJ OU, IW5MMI,

ad Milk

Window Shad* Curtain Fixtures,
HD

UPHOLSTER/ HARDWARE.
WE

MAKE T11K ONLY

BOLE MAKOrACTCBIBS 0»

Vlll.l>« AT
WHICH OWN* I.IHUI
■.ONI-WOOD THAT ARE
EARNING
OVER 940,000 A YEAH NET;
HE.
HIDE*
WHICH
THE
COMPANY
HAVE V A I.CAKI.E
HEAL EMTATE
AND OTHER PROPERTY. ENTIVIATED IN ALL, Willi
THE
Vlll.l.M,
TO
RE
WORTH
AND
9300,000,
WHEN THE HOAD I* PIN1MHEDTO
POINT PIVELLAs IT I* EwTIMATED
THAT
THE
INVEMTJIENT
COMPANY’*
PROPERTY
WILL
HE
WORTH AT LEANT 9I.IMHI.OOO, NOT
• NCLl’DINK
THE RAILROAD AND
IT* EHANCHIMEM.

The company reserves the right to redeem these
bonds at any time after five years, and it Is believed that they will be able to retire them all In
five years, as it Is for the Interest of the guarantors to do so. they being the owners of 73 per
cent, of the stock, which, with the 43 per cent,
we offer, will own tbe road after these bonds have
been retired and w 111 be the only lien upon the
railroad equipment and franchises.
We look upou tuls security as a good Investment, and with 43 per cent, of stock bonus offered
with the bonds they should command the attention of the Investing public.

WALL-ST., NEW-YORK.

H.W. Johns’Firo and Water-Proof Asbestos Hoofing, Sheathing,
Building Felt,
Asbestos Steam Packings, Boiler Coverings, Hoof Paints, Fire-Proof

VULCABESTOM.
Established IS53.

For Sale

FIRST ARRIVA L.

CALIFORNIA NAVEL
The Finest Oranges in the World,

TIIUheld at the Y. M. 4C.o’clock
A. Booms,
m.
day, April 6,1887, at
mar24d2w

on

Wednes-

p.

N. W. KDSON,

Becordlng Secretary.

by

Paints,

AT

WILSON

&

CO.’S,

Greenough,

87

W. W. WHIPPLE &

MEMORIAL DAY.

And

never been degraves
corated, will please communicate the same with
Ithe name and regiment of the soldier and location
of the grave, by letter or pel

Hearth* of all Pattern*.
Very Low.

Prieos

Portland Cement Pipe and Stone Co.,

SCRIBNER, Secrctaty Joint
31 1-2 Exchange St.

Itee,|No.

mar28

I
I

tebio

V4 Plan, St., Portland,
rifini

New

Funny

GRAB

IT

QUICK

Prices 75, 80 and 35 cents.
Saturday, April 2.

B O ND Si !
Rockland.6s & 4s Bath.03 & As
No. Pacific Go!d..6s
Maine Central..7» & fi»
Anson.4s
P. s O. It. R....83

Me.
CO., Portland,
eod&w 13w

AttETAS
N*.

104

SHURTLEFF,
STREET, P*rlla*d

iMIDDl.K

January 1,1884.

ianldtf

30 SHARES

will be received by the underSaturday, April 2d. 1087. for
the public schools pf the city of Portland for the current year commencing April 1st,
1887, ending March 31st, 1988, with books, stationery, and other supplies of the kind usually

provided by the city for school use.
can be seen and a Hst of
Maniplestm.atl.aB
netioloa
is,i*K

the

......

probably

be

P.

principal
lk..e
1

required, will be

calling

furnished by
o( School Buildings,

at
upon the Superintendent
(be School Committee Room, ('tty Building.
Al! proposals will be contingent upon such appropriation as the Ctty Council may make (or
above supplies, and the right la reserved to reject
all such proposals as may lie deemed contrary to
the Interests of the city.
W. II. SARGENT,
Supt. of School Buildings.
Portland, March 2tl, 1887.inarfiBdlw

Proposals for

Building the
Passenger Depot.

Union

OftICI OP THE

Portland Union Railway Station Company,
4D3 Commercial Street, Portland, Me.
C^EALED PROPOSALS will be received at this
►3 office until April 23d, for the erection and
completion ol a Union Passenger Station In Portlaud. Plans, specifications and form of contract
can be seen at this office, and at the office of
Messrs. Bradlee, Winslow & Wetherell, Boston,
on and after April 4th, 1887.
The right to reject
any and all bids Is reserved.
ARTHUR SEWALL.
mar26dlw
President.

PORTLAND

Marine Underwriters
OFF i;c K,

191 -2 Exchange St., cor. Milk St.
TELEPHONE 973 H.

MARINE

RjSKS

ONLY.

(OnniTTER.

William Leavitt,
8. C. Dyer,
Henry P. Dewey,
Jos. P.
Fritz II. Jordan,
Horace M. Sargent
George Tkeebthbn.
ALBERT B. IIALL, Attorney.

marldtf

Columbia

FOR 8 A LB BY

Bicycles !

FOR ISST.

uin and

Cumberland, Androscog

Sagadahoc

Counties.

II you want the best get the Columbia.
They
ead In workmanship, ease for
climbing hills, safchil1’ length of material and for
MMLST1"1
In
durability
every way. Nine years of expert*
ence h;w proved tteir
superiority. Wow < «u«

SPRINCFIELD ROADSTER.
This Is

a new

advantages of

safety Bicycle that

the

Star and

combines th.

all the other safeties,

ttyxspvmrtegzsi
a

wheel of any hind call at

fcb23___

Ocean Insurance Co. Stock.

utf

—

PAYSOY & CO.,

■„;uJ2

Exchange

Street.^

PULLEN, Cm l GO.
Bankers arid

Brokers,

NO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.
Tlrtubrr. .r the M. Y. Mt.< I «*, hangr.
Private Wire to Nkw York and Boston.

SECURITIES

All Wool Camel’s Hair Serges,

LWESTIMT

JI8 inches wide, regular double fold
colors Brown, Blue, Garnet,
Gray
Brown Mixed and Cheeks, at

CHARLES HEAD&CO.
Quotations constantly displayed.

width,
Mixed,

NKW

*

FOR SUE.

YORK ('ORRKMPO.'VDKftTN,

CHARLES HEAO & CO.
RONTON,

Stani.kv

T. Pullen,

Frank

C. Choc Km

deel__

»»dU

THE m BAIL.

29 Cents Per

Yard,

N

C. H. LAMSON’S, 177 Middle St.

50 SHARES

6000 YDS.

Sals of seats commarSldtw

rROFOSALH
signed until

to buy

Cortland Steam Packet Co. Stock.

—

!

furnishing

iliim

etc.

j^iimii*.

Situations !

Everything Funnier Than Ever.

r, NEW YORK.

A Prrfrnl, .Unde l.ighl
Koi.d.ter.
The only Wheel
made In this country having the
genuine
rrigwell
Hi. 11
Rearing Head, it has tho
Utest Improvements, and Is the
yrl P*»* on the marI***
set. 'y.hrl
Call amt see It before pur.
chasing. A 54 inch “Koyal Mall" for sale at re
duced price.
Also Agent for the •Amerleau
Ideal, a low priced wheel.

Gt, Ij. 3? AXI. jsiY,
Welling Agent, Rtl

tiiddlr Nt.

dtl

R. A. ol P. r. I).

TRENT TILES

person, hating; knowledge of grave* of
ALL
soldier* burled since last Memorial Day, or
of
of soldiers which have

TREE

*

feblO

marl7

_grocers.

—

Thompson,

’etc.

Piston-Rod Packing, Rings, Gasket., Sheet
Packing
MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. chisms.

Moulded

WORTH 50 CENTS.

[WHOLESALE.!

Bible Society of Maine.
Annual Meeting of this society will be

RECEIVED

WITH

bis Renowned Creation.
SPORT."
Supported by the Urlglnal Company.

MANUAL OP RAILROADS,
Execute orders at the Stock Exchange In New
York and Loudon. Railway Bonds a specialty.
Interest allowed on deposits. Correspondence Invited.
43 WAIT.

THE FIRST PLEASANT MORNING

JUST

Host’s Greatest Comedy

MR. FRANK DANIELS
In

Gillette
eod&wlm

H.

ROLLER,
and our Mop Rolln ia Mandat'd.
tW~A.lt your Sealer for them, take no other
eodly

CO.,

29C !

GENUINE

ai,21

.ha

o

febls

Curtain*,

5 and 6.

A RAG BABY!

ADVISORY

H. W. JOHNS MANUFACTURING

partment.

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,
Turcoman

l.lnn.l

These bonds are a first and only lien
on the road and equipment, and in addition are guaranteed, principal and interest, by the Orange licit Investment Co..

mar 9

Samples and Illustrated Pamphlet ‘‘Steam Saving and Fi.-c-Proof Materials” Freo by Mail.

We shall open to-day in Drapery Department a
small lot of Jute-Velvoure Table Covers in choice
designs and colorings. These will beisohl at $5.00
each, which is one-third less than the usual price.
Discount sale of linen Goods in Fancy Work De-

0IE3S*

NIUIITM.

Tuesday and Wednesday, April

POOR’*

ORANGES

|

On..ln

eodtl

Gorham 8t., Lowell, Mass., writes:
“Your Liver Sauative has been worth a dollar a
drop to ms. Alter nine long years of indescribable suffering, and treatment by physicians of various schools without relief, I commenced the use
of your Sanative: I am to day the living
example
of Its merits, anil wish that every member of the
great army of sufferers from liver and stomach
troubles could be made familiar with the fact that
they can be cured.”

st2d&4thpnrm

.1,..

Glen Ethel, Lougwood. Altamont. Forest City,
Toronto, Lakeville, Clarkona, Millers, and Crown
Point to Oakland, a beautiful village located on
the south shore of Lake Apopka, a distance of :I4
miles, and is being rapidly extended through to
Point Pinellas on the Gulf.
This road passes through the most fertile lands
of the State of Florida and the most thriftv orange
belt of the State. It Is doing a very satisfactory
business and earning more than the Interest on
its botulod debt, and when completed we see no
reason
why It should not par handsome dividends
on Us stock, as It Is bonded lor the small amount
of 93,000 per mile.

3

117

1762 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON, MASS.
eodl

TWO

Proprietors of

When there is within your grasp an absolute
and specific cure in that wonderful scientific
preparation, Dr. R. C. Flower’s Liver and
Stomach Sanative. Read the following:—
Mns. Ellen D. Flanders,

inar28

PORTLAND THEATRE

PKOPOStl.S.

BANKER* AND BROKER*.

of

—

SCHOOL SUPPLIES.

Griswold Ac

Corner Congress and Franklin Streets.

janlO

DEATH!!!

o.

General admission 25 cents; reserved seats 60
For sale at Stockbridge's and at the Academy. Poors open at 1.30; commence at 2.30.
mar2i»
dtd

1007.

THE

Belt Railroad
Orange
OF

March 23d.

Galvanized Iron and Copper Cornices and
Gutters. Metal Shingles. Sheet Metal Work
for Uuildlngs. Send for Illustrated Circular.

$1.50

AT

mences

And VENTILATORS, for Mills, Stores and

Always cool.

r<m.i 1

cents.

5.JO YEAR UOCD BONDS.

METAL SKYLIGHTS
PEBBLE SPECTACLES for

■**<•

Mauiralay Afternoon,
April 0th.

New Music !

INTEREST JANC'ABY AND JCCY.

AND

Wednesday,

-4

“

—

Hall,

City

KIKMT .WOBTBAIIE « PEB I'EYT.

AT

TURNER

These lines should all appear equally black to a normal eye. Persons to whom the above Hues do
not appear equally black at five or ten
feet, have a visual imperfection which common spectacles will
not improve. 1 hey must have special lenses
ground to correct the deformity of the corueas. This ae*
ect is called ASTIGMATISM.

50

Its at Hkiiclf hrtiliru'z

nfiHf on

AMOl’NT OK

THE ORANGE BELT R’Y CO.’S

k

“

shining up to the clear sky. are H.OUO feet above
the blue waters of the Gull of Mexico, the American Mediterranean.
Reserved seats 36 and 50 cts. Admission 35 ets.,

—

A Cl.niTKI)

$1

Cnumcd by Torpid Lirer,

Co.,

interest,
stock bonus,

with 25 per cent, of

Large

DISEASE !!

The R. 0. Flower Medical

eodtl

FLORIDA,

cents.

mosphere of beauty, romance, pathos and
my stery envelope the present and past ot this
tropical city above the clouds, whose white wall*

Cortland,

180 middle Street,

97 1-2 anil accrued

t

Occasioned by Indigestion,

BSP'Thc price of the Liver Sanative is only
$1 a bottle, and with each bottle we give free
a bottle of Dr. Flower’s matchless Liver
Pills. Our valuable formula book will be
mailed you free, postpaid, on receipt of your
name and address on a postal card.

5s

FOB S.Yl.E BY

WE

_io* vertical */0.

for 25
Spectacles
11

PULLEN,

Ex-Surveyor General of New Mexico. Subject—
The City of Mexico. Beautiful Stereoptlcan views
illustrate the history, peoples, scenes and surroundings of this famous city of the Aztec Emperors, the brightest Jewel of the Spanish Crown, and
the Capital ot the Mexican Kcpublic. A strange at-

Co.,

large assortment and are prepared to adjust the same
upon scientific principles. We use NACHET'S TKIAL CASE, together with the OPTHALMOSCOFIC TEST LENSE,
combining the best
methods known (or detecting ail optical defects of the eye and deter,
the
lenses needed for their correction.
mining

1

John Br&ham.
Beautiful Scenery from original models of the Salsmdon.
Theatre
painted by H. L. Reed. Anvoy
cestors and Military Lnlforms from designs supFine
Art
the
Gallery, London. The Laplied by
dles Dresses by Mine. Endress.
First and only
presentation In this State.
Half fare to all three performance* on M. C. R.
It., P- A O. K. H. and 11. T. K. H. Late trains on
G. T. Kx r>0 cts. round trip on H. & M. to Maltlnee. Halt tare on P. & H. H. K. Friday evening
an ■ to Matinee.
S|>ecla! trains Friday evening.
Evening seats 76 ets. anil (I.(Mi. admission 60
cts. Matinee 60 and 75 ets., admission 36 cts.
Tickets, Librettos, score and all the music on
sale at Htockhridge's Music Store,
maraudlw

Return of Chan. 11.

Wc have a

MISERY!

impoverished condition
general debility,

o*
7n
fl*

m. *. it. k.
maiue Central It. K.
Amirov. A Kennebec It, It.
Calais W ater Co., 1st mort.,

PENDEXTER,
J. A. Merrill &

Orchestra of 20 Musicians,
Augmented
under tlie direction of Mr.

On
«i

BanK<>r City municipal
Batli City. Kuaraatccd by

Dress Buttons. Also a large assortment of Pearl,
Bone and Lace Buttons for white goods.
Fifty
gross last season’s buttons selling at 5 and 10
cents per dozen.

EYE CLASSES.

COURT

an

tti

Cortland City municipal

501 CONGRESS STREET, 4th Door Above Oak Street, PORTLAND, ME.
mar28
Otf

WHY WILL YOU

blood nud

County

dec21___

Formerly Watchmaker for

Or, The Witch's Curse,

The brilliant cast includes Misses Helen Lamont,
Alice Carle, Edith Jennessee. Gertie Madlgan,
Emma Baker. Messrs. Jos. W. Herbert, Phil
Branson, 8!g. Hroyollnl, Joseph Kay. George H.
Grand Chorus of Bridesmaids,
Krotblngham.
Bucks and Blades,

ILLUSTRATED LECTURE BY HON. CLARENCE

eodtl

NEW

BUTTONS.

Personal attention given to fine Watch, French Clock and Jewelry repairing at
reasonable prices. All goods and work warranted. All are invited to call.

S.

RUDDYGORE,

ALSO

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silverware, Spectacles,
Eye Classes, Etc.

E.

I'inter the management of Mr. John Stetson, presenting Gilbert and Sullvau'a New and
entirely Original Supernatural
Opera. In two acts, entitled

CITY HALL, Monday Evening, April 4th.

BANKERS,

Poor &

Thm follows

Brokers,

Ohio and Indiana

Having leased Store 561 Congress Street, I respectfully announce to my friends
and the public that I shall open Monday, March 28, with a full assortment of

champions, Hidalgo
race at a mile
were chicken

and Interest.

Exchaagr
Sterling nod (outiuiainl
bought and sold at uio« fnmable rale*.
Travelling nail Commercial l.ettrr* of
Credit laaued, available in all the Priaci.
pal Cilie* of Ruropc.
luveatmenl Meeuriliea Kought aad Mold.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

Manager.
iltf

NEW STORE!

CdARAMTKGD,

uov27

STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
7

Dei-tiled and unijuallDed success In Bth Avenue
Theatre, N. Y., and Savoy Theatre, London.

—

CHATTANOOGA,TENN.
Six Per Cent Sinking
Fund Itond*
Principal

■riday Erening. April 1st. in the Stockbridge Course,
and Saturday Afternoon and Eienlng. April 2d.

No. 218 MIDDLE STKEET.

PRICE.

WARE,

or

—

mh2C«<xl4t

■■■'

mar28

CITY WATER WORKS COMPANY

Bankers and

$‘>‘>.00 will secure a line Spring Overcoat
$15.00, $18.00, $20.00
equal in every respect to one made to order, and at a great saving in
the price.
We are offering some EXTRA VALVES in All W'ool Spring Overcoats at $6.00, $8.00, $10.00 aud $12.00, all new goods just received
from our factory.
A few sizes in Boys’ Spring Overcoats, very desirable, and at low

W. C.

purchased early

retull trade only.

or

255 MIDDLE

we

in the season lo tons of the finest flavored Turkish Prunes we have
The scarcity and liiuli price of dried apples aud other
ever haudled.
domestic fruit makes this the cheapest aud best sauce in the market.
As the present wholesale price is nearly !! cents per pound more than
we ask at retail, we would say that this price is for the benefit of our

We
are without any doubt the best display we have ever made.
would especially call the attention of those w ho usually have their
clothing made to measure to examine these garments.

ONE

POUNDS

PRUNES

SPRING OVERCOATS.

STRICTLY

0,000

KEW CROP TURKISH

Fine and Medium Grade

The Low Prices put upon these New Goods are

CITY HALL.

$100,000

Rivalled

New York Mail ana Express.
Mrs. George L. Lorillard will return from
Europe in time to look after the general
management of her stable of thoroughbred

[*arts

AnrNKMKNTM.

SPECTACLES.

everybody.

Montrose

niSCULAHltOIII.

■IHIlUiANIOC*.

by Capable American Sisters.

of his character
The two sub-divisions of his great
comedy
that li* before us, each in one volume, are:
“Scenes From Parisian Life. Cousin Pons,”
and “Scenes From Country Life. The Country Doctor.” Tlie former depicts the simple
life of an artist of the empire, out of date
with the changeable population of Paris

sion—the collection of

of

WOMEN OF THE TURF.

ore

owiuiu nuu

Ill UraCK-

to every word in the vocabulary.
To this edition has been added a list of
classical names with their accentuation, and
a list of geographical names with their pro-

The Dutchess of

meuiwuu,

lUtllU!*,

applied

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

UUUI.UIIUOV

111

ets, ami the language of the root specifiedThe phonetic system of pronunciation

once.

had
been
making rapid
der the fostering care of the

advances unDemocracy, and
that Mr. Cleveland was justifying by liis
conduct the reliance placed upon him
by the special advocates of that reform.

be made between

the Puritan will

and
summer.
Whatever boat defends the cup, the interest
will
be
races
in
tiie
greater than
with the Galatea, for she was very early
thought to be inferior to the vanquished Genesta, while the Thistle is heralded as su-

by

them for the commission to rule upon,
but this fact does not imply hostility. The

The record of the town in the late war is
excellent, and Gen. Geo. L. Heal, Gen. B. B.
Murray and Gen. Henry Hust, Jr. gained high
reputations. Judge Virgin was colonel of
tlie 23d Maine, and Geo. W, Verrill a captain
in the 17th. More than two hundred of the
townsmen entered the service, of whom forty-four died for the cause.
In the personal notices the author remarks
that Norway can boast of no pre-eminently
distinguished men; no Congressman nor
governor; yet on the roll we find John M.
Adams, whose history is familiar to all, the
Rev. Sylvanus Cobb, his talented son, the
well known author,
Sylvanus Cobb, jr.,
Charles 1*. Kimball, Charles A. Stevens, the
distinguished writer of juvenile literature,
Professor Addison E. Verrill, professor of
Zoology in Yale, and Ezra F. Beal, who
built the original Merchants’s Exchange, Park
Street block, the
United States Hotal,
Brown’s Sugar house, the Falmouth Hotel,
the Grand Trunk Depot, most of the station
houses between Portland and Island Pond,
and did enough other important work to
make him long remembered.
A full account is given of the late centennial celebration of the town, Including the
scholarly address of Judge Virgin, which is
an exceedingly
interesting contribution to

TUnf rh^a*?i.iM®2ti.ti*0JL111®

K',u®1 Association

Standi.?*
City
PurP®*eof electing sixteen (18)
SSHfAy*
trustees for the ensuing
year, and for the transae-

AMCflation*** ",ll"":ly1 U'K*"y
Secretary.
A. J. CUMMlNtiS^Pres'ldeiiC
I ortlaud, Me., March
1887.

10,,,e

30,

««n
19
I /
lo*s.
sxiunst

W. RODMAN WINSLOW.

l»2 NASSAU ST. (Vanderbilt BoUdlnf),

will be hold
wirnvirnTvPv‘SflJCJreD.partment,
£NINO,
April 6, 1S87. at 8
XD*ln**rs Office. Boom 18

before Hie

ftxMweK
_

marSOdtd

NEW YORK CITY.
Established Feb. 1st, 138T.. Coiueselbnable
elerenees. Write nr .-all lor psrftenlirs.
mar 21
eodAvlai

THE
FRIDAY

oats 135,600 lbs bacon 46,000 do lard 26.650 do»
oatmeal 149,800 do cheese 6527 hags flour 802
bbls apples 90 do potash 14 cas feather 1200

PRESS.

maple

MORNING, APRIL 1.

CARDENAS.
hhds,

WIT AND WISDOM.

Bobby

was at a
of bread

»J’laee

neighbor’s, and In a response to
uud butter, and politely said,

"Thank you."
“That's right, Bobby,” said the lady, ”1 like to
hear little boys say ‘Thank you.’
“Yes, ma told me I must say that If you gave
me anything to eat. even If It wasn't
nothing but
bread and butter; but If you want to hear me
say
'thank you’ again you’ve either got to put 1am on
It or else glvo me some cake.”

5.

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND, Mch. 38,1887.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
aud 28 cars miscellaneous merchandise; tor con
nectlng roads 107 cars miscellaneous merchan-

’.Tl!

thinking
light all the fires In the mornings."

‘“""V makes you think
of

so?”
them are burned to
three or four tombstones,
'Peace be to Ids ashes.’

a..«.®
.* *5**9 mauy
death. I noticed on

Mrs. Josle Ueynolds, 02
Ameabury direct, Lawrone*, Mass., March 10, 1886, says: “My father,
A. W. blood rich, of this
city, now 74 years old,
has used Or. Seth Arnold’s
Cough Killer for 26
years, is uever without It, aud never hesitates to
recommend It to others suffering from Coughs
and Colds.” For sal* by all druggists. Price 26c.,
60c., and *1.00 per bottle.
Dr. Seth Arnold’s Vegetable Pills are sold
everywhere for 26c. a box.

NKW YORK. Mch. 31. 1887.—Flour marketreceipts 13,9071 bbls ami sacks; exports 3380
sacks; sales 19,000 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at a 80*8 10; superfine
Western and State 2 70*3 SO; common to good1
extra Western and siate'atl 3 16 n3 00; good to
choice do at 3 06*6 10; coinmonlo choice White1
wheat Western extra at 4 60*4 80; fancy do, at
bbls and 025

at 4

85*5 10; commonlto good extra Ohio at 3 16:
common to cholcefextra St Louis at 3 16*
f510:00; patent
Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 511*4 76; choice to double extra do at 4 80*
6 25.| including 1300 bbls city mill extra atJ4 50
@4 60;1100 bbls tine do at 2 $0*3 10:1300 bbls
superfine a 70*3 30; 1500 bbls extra No 2 at 3 15

*860;

8700 bbls

...

“Do yon remember the obituary notice of your
first husband that the Bugle printed?” asked Mr.
Small,
“Not very clearly,” replied Mrs. Small.
“I often think of it,” ho
said, with a sigh.
“Where did you ever meet the editor of the Bugler'
“I never met him.
“Indeed! I thought lie knew you well.”
“What made you thluk so?”
“Why, he said year husband had gone to a happier home.”
More cases of slek headache, biliousness, constipation, &«., can be cured hi less time, wire less
medicine, aud tor less money, by using Carter's
Ltttta Liver Pills, than by any other means.

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 29th. schs J M Morales, Littlejohn, Amboy for Portland; Quoddy,
Lamson, St John, NB, for New York, (lost anchor
ofl Chatham.)
In port, barque Stratlioinc; brig TarKa; schs H
Curtis, 8t Johns, Julia A Herkle, Nile, Ring Dove,
Julia & Martha. Royal Arch, Paragon. Margaret,
Elllen Morrison. Lucy, Hyue, Olive, Abby Thaxter. Adeline, Dolphin, Eva D Rose, Annie V Bergen, Kenduskeag, Josie Hook, Sarah laiulse, O M
Marrett. A B Perry. Grace Cushing. Nettle Cuslilug, Helen Thompson, Susan N Pickering, aud
Mima A lteed.
BOSTON—Cld 30th, sch Jane L Newton, Stover
Communlpaw.
Cld 3lst. barque Isaac Dodge, Gaul. Fernand!
na; brig Telos. Coney, Surinam; sch John Bird.
Bird. Rockland.
Sid 31st, sch C B Church.
In the Bay, a schr supposed the Robert Byron,
from Brava.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 29th, sch Georgie Berry
Ginn, Rocklaud.
Sid 30th, sch Mattie E Eaton, damage, for Wls-

Servant—Yls,

mum.

Mistress—What did they say?
Senrait-How fortlnitl

Frank C Swan, Apothecary,Haverhill,
Mass., says: "Wibtak’s Balsam of Wild
Chbubt sells better than any other cough reme
dy. I can recommend It. I have used it and
The deacon's wife wanted to Jot down the text,
*nd leaning over to her scapegrace nephew, she
wmraerea:

you any cards about you?"
”If*ve
“You can’t
In
play

proving

church.”

was the solemn,
the good woman was
forgot her text.

answer, and

llustrated that she

reso

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks

Castoria.
Whan she became Miss, she clang to
Castoria,
Whan aho Its Children, ahe gave them Castoria.

Among tho many stories told of the comedian
Crane's Tittle hoy is the following:
It being Sunday his mother had been telling
Stuart Bible stories. He took exception to the

moultin’,

are

received

SAILING OAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FBOM

Baekacbs Is almost Immediately relieved by
one of Carter’s Smartweed and Belladonna Backache Plasters.
Try one and be free from
pain. Price 25 cents.

Samaria.Boston.Liverpool...Mch

Orinoco.New York.. Bermuda.... Mch
Lessing.New York..Hamburg. ..Mcli
San Marcos.New York..Havana.Apl
Manhattan.New York..Hav&VCruz Apl
City of Para.New York.. Asplnwall ..Apl
City of Chester...New York..Liverpool ...Apl
Etruria.New York..Liverpool ...Apl
Helvetia.New York.. London.Apl
Elbe.New York..Bremen
Apl
Lullretag lie.New York. .Havre .Apl
Parisian.Quebec.Liverpool. ..Apl
....

Harding,Philadelphia; schClylle, Laughton,

Im

Sunsets.G08 Dlgu water

Length

ol day
12 45 HB,„ht
Moon sets.12 63
....

MARINE

Mar.
N. Y. Ceutral.112%
Lake Shore. 95%
Erie. 33%
Canada Southern..
01%

Ellsworth, Me., April 23,1886.
can, from personal use, recommend Athloplio
to the public as being all it is recommended.
8. D. Wigqijj, Druggist.
Every druggist should keep Athlophoros and
Athlophoros Fills, but where they cannot be
bought of the druggist the Athlophoros Co., 112
Wall St., New York, will send cither (carriage
paid) oa receipt of regular price, which is $1.00
per bottle for Athlophoros and 60c. for Fills.
For llvs*r and kidney diseases, dyspepsia, Indigestion, weakness, nervous debility, diseases of

womch, constipation, headache, Impure blood,
&c., Athlophoros Fills arc uncqttalcd.

ivanott.i

31-1

ing.
Mar.
112%
95%
33%

31

u

xran.1.

04

..

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
POltTI.AND, Mch. 31,1887.
The fallowing are to-day's closing quotations of
drain, Provisions, &c.:
strain.

8upertm« and
UitghMxd Corn.03853 Vs
low grades.2 5<>g3 60 Com, bag lots—66® 66
X Spring and
Meal bag lota...62853
XX Spring.. 4 ‘K>@4 25 lOats, car lots—40®41
Patent Spring
42 rt 4It
Oats, bag lots
W heat*.6 2»a5 60 I Cotton Seed.
Midi, straight
I car lots..24 00® 24 60
roller—.4 60&4 76
do bag...26 00 a20 00
clear do— 4M»®4% iSack'dBr’n
Biowe ground. 4
| car lots. .20 60®21 00
St Loum nt/gt
I do bag... 21 00®22 Oo
roller.4 76&5 00 | Middlings. 2o 00822 00
cieaI do.... 4 2r,:aA 60'Ido bag lots,21 0Oo.23 00
i
Provi.iota..
Winter Wheal
Patents.....6 2tVaf> 60> i Pork—
■« uh.
19 00®19 GO
Hacks
Cod. *» qtl—
I Clear —18 50® 19 00
•
Shores
76
Large
I
Mess.16 00®16 50
60^8
Large Haiik3 00*3 26iiBeefI Ex Mess. 9 50810 t o
Bin*#.
Pollock.2 76Vr3 60
Plate.... 1050811 00
l.lnddoek.1 60.&2 00 I Ex Plate il 60® 12 00
Make.*.1 *f.{£l 75 I I,aro-.
Tubs i» 4'..8 ®8ViO
IleHtn*
Sraleu B bx. 1 d®20c
Tierce?_8 ®«i4e
No 1.13d(l5c| Pails.8V4®9 e
Market ui fr> bbl-1880. Hams
II._12'., ® 13
do covered. ,13V4'*!4
Shorp 18.21 60VT26 «j*
Hhotia'Jk. 12 fiOigl 6 <*•
Oil.
Med. *.
KeriacncSnail
Port. ltef. Pet. 8 Vi
tift
ri.«l ii t..
Wattr White. 8
Cl.'l'i ITIWl Pratt aAst’l.irbhi. nvi
Mm...
SOOiilOOO lUevoe’s Ihllliam. lit]
.Mil 00jjl2 10 ILigoUia.
B'/s
IV.i f- Hilts... 1 60*1 76 Silver White. 7
Vs
■MCUruu— 1 r.,yji 7® I Centennial. 8 Vs
Gun .iu ii.nl uo&l 70 I
Baiun..
Yelow Eyes. 1 GOStl «B I Muscatel
1 9tiu2Ve
hnut -.». busli, f>o,u.oo I London Lay'r 2 2582 75
3 0003 50'lOnduraLav. 9
3t rutainc*
a> 1(1
3 2.'.g.3 GO Valencia. 7
OliM.lH
®8
i|
Turney*. «tl«
Sagas.
Chlckeu r..15gl8iigran. dated *> lb.«vi
.14/0116II Extra C. 6%
Fowl'
Seed..
IlHckn .120.14
Ones* .14«$15’!S?d
<«0»kVi
4 ppm.
I Timothy Bet d2 1682 25
8 00 'Clover.
»
Choice Baldwins
iftile.
8 boI
dhrstt.
Cholee eatins
* Jo,*;2 80I Vermont....l6al6Vi
CewmoB
N.Y. factory 15 ft 16',,
Sage. i'S®ld
Hauer.
I*jbl4®l*e
KvauorAleB
I Creamery » lb.. ,25®27
).»»««■■
HGilt
Ver.. 26827
00®4
80
Edge
*1^4©..4
Massipa.4 25®4 50MCboice.sOaai
Good.16817
Maia^ert...
I Store.'..14® is
Oicuip.
86);
Bgin.
ffiopjiU.8 50 84 Ofl
II Eastern extras
16 tf 10
» 40*6
fai"nci»
Can & Western 14® 15
Mess!ua and is
6(
)l
Limed.
pieiMio #* b*. 3 00&3
...

....

...

...

_

..

Foreign Exports.
LIVKltrOOL, KN(i.
Steamship Oregou-32.849 bush wheat 29,268 bush peas 10,000 bush I

f-ouslsville &;N....
New England.
Kicnrnond A W. P..
Con. Gas Co.

66%
66%

0174

00%
66%
41%
86%
63%
60%

by mall or In person to
I.EUCIKN I’HINNEY, Stroudwater, Me. 30-1

required

Absolutely

of purity,
This oowder never varies.
More economical,
wholesomeness.
than the ordinary kinds, and can not be sold In
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans. Kov al Baking Fowdek Co., 100 Waif st.
N. Y.
1uy2dl
A marvel

strength and

■IAMESFYI.CS

MAKES

Short Honrs

PEariM

Bulwer. 1 25

.Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Mcli. 31.1887.—The following are 10
day’s quotations of Provisions, Ac.:
Pork—Long cut 18 25<£18 75; short cuts 18 75
®l»26;backsl8 76®19 25; light backs 17 76®
icon euas jj zoaj /
mess
oiiit*16 50;

jo;

tongues at
16
*10 76®17 25; extra
prime at 14 26$14 76; mess, at 17 25.
Card—choice 844e p lb m tierces; 8%@9c In
10-tb palls ;9®944c 111 6-tb palls ;944®944c in 3-tb

prime

porK

pails.

Hams nt 12812440 p tb, according to size, and
cure; smoked shoulders 8®8V4c; pressed liams at
llVi@12c.
Choice city dressed itogs at 8c 4* lb; country do
7 44(87Vic.
Butter—Western extra fresli luaae creamery
nominal 30®31c: do extra firsts 25828c; do tlrsts
at 20824c ;do goon to choice held creamery 17®
10c; do fresli imltatlou creamy choice at 21®23c;
do factory, cliolcejfresh. fil®23c: do fair to good
18 a 2(JC; New York held crm. best lots nomhial
at 201422c; fair to good lotsjat 17® 19c; Kasterm
new
cremy choice lots at 25«28c; Verinont;dalry
milk, good to cliolcc, 2*®2Sc; selections 20 if 28c;
do tall at 14810c for best'lots; low grades of butTliea hove quotations are reter as to quality.
ceivers’ prices for strictly wholesale lots. Jobbing
prices 1ic42c higher.
to extra, at 134a®
Cheese— Northern, good
16c; sage 134i814>ic: lower grades according
to quality; job lots 44c higher.
Eggs-Eastern fresh at 16®1644c; choice fresli
Southern 1444c; choice fresli Western at 1444
®16c Jobbing prices 44®lc higher.
Beaus—Choice small N V hand picked peal 658
1 70 » hush; choice New York large hand picked
do 160®1 66; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1 76®®1 80
nay—Choice prime at 17 00; fair to good $16 00
44*18 00: Eastern ane *13o*l5; poor to ordinary $12 it $ IS: East swale at 98*10. Kye straw,
choice, $14 OO04I4 60; oat straw *0810 p ton.
Potatoes—Extra Houlton Hose 66cp bush; do
hebrons 63c; Aroostook Rose 63c.

Chicago

Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.]

CHICAGO, Men. 31, 1887—Cattle market*—re-

*»ipts 8,000; Shipments 4000 stronger and
ler; fancy 5 88®5 65; shipping steers at
6 IS: Stockers mid
bulls and mixed at

feeders at 3 0084 20-

stead4 oor8
cows

2 1084 00; bulk 2 85 6 3 30 '■
grass Texas cattle 3 00®3 50.
Hogs—receipts 16,000; shipments 5,000; slow
and steady; rough and mixed at 6 2085 70; packand
at 6 60®6 90; light”o 30®5 65-

iu||

Shipping

Mem pranda.
Marque Videlte, Tunnel), at Savannah from
Boothbay, reports heavy gales the entire passage
and had everything movable washed from the
decks. On the morning of the 22d, two of the
crew, named John Harrison and Win Giles, were
washed overboard and lost.
Gloucester, Mch 30—Sch Cora C Mcader, Header. from Boothbay for Boston, put in here for
icpuua, iiavuig

susuiiiicu

lug tlie gale.

uaiimgD

mat

mgm

Loth

31-1

FARM FOK HALE OK TO LET.
small farm lor sale or to let. containing about
icnacies ui goou lunu ill a lllgll stale or

am

cultivation, situated in Falmouth on the Gray
road, about five miles (rum Portland; two story
kouse, bam nearly uew, and all the buildings In
excellent repair. Enquire of EDWIN 1,. DYEK,
No. 398 Congress St.
mar.'ildtf

known.

Used As Dirsoted

it prodnoea better resnlta
with a greater saving of
Time and Labor

MALE—A desirable new two story dwelling house, situated In the westerly part of
the city, containing 8 finished rooms besides bath
room; all nicely finished, heated by furnace. Tills
property will be sold low and on very liberal
terms of payment. For particulars apply to JOHN
F. PKOCTOK, Centennial Block.31-1

FOR

AND FI XTCKKM FOR MALE—
An old established retail grocery and provision store In the centre of the city, on one of the
best streets: has a large trade and offers a good
opportunity for an enterprising man to take a good
business already secured. BENJAMIN SHAW,
48Vz Exchange St.
81-1

STOCK

v_

Beware of Imitations. The

MY WASHlf*llMU'l'UdE

above

PEARUNEDIDIT

Symbol and name of
JAMES 1»YLK, New York.

MALE—Baby carriage iu good order.
May be seen at 255Va OXFOKI) STKEET,

FOR

between

Preble and Alder

Sts._31-1

OF THE

—

Union Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

eod&wlyurm

that this Company has paid to
policy-holders or their representatives more

you

ARE

aware

than TWES'TY-TWO MILLION DOLLARS?

has to-day more than SIX MILLION DOLLARS IN ASSETS, and over THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS IN SURPLUS,
calculated by the conservative standards ot Maine
aud Massachusetts.

IT

losses

Its policies are In

pays
promptly.
IT contestable
after three years.

has liberal plans. Its affairs are carefully
managed by its Board of Directors and Officers, whose Integrity and ability are unquestioned.

IT

•

of tile Maine Non-Forfeiapply only to tbc policies Issued by
this Company, and under its workings extended
Insurance is provided for in case of lapse.

MAINE LAW CONVERTIBLE
THEPOLICY
of the UNION MUTUAL contains
desirable feature iu
NEW

a

every

Physicians

wholesomeness and efficiency.”

RICHARD C. STANLEY. A. M. Ph. D.

Frofessor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Assayer of Maine from ’75 to ’83.

FC/R SALE BY ALLCROCERS
mar28

taprl 2nrm

PERFECT LIFE IN-

SURANCE POLICY.
If you will send your address to the Home Office, or to any of its agents, we shall be glad to furnish full Information in regard to tho Company
and its plans.
UNION MUTUAL appeals to residents of
Maine for their especial patronage, because
it is a HOME COMPANY, anil because of its age,
experience, strong, financial condition, large surplus, equitable and attractive plans and conservative management.

11IIK

DIRECTOR!*.
Edward K. Seccomu West Newton. Mass..
Hon. Josiah H. Drummond. Portland. Maine,
John E. DeWitt, Portland, Maine.
Henry C. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. PercivalBonney, Portland. Me.
Hon. Marquis K. Klno, Portland, Me.
TnoMAS A. Poster, M. D., Portland, Me.
Hon. Fred. K. Bn hards, Kockport, Me.
Gkoroe L. Derlois, Boston, Mass.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Rohie, Gorliatu, Me.
Frank E. Allen, Portland, Me.
OFFICER!*.

JOHN E. DeWITT, President
Thoroughly cleanse the blood, which is the
fountain of health, by using Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery, and good digestion, a
lair skin, buoyant spirits, vital strength, and
soundness ot constitution will be established.
Golden Medical Discovery curt* all humors
from the common pimple, blotch, or eruption,
Esto the worst Scrofula, or blood-poison.
pecially bos it proven its efficacy in curing
Salt-rheum or Tetter. Fever-sores, Hip-joint
Disease, Scrofulous Sores and Swellings, Enlarged Glands, and Eating Ulcers.
Golden Medical Discovery cures Consumption (which is Scrofula ot the Lungs), by its
wonderful blood-nurifving, invigorating, and
nutritive properties. For Weak Lungs, Spitting of Blood. Shortness of Breath, Bronchitis,
Severe Coughs, Asthma, and kindred affections, it is a sovereign remedy. It promptly
cures the severest Coughs.
For Torpid Liver, Biliousness, or “Liver
Complaint." Dyspepsia, and Indigestion, it is
Sold by druggists.
an unequalled remedy.
Allt».
DR. PIFRCF’S Pr.II.LTS
Rilloiifc «»»<! Cathartic
25c. a vial, by 'It gsrists.
d&wurmcTh

lea*

HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
BATES, Ass’t Secretary.
FOSTER. M. 1)., Medical Director
HON. JOSIAH n. DRUMMOND, Counsel.
ARTHUR L.
THOMAS A.

GEO.
Superintendent

of

jrWlGHT,
Agencies. Eastern Department-

JAMES

SINKINSON

Manager for Pity Agency, Portland.

nov6

eodlf

•

sunny exposure; will
applied for Immediately.
Exchange St.
goou

just received, the famous
Maple Candy, at CAPT.
KNIGHTS’ No. 104 Exchange street, opposite
Portland Printers’ Exchange.
29-1
MALE—And

FORFarmington

choice
lots for sale, some of which brought the highest premium at the original sale; also a number of
lots at lowest prices. W. II. WALDKON, 180
Middle St.
28-1

DIAMOND

INLAND— I haveafew

_

MAI,K—Extra good butter cow,
IpOI*
MOODY’S PLACE, Falmouth Foreside.

L1ARM FOR NALE-At a bargain; I will
1
sell my farm in Gorham, Me., low and make
the terms of payment easy; for description, price.
Sic., call on or address HOWAKD COTTON, Gor27-2&w2w
ham, Maine.
OR

RENT—A uew and desirable house,
corner of High aud Cumberland streets; all
modern conveniences, including steam; can be
seen any time. Apply to A. J. PETTEN'GILL,
189 High St.
2C tf

1,1

Li OR MAI. E—A Hammond Typewriter. Eur quire of MISS SAWYEK, Koom 17, Brown

Block.

28-1

s.ll.K—A one alula halt story houscnew five years ago,
situated on Florence
street. Woodford’s, 1) rooms and plenty of closets
aud cupboards; conveniently arranged and In
good order. Will be sold cheap. Enquire on tbe
premises or at No. 41 Exchange street, Portland.

fjtOK

■)■<’■

and

are
us the as-

hereby required

make ana bring In to
of said town, true and perfect lists of,their
polls and all their estates both real and personal,
which they may be possessed of on the first day of
April next, (excepting such as may be exempted
from taxation by law,) and each person will be ex\pected to make
oath, that, to the best of his knowledge, said list contains all Ills taxable property,
and those who fall to bring In as above directed
may expect no abatement by the assessors.
'Hie assessors will be In session at the following
places on the following days, to wit:
At the Selectmen’s Office in said town on Friday, Saturday and Tuesday, the llrst, second and
fifth days of April, A. D. 1887, from nine to twelve
o’clock in tlie a. m., and from two to five o’clock
sessors

in the p. in., each day.
Given under our hands at
twenty-third. A. 1). 1887.

Deerlng, March the

SOLOMON STUART, ) Assessors
ALFRED R. HUSTON,
of
EDWARD L. COBB,
) Deerlng.
in

uuuuu

25-2

PETTKNGILI.._
FARM

AT

AUCTION.

A T Groveville, Buxton, Me., on the premises,
-cA. at 10 o’clock a. tn., of April 14th, 1 shall
sell the John A. Sands estate, containing no acres
of good laud, well divided Into Held, pasture and
wood land, good orchard, with bouse, ell, woodhouse and barn, all in excellent condition Inside
aud out. Also two horses, three cows, all the
farm tools, two wagons, household goods, &c.
Time will be given for payment of some portion of
the farm
G. D. WEEKS, Auctioneer,
mar.'ll
daw*

IIOMESTEAD.
IX miles from Portland’for sale at a bargain;
IO It contains four acres of superior land, cutting
live tons of good hay; over 100 young grafted pear
anil apple trees, well Into bearing; a tin ge supply
ofcholoe grapes, and a good garden. It has a
good house of 14 rooms, a workshop, hay liarn,
lien house, piggery, wood and coal shed, a good
well of water, a new cistern (2050) gallons, ami
an excellent cellar.
Is within ten minutes walk
of railroad depot, post office, schools, churches,
and stores of till kinds. The view Is hue, and cannot be obstructed by future buildings; ill health
compels me to sell. Call and examine the premises, or address.

LEONARD C. QUINBV,
NAlTAKAPPt, .HA1NK.
mar22d2wor

To Let,

DESIRABLE two story frame dwelling,
bouse on Pine street, near Brackett street,
recently modernized and Improved, contains two
parlors, dining room, kitchen, bath room, (with
hot and cold water,) seven chambers, plenty of
closets and front and back stairs. Are places in
back parlor and dining room, new steam beating
apperatus with elgbt radiators; newly painted
and papered throughout; area of lot 4,< 00 square
feet. Terms reasonable. Inquire of ROLLINS &
ADAMS, No. 22 Exchauge St.
dec24dtf

A

AGENTS

Assessors' Notice.

at

28-1

_

For Sale

of the Town of Deerlng,
TUEallinhabitants
others liable to be taxed therein,
to

Speedily and prnnanontlycnrodbyuslng W’Utar’*
Dallam of Wild Cherry. There are counterfeits. Get the genuine. which is signed 1. BUTTS”
on the wrapper.
Prepared by Sh-ru W, FvWLfi A
Sons, Boston. Sold by ail Ucalcrb.

No. C5

cemented cellar,
be sold at a bargain if
N. S. GAKDINEK, 40
29-1

MALE—Three horses, weight from 900
good workers and fair drivers; will
be sold low.
GEO. W. COOLIDGE, Allen s Corner■
29-1

DO

Endorsed for its Purity and Healthfulness by all
Chemists and
who have examined It.
“I have given tills powder a thorough chemical
examination and find it to he of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia. Lime and the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to he recommended for

story house,
Gray
FOR
St., contains 9 rooms, Sebago. gas. open fire

place, let down grate furnace,

tjiOR
to 1050;

OF PORTLAND, ME!
you realize that this old and sterling company is a HOME INSTITUTION,chartered
in 1848 under the laws of Maine?

Tlie Standard of Parity and Excellence.

MALE-Stoek and fixtures of “Butter
at 41 Free Street. Portland,
Me., one of the best locations In the city for the
sale of butter and produce, good clean stock and
fixtures nearly new; above will be sold low for
cash. Apply to SAMUEL LOKD, Assignee, 192
Commercial Street.29-1

FOR
Store, located

MALE—Two

66%
41%

SAN FKANC18C0. Mcli. 31.1887.—The following are closing official quotations of mining stocks
to-day:
BestABelclier. 5%
Mexican. 3%
6%
Ophlr.
Savage. 4%
Sierra Nevada.2 76
Gould ;&|Curry. 3
Crown Point..
3%
Con. .Cal. & Va.
13%
Potosi. 6%
Hale A Norcross. 3%
Bodie. 2%
Yellow Jacket. 3%

jo

mar2l

(10

(By Telegraph.)

for male in wbetbkook-*
Twenty-four excellent house lots will be sold
tills spring; located between Saccaranpa and
Cumberland Mills; rare chance lor a home under
the hash of the electric lights and smoke-stack of
the greatest paper mill in the world; excellent
drainage; drv cellars and beautiful level plots.
All to be sold at a great
bargain tills spring sure.
Work enough the year round within from live to
ten minutes walk; only a live minutes walk from
a junction depot aud several
churches; tine
graded school Just across the street; horse ears
coming soon. Apex of a population of 7,000; easy
terms. Now Is your time to own your own house.
Apply at once by letter or in person to JAMES E.

A

the beat and safest Wash-

ing Compound

once

CHANDLER, Saccarappa.

For "om™-

wise provisions
fflHE
X ture Law

...

Apply at

FOR HALE

MONEY REFUNDED

NEWS!

|

experience can makers,
but first class need apply; references

WANTED—Two
none

POWDER
Pure.

—

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

Ol'ij

STREET,

right

near Free. Corns, bad nails; outgrowing
Joints treated In a skillllil manner. Corns 25cts.
Outgrowing points 50 cts.30-1
side

with a few hundred dollars. to handle a valuable patent, or as
partner); It saves from 4 to 10 dollars jn-r day In
any stave mill; costs only ten dollars. For further
information write to CHA8. J. FOSTER. No.
Raymond. Me.
30-1

WANTED—A

WANTED.

waux Auen
s in your
new goods.
$25 per week

county to sell my

salary,

or

50 cents

on

the dollar commission. No competition. Rare
chance. Address with stamp for terms, F. M.
WEAVER, 190 N. Division street, Buffalo, N. Y

marl7__d&wlm«

make83.00 per day and carry
SAl.EsUG.y
samples vest pocket. Blair's Fountain Pen
is

practical with steel pens, 65c. Gold Fountain Pens, *1.75, $2 and $3. Stylographic Pens,
$1, $1.25 and $2.

only

POPULAR FOUNTAIN PEN CO.,
mar31d3t
267 Broadway, New York.
TO

LKT.

LKT-House nearly new, located westerly
end, contains 9 good rooms, bath, cemented
cellar, furnace new. near horse car. Price Including water. $350; immediate possession given. N.
8. GARDINER, No. 40
8t.
31-1

TO

Exchange

fllO, I.KT—House No. 20 Gray* St.; also down
stairs rent at 183 Pearl St. Enquire of
GKO.C. HOPKINS, 88Va Exchange St.
31-1

WANTED-!n~a~1 ight
PARTNER business;

facturlng
mand; fair protiis;

Domestic Ports.
ASTORIA—Ar 29tli, sliip William H Starbuck,
Reed, New York for Portland, O.
SAN PEDRO, CAL
Ar 21st, ship Bohemia,
—

Trask, Departure Bay.

SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 22d, ship Prussia, Reynolds, Port Blakely.
Cld 23d, ships Charles E Moody, Leonard, and
Harry Morse, Murphy, Port Townsend.
Sid 22d, sldp Iroquois, Nickels, Nanaimo.
MOBILE—Ar 30ili, sell Elorence Leland. Adams, Galveston.
Cld 30th, sell H J Cottrell, Haskell, New York.
PENSACOLA—A r 80th, sch Lizzie Chadwick,
Chadwick, Galveston.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar30th, sell Kelief, Blake,
Rockland.
CHARLESTON—Cld 30th, sch E It Emerson,
Child. Baltimore.
FERNANDINA-CId 30tli, sch Latua Cobb,
Cobb. Nfew York.
BRCNSWICK-Sld 30th, sell Agues I Grace,
Seavey, Providence.
SAVANNAN—Ar 29tli, sell Susan H Ritchie,
Bartlett, ltockport.
WILMINGTON, NC-Ar 30th,sch J P Wyman,
Runirill. Boston.
FORTRESS MONORK— Passed out 28th, brig
Artos. Robertson, from Richmond for Santos.
29th, sen Luther A Roby,
J
Clark, New York.
PIHLADELPHIA-AI 29th, sell Hattie Nickerson, Nickerson, Millstone Point.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 28th. sch Billow, Emery,

d&wlynrm

SharpPains!

f

| Hop Plaster)
eod&w6mnr m

gxwx.

Boston.

Bid 30th, sell Ethel M Davis, Willetts, Galveston: Izetta, Hicks, Portland; Emma Green,Smith
Bath; St Elmo, Rogers, Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 3oth, barque Annie Reed,
Warren, Barbadoes; brig Gem, Barbadoes; seb
Anna E J Morse, Lausil, Boston,
Ar31st, barque Penobscot, Eaton, Hong Kong;
brigs Amy A Lane, Emerson, Cardenas; Mary C
Marriner, Wharton, Tuspan; sell Mary E Douglass, Perkins, Baracoa.
Cid 30th. barque John J Marsh, Whittier. Mayaguez; sch Ida A Thurlow, Young. Mlllbrldge.
Passed the Gate 29th, schs Rattler, Matthews,
from New York for Eastport; Silver Spray, Mahoney, do for Thomaston.
NEWPORT, R1 -In port, schs Fanny Flint,
Warren, and Enterprise, Robinson, Portland for
New York ; Caroline Knight, Ward, Rockland
for do.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR- Hi port, sells Elvira, Look. St John, NB, lor New York; Charlie
& Willie, Pbllbrook : Geo W Glover. Moulton;
Laconia, Arev, and Chase, Mills, Rockland for do
Telegraph, Kellar, Thomaston for do; J W Woodruff, Richardson, and Erl, Murry, Warren for do;
J as Barrett, Preble; J as H Deputy, Tracy; Matlie Holmes, Jordan, New Bedford for do; Helen,
White, do for do; Hattie L Curtis, Hudgins, Ware
ham for do; Ned P Walker, Dobbin, Jonesboro
for do.

—

AND

WANTE

97 »-«

prices paid lor cast
gents; or exchange
send letter or inistal to

or

street.lU-2_

KXCH4NOK,

Exchange St., Portland, Me.
novlleodtf

FISTULA"''7™’

mm mm the use of the
knife or detention from business, also all other disCure guaranteed.
WM.
eases of the Rectum.
READ (M. D. Harvard 1843) and ROBERT M.
Harvard
D.
Evans
1876),
READ (M.
House, No.
175 Trent on t Street, Boston. References given.
Send for pamphlet.
Office
Consuitatton free.
hours, 11 A. M. to 4 P. M. (Sundays and holidays
■

mmm

excepted.)
febll

_

_eodly

& CO- Augusta, Me.18-4

WANTED—Did

NO. 514 CONGRESS STREET,
mat-4

Port|and,

Maine.

fytol

4:i;

Ho. 87 Hub SINK.

^

ALBUMENO HEPAT1C0.

HSTRCCTIOSW ENGLISH AND CLASS
ICAL STUDIES

yo“ Druii?7

Stomach and Bowels U
tioSl not
keci. It, semi money by uostal note and
will
receive a package free of charge Trial yon
Pack.
rkrce Vlonlh.’ Treatment,
91.00.
DB. T1JCM A I'll
kock'.Box 28.
[« oblc»kill, !v i
mar5
eod&wlm

3?*Ana°r'!

mmL

fltven to private

J.

W.

U customers to know that we have removed
Middle street, corner
Church, Thompson Block.
marl2dtf
J. T. LEWIS Si CO.

OU to Nos. 121 and 123

jan24

wun auove

junn,

connections.

CUNARD LINE.

PUBLIC NOTICE.

Bouton

Liverpool everr TIILK^O \1
and from NEW VOKKeverTH4TIHO.il
calling al 4|uernnlown, Cork Harbor.
SCYTHIA.April 7, May 12, June 16, July 21
CATALONIA.April 14, May 19, June 23
PAVONIA.April 21. May 26. June 30
BOTHNlA. ...April 28, June 2, July 7, August 11
CEPHALONIA.May 5. J tine 9, July 14
CABIN Passage, $60, $80 and $100 according
to accommodations. Intermediate mmage, $35.
Steerage passage at low rates, Drafts on Great
Britain and Ireland. For passage or freight apply
at the coinpauyN office, 99 State street. Boston.
fcbl6d3in
ALEXANDER MART IN. Agent.

the provisions of

an Act of
entitled “An Act
to condemn and
take a lot of laud for the erection of a Soldiers’
and Sailors’ Monument,^’’approved February tenth,
1887, the City uf Portland was authorized and empowered to condemn and take in the manner therein set forth,the parcel of laud situated lu said Portland upon which the building known as the Old City
Hall now stands, aud known as Market Square,
and bounded anil described as follows, to wit:
Northerly by the curbstone of the southerly side
of the passage way between the United States Hotel and said Old City Hall; easterly by the westerly curbstone of that part of Middle street commonly called and known as Market Square; southerly
by the curbstones at the junction of those parts of
Congress aud Middle streets commonly called and
known as Market Square;
aud westerly bv the
easterly curbstone ot that part of Congress street
commonly called aud known as Market Square,
as and for a site, location and place for the erection aud maintenance forever of a monument In

Legislature of Maine,
authorizing the City of Portland

Liverpool
From Liverpool!
via Halifax. |
THURSDAY,

Boston* Philadelphia
ill KELT

STEAHNHII

LINE.

From PHILADELPHIA
.v

..

p.

eren TUESDAY and FRIDAY
From Long Wharf. Boston, 3
m.
From Pine Street Wnarf,

Philadelphia,

public
interested.

at to

a. in.

oue-hall the rata of
Sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. K. B.. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Beuad Trip SIN.
Panaugr ■»I«.««>.
Meals and Boom Included.
For freight or passage apply to
at. B. MAVfPMMN, Agent,
70 l.aaa Uburf. Bwlov.
Sldtf
Insurance

Tlie said board of Mayor and Aldermen will meet at the time and place hereby aphear
the parties interested, and estimate
pointed,
the damages, if any, sustained by such parties by
such condemnation and taking.
Given under our hands at said Cortland this
twenty-ninth day of March, A. I). 1887.
CHARLc.s J. CHAPMAN, Mayor.
RICHARD K GATLEY, )

_

WILSON,

THUS. McMAHON.
(Aldermen
WILL1 AM H. SM l I II,
f City of
WM. M. MARKS.
I Portland.
HERBERT G. BRIGGS, J
A true copy.
Attest :
JOU N L. SHAW,
inar3(Kl7t
Clerk pro tern.

For NEW YORK.

MAHON.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP OOMPASY’S
—LIN* FOR—

California. Japan, Chin*' Central.
and South America and exico.
CITY OF PARA, sails Friday, April X, Noon.
From New York, pier hot of Canal St., North

Biver, for Man Francisco via The l.ihmn. of
Pannwa,
Great reduction In rates to Son Francisco. Cabin
$70) Steerage $30.
From Sau Francisco, 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Japan and China.
CITY OF PEKING, sails Friday April 12, 2 p. u..
For Freight. Passage, or general Information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.

]

K. A. A It A VIM A- CO.,
113 Mlale Mirerl, Car. Brand Ml., Bonn.
dtf
elO

CO PA It T> Kit Mil IP VOTM'KS,

N

Bros., of Decring, dealers iu Coal. Wood and
this day dissolved by mutual eonsent
Ice,
Joseph 11. Clark, Jr., retiring.
.1. II. CLARK. Jk.
W. A. CLARK.
Deeriiig, Mar 29, 1887.

Bass’ English Ale
—AND—

is

W. A. Clark and Fred H. Morrill have this day
formed a copartner hip in Wood, Coal amt Ice
business, and will occupy the old stand of the late
Arm of Clark Bros., Deering. W. A. Clark & Co.
are alone authorized to collect all bills due the
late Arm of Clark Bros., and are to pay all demands against said late Arm.

W. A. CLARK.
mar31dlw»F. H. MORRILL.

For Sale in the

R. STANLEY & SON,
IMPORTERS,

Street.
dtt

WANT

TO LET- Tenement in brick house,
seven rooms, very pleasant. Sebago.
with
modem conveniences. Apply to GEO. W. EDDY,
67 Gray Street.
30-1

BENT—Newly furnished house, on one
the most beautiful streets In the city, from

of
IjtOB
1st to Oct. 1st.

April
Exchange St.

BENJAMIN SHAW. 48Va
30-1

LET-New brick house, central location
TO contains
9 rooms, bath room, furnace, set

tubs, papered throughout In first-class style; de
sirablc In all tespects. N. 8. GARDINER, No.
40 Exchange street.
29-1
rent of No. 122 Oxford
TOofXET—Lower
6 rooms, newly papered and painted,

ready. N. 8. GARDINER,

40

Exchange

8t,
now

street.
28-1

Exchange

28-1

St.

KENT-The four story brick and mastic store Nos. 117 and 119 Commercial St.,
suitable for wholesale grocery or produce business; has back entrance. BENJAMIN SHAW,
48l,a Exchange St._
Jan 11-tf
and chambers suitable
work shops In
also one store on
Middle
street;
Mussey’s Row,
Temple street. Apply to L. D. M. SWEAT or
WM. P. PREBLE.20-tf
RENT—Offices
FOR
for salesrooms, studios and

For Rent.
French roof house, No. 702 Congress
street, near head of State atrset, contains
front and back parlor, dining room, kitchen, laundry, bath room and seven sleeping rooms, all in
first class condition; was built ten years ago, and
Its location and condition make It one of the most
desirable houses in the city. Rent 8050 per annum. Inquire of ROLLINS & ADAMS, No. 22
dec24dtf
Exchange 8t.

CO-LCORD,
dt!

^

B. THURSTON &
The celebrated Louis Roederer
Champagne n ines have steadily
grown in public favor for more
than fifty years.
Rich, dry and
delicious.
They are without a
superior in the market.

Carte Blanche
Grand Tin Sec
Sciireider
Schreider

8, &
185

to.

97 1-2

CO.,

teb9

ufter MONDAY, Oet. 25,
IMHO, PuMtenuer Trains* Leave
Porllanti mm follows:

On nistl

For Hangar, 7.10 A m., via Angaslai 1.20 p.
in., via Lewiston. 1.26 and it 1.16p. m, via Anfor Klbwurlk. Har Harbor, Voaresro, Ml. John, Halifax, aad the Previaera, Mt. Mlrpbra aid Aroostook t aunty,
1.20 p. m., 1.25 and 111.15 p. m. Foi Hnagot
A Piscataquis R. K., 7.10 A m.,11 1.16 p. m„
(oi Mkowkrgaa, Belfast aa
Dealer, 1.20,

1.25,111.16

p. m.,

W alrrvillr. 7.10

A

nt,

1.20, 1.26, and, til. 16 p. m.. and on Saturdrys
only at 5.15 p. m., (or Augusta, Hails well,
Gardiner aad Hannswlck, 7.10 a. in., 1.26,
6.16, tn.16 p. in.; Hath, 7.10 A m„ 1.23, 5.16
.a
p.m., and on Saturdays only «« n s a
Kec k land and Root and l.lacola ft H.,
7.10 A m.. 1.26 p. m.: Aai ara aad Lewto
ton at 8.30 a. in., 1.20, 6.00 p m., Lewiston
»«»

i.iva.

in., i.tu, (li.io u.m.;

FamlliM, •lonusoutb. M ialkiap Onk
tnnd and M,rih kn.ou. 1.20 p. m.; Furui■ ugten via
Brunswick 7.10 » in. and l.f,
p. in.
All trains timed as above from Commercial Street
Station, stop at
where through tickets and baggage checks may
be obtained for principal points East and West.
tTbe 11.15 p. m. train Is the nlgbt express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sondays Included, through to Bangor but not to
Skowhegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast
and Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday morn

tags.

Trains are due Id Portland as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.46 a m.;
Lewiston, 8.50 A m.; the day trains from Bam
gor at 12.40 and 12.45 p.in.; the afternoon trains
from Bangor, Waterville, Bath, Augusta, Rockland and Lewiston at 5.45 p. m.; the nlgnl Pullman Express train at 1. 50 a m.
I.iutiartl Ticket., Ural and .ecead (Ian, r.i
all paaaula Ike Fraviaeea ea sale al reduced rale..

March
Further

N, tttmi. aad I alii
Malice,
Uie Steamer *’ily ef Richmond, t'apt. Win. E.
Dennison, weather permitting, will make two
round trips per week on the route between Portland, Bar Harbor and Machtasport, via usual
landings, leaving Portland at 11 p. m. every Tuesday and Friday, and Machtasport at 4.00 a. m.
every Monday and Thursday.
FAY8GN TUCKER, Oeueral Manager
P. -C. BOOTHBY.Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland. Mar 1.1887.
oct22t!

BOSTON AND MAINE'R.
PAMKNilKR TBAI3
in

UnlMradMjr,

effect

R.

NKHVIl'K,

Feb. iJ,

IS8I.

WESTERN DIVISION.
TH.U3M l.fCAVK POKTMYO
For Hoolon at 17.30, t8.4U ft. m., 12.40 t3.3L
p.in. Ifowion for Foreland 7.30,8.30 0. m. 1.00
ami 4.00 p. m. For Ncnrbare Brack, P.ac
Point. 7.30, 8.40 ft. ni.. 3.30, 6.30 p. n». Mure
Ifiddrfonl, Keaarbaak, 7.30, 8.40 ft. in.
12.40, 3.30, 6.30 p. m. W rtU Hrarh 7 30. 8.40
Xerth Berwick, <«rcal
<t. in., 3.30 p.
m.
Eieler. tlavrrhill, l.nwFnlU, Devei
rence, ■.•well, 7.30, 8.40 ft. m., 12.40, 3.3o p.
in
B•cheater, Farmington amt Alton Haj,
8.40 ft. ra., 12.44), 3.30 p. m. Jlancbcater anu
Concerd via Lawrence 8.40 ft. m., (?U Newnuttket Junction) 8.30 p. in.
tCounects with all Kail Lines.

nrNDAY

TUAI3TN

1.00, 4.16 p.m. via Eastern
Crossiug.

EASTERN DIVISION.

M.'M

Ogdensburg R.

h.

DAY THtlVs
Porllnnd and Montreal.

Vr-

Brldgton, Pryeburg, No. ConwavBtehleham. Lancaster, WhlteHrlil
Littleton, Wells Klver, Montpelier, St. John
bury. Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal, Burling,
k
ton, Swanton, Ogdensburg and West.
A.IAp.iu. Local Port land to Bartlett and Intel
a

ui.

for

Pabyaus,

stations, with stage connections for
fttaiwlith, LliiiiiiRtou,
Naples, Parsonlleld. Keiar Palls, tlemu.irk
Lovell, and couway Corner; also for No. Bridg.
ton, Harrison and Waterford via. Brldgton.
Trains Arrive in Pnrtlnnd:
*B.dd in. Irom Bartlett ami Way Stations.
Si .*a p. si. (rout Montreal.
Burlington and West.
J HAMILTON, St.Pi
0HAS. U. POYK, G. X. A.
octldtf
mediate

[

To Vessel Owners.

CARD.

Port

1 iiava a positive remedy for the abr
jUaum; by it* um
thousand* of «■*■*«* af the wor*t kind and of long * and lug
bave been eo red. Itidtod, *o ntr »ng 1* my faith In ItaefflaacY
that I will tend TWO BOTTLE? FREE, together with a VAC
UABLF "BKATISBon thlidlavaae.to.an v *uffer«r. Give egA r.G, AUtiLuMh Lit. TeA.bLOCUM.rn
it M. Y

M\M CENTRAL RAILROAD

Commencing Mondai. October 4, 1886,

eodtiin

CONSUMPTION.

J. W. PITERS Sunt.

and until further notice Passenger Trains will
L«« Porllnnd as follows:

WILLIAMS,
Agents,
Street, Bouton.

All work

Railway.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.

ami 187 State

out all vessels In need of repairs.

brook Junction and W cod ford's at 7. JO
and 10.00 a. m„ 1.03, 3.00, 0.30 ar.0
(mixed) *0.30 p. m.
For Farrsl Arenac (Deering) lOOOa.m.
3:00 and 0.30 p. m.
The 1.03 p. m. train from Portland connects a!
Aver Janet, with ifloosac Tunnel Houle (nr
the West, and at I'aioa Depot, Worcester, foi
New York via Norwich l.iae, and oil roii
via Mpriagfleld, also with N. Y. A N. K. K. K.
(“Steamer
Route”) (or Philadrlphia.
Hnltimorr, Washington, and the Month, and
With Hastoa A Albany K. R. (or the West.
Close connection made at Westbrook Jams
lion with through trains of Maine Central R. R. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer. Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk
Through Tickets to all poluts West and South
may be had of S. H. HKI.LKN,Ticket Agent, pertland A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street
•Does not stop at Woodford's.

Iwrrn

Dry.

dispatched quickly and satisfaction guaranteed.
Address,
C. W. STIMP80N, Jb..
d«ei«4tf
Port Clyde, Me.

Manchester, Concord, and points North
1.03 p. as.
Kockrster, Mnriagvale, Alfred, Waters
bora, and Maco Hirer at 7.30 a. m.,|l.03
and (mixed) at 0.30 p. ta.
For Gorham at 7.30 a. as., 1.03, 0.30, an
(mixed) at 0.30 p. at.
For Macrnrappa, Cumberland Mills, West

Only l.inr vanning

eodtl

For sale in the Original Packages by
Leading Wine Merchants and drovers.

take

Ayer J a action,
Kyyis| at 7.3

PORTLAND A MONTREAL LINE.

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
Exchange St., Portland, Me.

Anchor.

now

For
at
Far

Portland and

Dry.

Maine Railway has been thorTHEoughly Clyde
In readiness to
rebuilt, and Is

a.

Connects with Bound Hues for New York Bomb
and West.
tTo leave passengers only.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
for sale at I siuSuiiuThliriOao t
mcrcial Hlraal, Porllnnd, nod 1 mon l b Ui t
Olllce, 40 KiikaisrSlml
JAS. T. FUKllKll, Oeo’l Manager.
U. J. FLANDKK8, (1« “K Ik T. A
M. L. WILLIAMS, Ueo’I Agent.
JanlS
at

Rich.

lel>28

Portland:
W arrester, Clinton,
Windham and
at. and 1.03 p. as.

Nashua,

■uu n cat.

WE WILL no IT QUICKLY.
\VK WILL no IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL.

HOUSE

Foe

Portland 2.00 a m.
iFrom Mnrth Berwick to Scsrk,/* I'im
lug via Western Dtvtstou.
•Connects with Kail Lines for New York, Boulb

PWERINTING

a building suitable for fish
vessels;
packing, and lately occupied by Carney & Prince.
Apply to PELEG BARKER, Office No. 9. 30-1

TRAINS

after Monday, Oct. 33,
Passenger Trains will Leave

Far Boston at *2.00, *9.00 A m.,sl.OO,«d.OO
R«IU for Forilund
m
t7.3o 9.00 a. m.
I 2 30. 17.110 p. III. S'upe Allanbrlh, 1.1:0 a. III.
1 ,i si,
1,00, 16.00 p. ill. Saw, 9.00 a m..
III.
Hiddrfnrd. 2.00, 9.00 A in., 1.00
p
B.OOp.in. Fort.niaulh, Mrwbnrrpnrl, Mnlrm
aud l.ynn, 2.00, 9.00 A in., 1.00, H.IMI p. m
Amrsbury 0.00 A m., 1.00 p. in. Parlor a>*4
Pullman cars on trains leaving Boston at B.3n
9.00 a. ra., 12.30. 1.00, 4.00, 7.7jO p. in., and leaving Portland at 2.00, 7.30, 8.40, 9.00 a. m., l2.4o
1.00 and d.OO p. m.
Through Pullman sleeping
cars ou trains leaving Bostou at 7.00 p. m., aud

Original Package by

Fore

IOF

On &nd
*"J,;***1*'j
.■■'fsad,

STOUT,

Just Lauded. Ex S. N. Sardinian.

nov24

TO I.KT-On Custom House Wharf,
STOBK
superior situation for trade with Ashing and
other
also

ARRANGEMENT
L

for Hmioo
to Scarboro

GUINNESS’

410

A

V

Portland & Rochester R. Rk

Oaaad After

38, East Klvcr, Ne*> York, on Wednesdays aud
J. B. COYLE, .1 u.
Saturdays at 4 p. in.
General Agent
septai-dtf

an

Dissolution of Copartnership,
OTICE Is hereby given that the firm of Clark

PORTLAND & WORCESTER UNL

PORTLAND, NT. DESERT & MACHtAS STEAMBOAT CO.

Steamers leare Franklin Wharf ou Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. in. Keturutng, leave Pier

PORTLAND.

uvl«WUI

A. A.

CONUKESS ST. STATION,

From BOSTON evary WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.

lug to have sustained any damage by reasou
of such condemnation and taking, and hereby give
notice of such time and place to all parlies

U.

Cnsta;

and after MONDAY, Nov. 1,1880, steamer GORDON will leave Custom
Hoase
Wharf daily, Sumlays Excepted, for Long Island,
Little Chebeague, Jenks,Great Chebeague, Harpswell and Orrs Island at 2 p. m.
Return, leave Orrs Island for Portland and lntermluate landings at 0.40 a. m. Arrive Portland
at H.lO a. m.
For freight or passage apply on board to captain.
GEO. F. WEST. Manager.
sep20dt?

...

Act of the Legislature of Maine.
Yf
entitled "An Act authorizing the City of
Portland to condemn and take a lot of land for the
erection of a Soldiers and Sailors Monument,” approved February 10,1887, makes it incumbent
upon the Mayor to make proclamation of the fact,
if a majority of votes, cast in accordance with
said act, bear the word "Yes”; and
Whereas it appears by the records of the Board
of Aldermen that a majority of votes so cast did
bear the word "Yes”:
Now, therefore, I, Charles J. Chapman, Mayor
of the City of Portland, in accordance with the
provisions of said act of the Legislature, hereby
make
proclamation of said fact, and that by force
of such vote and this proclamation thereof, th«
said lot of land lias been condemned, and taken
for the purpose mentioned in said act.
Dated at the Mayor’s room, City Building, this
eleventh day of March. A. D.. 1887.
CHAS. J. CHAPMAN, M ayor.
Attest: GEO.C. BURGESS, City Cfcerk.
mar 12
dtf

«• v. UUAt/rVAi/,

0Ct23dtf

21
5

ON

o'clock In the forenoon as the time, and the
Old City Hall aforesaid as the place to hear all
parties, other than >ald City of Cortland, claim-

APROSI

March 24
April 7

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

ten

\T7T1KREAS

THURSDAY,

HOV23dtf

slous-oMlie third section of said legislative uct,
and within thirty days after such vote, the board
of Mayor and Aldermen of said city liereby ap-

CITY OF

Halifax.

via

WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. McGOWAN,
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to H. &
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 Inula St., Portland.

procia-

VIRGIL C.

I

April
[Sardinian._May
Cabin
Passenger accommodations unequalled.
$50, $65 and $75; intermediate, $30; steerage,
$20.
For passage apply to II. & A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, 80 State St., Boston; and C. P.

published

tl.oalv»h .luvnl

I From Portland

»imiru

|_|

31
14

1887

nu.l Parllnad Mervirc.

Peruvian.
Parisian.
Circassian

March 3
’•
17

thereupon

Canton 11.15.

Maryland

LINE.

Winter Arrangements.

1886.

cent war;
And, whereas In pursuance of the provisions of
said act, and in conformity therewith, the quallllcd voters of said city gave In their votes upon the
question of such condemnation and taking at
meetings in the Beveral wards thereof, duly warned by the Mayor and Aldermen, held on the seventh day of March, 1887. being the day of the municipal election nest succeeding the passage of
said act of the Legislature, and
all the
proceedings were liad respecting the sorting,
counting, declaring and recording the returns of
said voles, wln-e were required by the terms of
said legislative act. and the board of Mayor and
Aldermen, within three days after the day of such
election, to wit, on the eighth day of March, 1887,
met together and compared the said returns of the
ward officers, and It appeared anil now appears hy
the records of said Ixiard of Mayor and Aldermen
that a majority of all the votes given on the question of such condemnation aud taking bore the
word “Y'es" and were in favor thereof, aud the
Mayor uf said city forthwith made public
inatiou of said fact aud caused the same to lie published In three daily newspapers
in said
city, to wit, in the "Portland Daily Press," March
12, 1887; the "Dally Eastern Argus," March 14,
1887; and the "Portland Advertiser," March 11.
1887; and thereupon by force of such vote and
proclamation the said lot of land was condemned
and taken for the purpose and use aforesaid;
Now, therefore lu accordance with the provl-

tu.i.il Wu.l..uo>lu»

to

ALLAN

memory of the soldiers and sailors who sacrificed
their liven in defence of their country In the re-

I,

RKTURNINU—Leave Canton 4.15, 9.15 a. ra.;
at Portland 8.25 a. m., 12.06 p. m.
MTAUK 1 O.NVKf'TIOVS.
DAILY—From W. llluot 3.37 p. m. tor Hebron
Academy; Bnckfleld 3.60 p. m. for W. Sumner
and Turner: Cantou 4.25 p. in.; arriving at Peru
6.30; IMxfleld 8.00;' Mexico 7.00 p. m.; also for
Breitun’s Mills, Livermore.
Keturulng, leave
Mexico 6.00, Dtxfleld 7.00 a. m.; arriving at Portland 12.06 a. m.
L. L. LINCOLN, Bupt

new

STEAJ1EHM OIKKCT IKOTI

by
WHEREAS
vf
the

Ner.

Leave Portland, via O T. Railway, 7.10 a. m.;
Lewiston 8.00: Mechanic Kalis I mixed train)
8.45; arriving at W. Minot 0.06; E. Hebron 8.30:
BuckHeld 8.46;
K. Sumner
10.36: Hartford,

»

ADVERTISEMENTS.

SL24-2

story
ffIWO
X

pupils by the subscriber,

113 PEAKS. STREET.

—

Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. C$r-Krelght received up to 4.00 r. M.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or lor other information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
of State street.
J. B. COYLE. JR.,
Gen’l Manager.
Dov20dU_

WANTED.

£,KT—Nice brick house, 81 North St.; 10
room* just thoroughly repaired and remodeled, with modern improvements: sanitary conditions perfect; large yard; stable if desired; Apply
to H. H. SHAW, 154 to 160 Middle, or 92 North

FOIt

STEPHEN BERRY,

ffixJc, fob

—

AND ALL FARTS OF

Kffecl

Wharf,

ana si.

WANTED—20 cents
further uotice. GOIJDY Si
8t.HMf

it IIA I1KKI.S

CITY

ro*

Steamer* of thb Line will leave Kalifoot of State street, every MONDAY,
and THURSDAY at 6.00 r.
for EASTFOKT

1.11.0U
will lie paid until
Pearl

31-1

40

DOZEN.

The

road

IVIaier Arraagrateat— la
■nee.

arriving

WINTEIt AKKANOEY1ENT.

nv.

or silverware at the
NATIONAL LOAN OFFICE, 4UU Congress SL,
8. Schriver, Proprietor.
18-4

TO

graphs,
PER

—

change lor watches, jewelry

KENT,

J.,«MM1W)rf.y.

in.

Hruuwick, Sown Hem tin, Prince K«Iwarda It land, and t'ape Hrtion.

New

gold and silver. Why keep
your old broken and worn out jewelry when
it. r.lll .all.„ in ...I.
Ink,... In

TO

LET —A convenient rent of 6 rooms, suitable for man and wile, westerly end of city;
convenint to horse cars. N. 8. GARDINER, No.

Fine Cabinet Photo-

$4.00

—

Nontliwrsl.

Leave Portland 130 p. m.; Lewiston 1.67;
Mechanic Kails 3.15: arriving at W. Minot 3.27;
K. llebron 3.37: Buckfle J 3.1K>: E. Sumner 4.0«;
Hartford 4.10; Canton 4.25; (lllbertville 4.36 n.

EASTPORT.CALAIS ST.JOHNN. B..HALIFAX, N. S.

er

and

Ruiuford Falls & Butklield Railroad

10.66;

STEAMSHIP C0„

D-Agents to sell fruit trees and othWANTE
nursery stock; good salary and expenses
F. \V. CHASE

flu,.

point# In ti»

NOV. 1.1888.

PitMwyc

International

cash

a1

JOSEPH UlCKHON,lt«neral Manager.
WM. EDGAK.G. P. A..

February.

DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
Foot of India street.

nov2dtl

for cast

for Turkish rugs. Please scud letter
postal to
M. DEG ROOT, Perry House, Portland, Me. 20-1

paid.

ana all

Northwest, West

|24th February.

..

or
or

TIO

Fifth JOH PRINTING A SPECIALTF.
All orders by mall or telephone promptly at-

■

Katea of

prices paid
W ANTE:D—Highest
off clothing, ladies’ or gents’;
exchange

WANTED—Highest
off clothing, ladies

loth

Texas,
iQckhkc,

Cabin...*60, *t>o, *75 .Return..*100, *125, *150
Return. .*80
Intermediate*.™
..Return at lowest rates.
Steerage.. ..*20
For freight or passage, apply to

good

tion,
improvements; rent *275 ayear, Including water. Enquire 0. P. WALDRON, 40
Exchange St.3l-i

—

ended to.

2uth January.
3d February.

Maine._28-1

for Turkish Rugs. Please
8. l.KVY,ll7 Middle

Portland,
Halifax.
Feb. lath Feb.
Mar. lath Mar.
Mar. 2d Apr.
Apr. ltith Apr.
Apr. 80th Apr.

WIIHVM'K, (Avonmouth Dock.)
FromAvoniiiTli! STEAMERS. |Froin Portland.

country' or village location. Address stating
particulars. M. P. JOHNSON, New Gloucester,
casli

From

!

Deool Feet of India Street.

-to

KIIIMTOI,

_

store 111

Eiehange St., and

Drlrtil, i'Ucn|«, Flilwnub
Fiiuniln,
fiaciouti, Ml. I.euid, Onnhn, Maegiouw, Ml. Paul, Mall 1-aUr Vktf,
Dearer, Man Fraariace.

17th
17tli
31st
14th
28th

27th Jan. Obboon,
24th Feb. SARNIA.
10th Mar. Obkoon,
24th Mar. I Vancouver,
7th Apr. 13All.MA.

20-1

WANTED—A vacant

From

htkavkuu
1

sec-

Job Printer
•t* INTEBS’

I

LKT-Lower part of house in Western
of the city, containing s room, nice locaTOtion
modern

MARKS

Book, Card

Backache, Rheumatism,Crick, Sprains, Neuralgia, Stitches, Sciatica, Lame Side or Hip, Kidney
Aflbctions, Sore Chest or pain In any part, local
or deep-seated, quickly go when a Hop Plaster
is applied.
Prepared from Burgundy Pitch,
Canada Balsam and the medicinal virtues of fresh
Hops. Acta instantly, cures quickly. The greatest strengthening plaster ever known. All ready
to apply. Sold by druggist and country stores,
25 cts., 6 for $1.00. Mai led for prioe. ProprlejfW
tors, HOP PLASTER CO., Boston, Maas.

oct2’

WIW. Jfl.

From

Liverpool.

D—Cast off clothing of every description ; ladles, gents, and childrens outside
and undergarments; overcoats, boots, shoes, bedclotlilng. carpets, trunks, etc.; send postal and I
will call and pay highest cash price for same; remember this is an American establisbuieut. .1. c.
28-1
■MARSTON, Eagle Hotel.

Store:

Londonderry

NIII.IVL Ik AT KM

manu-

uui*

feb28

LIVERPOOL SERVICE, (da

products in good decapital required, *1000 to

Address P- this office.

*1500.

LET -Lower part of house, six rooms, to a
small family. Apply at 697 CONGRESS ST.

n

man

JL

36

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATE

via. Movllle and Halifax.

_

Are You Familiar will tie Plans

4 3l5
9 ft O m
8 ft 1 iu

GREEN’S LANDING, March 21—Ar, sch Au06% :
drew Peters, Britt, Calais for New York.
66%
March 22— Ar. sch Franklin Pierce, Holmes,
41
41
Portland for Ml Desert.
86
85
85V*
Oil. 63%
Sailed, sch Julia S, Starkey, (from Portland) for
63%
63% i
St John, NB.
Norf. AW. pref... 60
60%
49%
March 25—Ar. sells Black Warrior, Babbidge,
and Florence E Tower, Knowlton, Boston; Sears•Hx-dlvidend.
Rockland.
ville,
Stocks by Associated Press:
March 27—Ar, sch Emma. Spurllng, Cranberry
E.| Tenn, new. 18% I
Isles
for
Portland.
East Tenn, lstlnref. 76
Alton & Terre Haute. 33
LUBEC, Mch 30—Sid, sells Portland Packet.
do pref.
Gardner, and Maggie Cummings, Murcli, Boston
Boston Air Line, pref..
99
Mary F Pike, Mitchell, New York.
Bulingto 1 A Cedar Kaplds. 45
Canton.
Sch Alma, Johnson, recently made the trip from
203
New York to Boston, discharged her cargo of coal
Metropolitan El.
Mobile A Ohio.
and thence to East Machias In ballast, in the unMorris A Essex.137% j precedented time of 4Va days.
Oregon Nav.102%
Wells. Fargo Express.127
FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Adams Express.143
Sid fm Cardenas 23d, sell Sarah & Ellen, HenAmerican Express.109
New York.
lev,
Chesapeake & Ohio. 7%
Ar at Trinidad 19tli, sch Nellie F' Sawyer, Arev,
Minn ;ast. Louis.
19%
Aspinwall.
qo pref.44
Sid fm Sagua 22d, barque Commerce, Chase, for
New York. Chicago & St. Louis
19%
Philadelphia.
! Ido pref. 32 %
Ar at Cardenas 24th, barque G M Stanwood,
Ohio Central..
Clark, Boston; brig Arcot. Cates, New York; FanObioVA Miss. 31%
nie B Tucker, Sylvester. Philadelphia; Elizabeth
Out. & Western. 18%
Winslow, Oakes, do; sch Alice Montgomery, Lavender, New York; Jas A Garfield. Kent, PhiladelNow York Mining Stocks.
phia; Mary O’Neil, Hunt. NewY’ork; Nellie J
Dlnsmore. Parker, Bueksville.
[By Telegraph.]
Ar at Havana 24th, barque Ocean Pearl, Hardy,
NEW YOKK,|Mch. 31 1887.—Thelfollowlng are
Philadelphia.
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Sid fm Hamburg Mch 28, barque Joshua LurColoradoJCoal. 41%
ing. Cook. New York.
Bnmestake.14 60
Sid tin Gueeustowu Mch 29. barque St James,
Ontario.24 00
Cook, (from San Francisco) for Havre.
6 26
Quicksilver.
Ar at Barbadues Mch 7, barque Henry A Litchdo preferred.30 00
field, Day, Buenos Ayres.
Standard.1 12%
Ar at Calcutta about Mch 30, ship Wandering
Lon.Cal. A Va.13 00
Jew, Nichols. New York.
Ar at Caibarien Mch 23. sch Jos Wilde, Bellatty
Plymouth. 17%
Securltv .5%
New York.
Ar at Kingston, Ja, Mch 10, sell Nellie Bowers,
Maguue, Mobile.
California Mining Stocks.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

r »«nr.

questionable references as to character and ability. Address in own band writing, giving age,
references, &c., BUSINESS, care of Carrier No. 5.

_

1886-7-WINTER ARRANGEMENTS 1886-7
Sailing between Liverpool anil Portland,

m.

abbitau.

DOMINION LINE.

un-

1.16
5.20

Yraai Aewlataa aad Ankara, 8.36 a. n~
12.06, 3.16 and 5.60 p. m.
Yrata Oarkaa, 8.26 u.m., 12.06 and 6.50 l>. m,
Yrata Ykicaga and Maatreal, 13.06.
Yraai t|uekec, 12.05 p. m.
Pullman Palace Bleeping cars on night train
Parlor cars on day train between Portland
Moutreal.
TICHKT Ol'VICBi

New

to

on

_

AURAXOEnEKITS.

after MONDAY, Nar. I, INMO
trains will ran m fallaws

Yar Uarkaa, Maatrrel, t’klcaaa aad
tf arkec, 1.80 p. m.
Hark».ld aad Itiatta, 7.10 a. in. and
f*r
1.80 p. m.

tickets lor Providence, Lowell, Worces
York, 4te.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF. Boston every week day evening at 7 o’clock,
J. B. COYLK. Jb. Manager.
apltl

Through

an

_30-1

ADAMSON’S BOTANIC BALSAM fails
Cure any ease or Cough, Cold, Asllima
Consumption in its enrlv stages. It la
pleasant as honey. Sufferers from either recent or
chronic coughs or Bronchial affections can resort to
this great remedy with confidence.
Trial Bottles IO
at every drug store m America.Cents,
Made by F. W.
KINSMAN & CO., Apothecaries. New York.
Large botues 35 and 75 cents.

points beyond.

twenty years
boy seventeen
to know that Mrs. Dr.
WANTED—A
office aud make collecof age, to write In
WANTED—Parties
Sherman intends to locate In Portland at
furnish
aud
must
tion;
be agirnd penman,
42 SOUTH
house
hand
first

p.

FOREST CITY and TREMONT
ter,

aad

DKPABTI Hid*.
► nr Ankara aad Ltwbk a,7.10a. m.,
anti 5.20 p. in.
Yer IJarkaat, 7.10 A m., 1.30, 4.00 and

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving In
season (or connection with earliest trains for

SITUATION WANTED—By a young man
(O of some experience as clerk in a store, grocery preferred; can furnish best of references. Address Carrier No. 1(1.
31-1

MALE HELP.

UIMCII
Oa

TUB FIBBT-CLASa STKAMKKS

as assistant
bookkeeppenman, short experiAddress BOOKKEEP31_1

a

PELEG BAKKEK, No. 9 Custom House Wharf.

7

Prussian. (Br) McDougall, Glasgow—
passengers and mdse to H & A Allan.
ClosSteamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston lor
ing.
Eastport and St John. NB.
30.
Steamer Lancaster, Mills. Philadelphia—coal to
112%
Randall & McAllister.
96%
steamer r>aims, i us; Barr, cruise along shore.
33%
Sch John H Merrow. Nickerson, Portsmouth,
61%
to load for Glen Cove.
120V*
Sch Cinderella. Nichols, Round Pond.
91%
Sch Hunter. PlnkhMu Booth bay.
60%
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Duntoii. Boothbay.
OOVs
Sch Collins Howe, Orne, Southport.
39
;
Cleared.
i77% 1
33%
Steamship Oregon, (Br) Williams, Liverpool via
135%
Halifax—1) Torrance & Co.
101%
Sch Grace Davis, Dyer, Cardenas-Geo S Hunt
72
& Co.
38%
Sch Ella, McVane, New Kork—Rumery, Blrnle
31%
& Co.
28%
Sch L A Rudolph, Mifflin, Rockport, to load for
60
NC—master.
65% i Newbern,

with *1.000 to Invest 111 a
good, well established business, In PortAddress A. E. I,., Press Office.
31-1

er, entry clerk or general
ence, best of references.

ell, woodshed,
large stable and hennery connected; ten acres of
land, high state of cultivation;
strawberries,
pears, apples and Dlums iu abundance. Apply to

Ailau.
Steamer

1X2%
95%
34%
62Vs
62;
Northwest.120% 120% 120 Vi
St.|Palll. !ll%
92%
91%
Omaha. 50*/*
61
51%
Union Pacific. 60s*
6i%
00%
Central Pacific. 39V*
4o
3UV*
Western Union. 77%
77%
77%
Oregon Trans. 33%
33%
32%
134% 130
Delaware, L. & W*1 34
Delaware &| H.ioi% 101% loi%
Jersey Central. 72%
72%
71%
Reading. 38%
39V*
39%
32
32
31%
Hocking Valley..
Northern Pacific... 28V*
28%
2s%
North. Paclllc.prf.. 60%
00%
59%
l'acillc Mail. 65%
66%
65%
Missouri Paclflc....l08% 10*% 109
108%

xo«tu.

I

ing.

Open-

...

jor sever-

GRAB TRIM RAILWAY OF CANADA.

.IBBlXtauIUNTS.

MPKINCi

TATANTED-Man

rooms,

Arrived.
Steamship Parisian, (Br) Wylie. Liverpool via
Halifax, with passengers ana mdse to II & A

following quotations of stocks are received
dally by II. N. Pinkliam, 9 Exchange street, Port
laud, Me.:
The

Clos-

...

run

only *550,

FOR

lo
or

31-1

a

WALK-Situated iu Cape ElizFARM
abeth, twenty minutes drive from the city;
house nearly new, seven

THURSDAY, March 31.

do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds.

Opening.

(

(

room Tor

!

FARE ONLY $1.00.

An assistant
bookkeeper, one
had some experience In an office.

ER, Press Office.

Jewelry, 8ilver, In fact
everything, with it. Try
it in theBath,and note
its Superiority over 3oap

PORT OF PORTLAND

Uulon;Paclflc list.....116%

ros

dining

its

J

VVrANTED
y T who has

Address P. O. BOX 1608.

land.
in

in Washing and Honseolsanlng, than anything
yet invented.
Waahyonr Dishes,Classware,Windows, Curtains,

If

STEAMERS.

WANTED.

a

Sooken.
March 20, lat 38 07. Ion 07 48. barque C P
Dixon. Rhodes, from New York for Dunedin.
March 29. in Vineyard Sound, sch John K Souther. from Matanzas for Boston.
March 30. twenty miles N E of Cape Cod, barque
Lima, from Barbadoes for Portland.

MTKAVIKKN.

"BOSTON

st A I,E—Ten miles from Boston,
wanted a business
Bookkeeper
graduate ot Dlrigo Business College, Augus130K
thriving manufacturing city, finely situated
has been
ta. Me., desires situation

St Pierre.
Cld at St John. NB, 30th, schs Hattio E King,
Collins, Washington; Nettie B Dobbin, Kumery,
New York.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.APRIL 1.

New 4s, reg.128%
New 4s, coup.129%
New[4%s, reg .109%
New]4%s, coup.109%
Ceutral Pacihc lsts.115%
Deuver <4 R. Gr. lsts.120
F,rie2ds.100%
Kausas^Paciflc Consols.107
Oregno Nav. lsts.110

FROM LIFE TO DEATH
Is but almoment if rheumatism orneuralgia strikes
the heart. These diseases arc the most palnlul
and the most dangerous of any to which human
kind Is liable. They fly from one part to another
without a moment's warning, and liniments and
other outward applications are In themselves dangerous because they are liable to drive tlie disease
to some vital organ and cause Instant death
Rheumatism and neuralgia are diseases of the
blood and can only be reached by a remedy which
will drive from (he blood therangerous acids,
•uch a remedy Is Athlophoros. It has been thoroughly tested and Is a safe, sure cure.
Mousam House, Kennebunk, Me.,

31
31
21
31
31
31
31
1
7
l
2
2
2
2
2
7

Scythia.Boston.Liverpool_Apl

transactions at lUeHtock Exchange aggr
gated 318.485 shares.
xue renewing are to-day's quotations of Govern
ment securities:
United States.bonds, 3s
100%
xue

The other day two ladles while driving up a
street lu Philadelphia, passed the husband of one
of them sauntering slowly along with a pretty
young woman by bis side.
“There Is Mr. Manfllrt,” said one of the matrons, “Isn't that Mrs. Grasswldow with him?”
Mrs. Manfllrt raised her glass to her eye and
drawled:
"Yes, there goes Theodore with his latest fanev.
I'm sure r don't know what she sees in him. ‘I
And him so uninteresting.”

FOB

Cieufuegos.New York..Cienfuegos .Mcli
City of Puebla... New York..ilav&VCruzMch
Newport.New York..Panama.Mch
Oregon.I 'inland.... Liverpool... Mch

NEW YORK. Mch. 31. 1887.—Money on call
has been higher, from C to 8; last loan at 7%.
closing otiered at 7. Prime mercantile pacer at
6%i*l6% per cent. Sterling Exchange dull and
sieaav.
Government bonds are dull but firm.
Railroad bouds iqulet and generally firm. The
stock market closed moderately active and firm at
best prices of the day.

wearing

I derived great benefit from the use of Atlilophorne. For four months 1 was confined to the
bouse a helpless sufferer with acute rheumatism.
I have been troubled for seven years, but my last
siege was more than ordinarily severe and painful. I had three different physicians treat me,
but all they did was to impress on my mind that
I would always be troubled with rheumatism
also, to ciiArge me two hundred and twenty-five
dollars for their worthless medicines and advice
I then, about that time, heard of Athlophoros and
determined to try lt( so my druggist got me one
bottle, and the contents of that single bottle gave
me so much relief and
ease, that 1 felt 1 was at
last on the road to recovery. I used two and onehalt bottles la all, and 1 was completely cured.
Had I used Athlophoros in the first place, I would
hare been much better in pooket.
W. F. Howkkk.

Hl'SINESN CHANCES*

Hammond,

LlVtKPjOL, Mcli. 31, 1887.—Cotton market
offering but prices are not i;uotably easier;
uplauds at 6%: Orleans 6 11 16d: sales 12,000

New York Stock and Money Market.
fBy Telegraph.]

mamma!”

maiui

WANTED—By

—more

bales; speculation and export 2000 bales.
LIVERPOOL, Mch. 31.1887—Quotations—Winter Wheat 7s ld®7s 2d £ Spring wheat 7sd Id®
7s 2d;; Club wheat at 7s 8d®7s 9d.
Commixed Western 4s
Id; peasjat 6s 2%d. Provisions. Ac. Pork 67s Gd; bacon 89s 6d for short
clear
Cheese at 66s for American; tallow 22s
9d for American; lard 37s 3d.

—

aged American
a middle
woman, a place as working housekeeper in
widower’s family, or to takeeare of children. Adtft-4
dress M. E., Box 6‘J*>, Campclla, Mass.

Hussey, Philadelphia.

4VaS, 112.

Old Colony.184%
Boston «* Lowell Railroad.108
Eastern Railroad pref.138
Eastern Railroad. 138
Mexican Central 4s. 59%

stary about Jacob's vision of the ladder. "1
angels had wings.” said he.:
fought
“So they have,” said his mother.
“Why did they walk up to heaven on the ladder
when they could fly?” he asked.
His mother gave It up. “I'm sure I don’t
know," said she.
He thought It all over for a moment or two and
then dismissed the subleot with the remark:
was

WANTED

Foreign Ports.
Ar at Dunkirk Mch 29, ship Portland Lloyds.

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON, March 31,1887.-U. 8. 4s, 131%;

dailv:
Atch., Topeka and Santa Ke Railroad. 1105%
New York and New Knglaud Railroad.
65V*
do nref
140
C. B. & Q.
140
Wisconsin central. 29%
Boston Water Power Co
7%
Flint & Pere Marquette Railioad com....
31%
do nref.:.
99
Wisconsin Central. 2d series. 66%
Boston Lana Company.10
Bell Telephone. .;223%
California Southern Railroad. 58%
Mexican Ceutral.
16%
Boston (4 Albany Railroad. *208
Boston & Maine,
‘234%

Wkaa Bebj »i. sick, we gsro her
Castoria,
When ehe war s Child, she cried for

dey

By a young man, room with
board in central part of city; price not over
*5.00 per week: private family preferred. References given. Address K., Press Office._33-1

Closing..28%
Boston Stock Market.

"I dess

--SL_

KOUKPORT—Ar 27th, schs Morris W Child,
L Allen, Barrett, Boston.

At Buenos Ayres Feb 20th, ship E W Stetson,
unc: barques Samuel B Hale, Haven;
Fred W Carlon. Reed, and Mary E Russell, Nichols, unc; Wm Wilcox. Foulke, do.
Sid fm Progrosso Mch 14, sch J A Hatry, Green
New Orleans.
Ar at Port Spain Feb 22, sch Fannie E Wolston,
Duuton, Fernandiua; 22d, brig Geo E Dale, Bartlett. New York.
Sid fm Ponce Feb 26, sch Fred Jackson, LittleHeld, New Haven.
Sid fm Trinidad Mch 13, barque Megunticook.
Hemingway, Boston.
Ar at Barbadoes Feb 23, brig Angelia, Mitchell,
Fernaudina; 24th. sch Isaiah K Stetson, Trask,
via Port Spain.
Philadelphia
Sid Men 2, barque Annie Reed, Warren, Cuba.
At Barbadoes Mch 8th, barque Bessie Simpson,
Lund, from Demarara for Delaware Breakwater,
repg; brig Angelia, Mitchell, for Ponce and North
of Hatteras.
Sid fm Clenfuegos Mch 26, brig John H Crandou. Pierce, Philadelphia.
Sid fm Caibarlen Mch 22d. barque Formosa,
Pierce, Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Mntanzas Mch 26, brig Annie U Storer,

I

iaiCMEI.I.ANEOtlM.
PAKKOTT, No, 61(1 Congress street.
\|
i”A solicits patronage In Cloak anil Dress Making. All the new Spring .Styles received. Entrance
to rooms through X. JOHN UTTLE’S Dry Goods
Store.
25-2
INN

Torrey, aud Mary

....

sold It for SO years."

PEAALK HELP.

cagset

_

Mlstress-Dld you tell those ladies at the door
that 1 was 1 not at home?

gilgCKLLANEOIIR.

__

Domestic Markets.
[By Telegraph.]

6600 bbls winter wheat extra 3 16*6 26:
Minnesota extra 3 10*6 10. Southern
flour
Descriptions.
Par Value. Bid.
quiet; common to fair extra 3 40*3 90; good
Asked
to choice do at 4 00*6 26. Rye flour Is steady.
Canal National Bank.100 164
106
Casco Nat. Bank. .100 161
Wheal—receipts 76,900 bush; exports 124.721
168
First National Bank.100 120
bush; sales 124,000 hush No 2 Chicago quoted
1x2
at
94c delivcredc; No 3 Red at 90c; No 2 Red at
3uinoerlaud National Bank.. *0
61
6't
92c iu elev; No 1 Red 94c; No 1 White at 92c.
Merchants’National Bank.. 76 126
127
dull. Hurley Is quiet. Corn Is firm aim
Rye
National Traders’ Bank.190 143
145
Oce»“ Insurance Co.100
quiet; receipts 59.400,bush; exports 14,601 bush;
75
80
sales 72.000 busli; steamer 48V4*48y«c 111 elev;
Portland Company.
95
100
No 2 at48(4*48%e. Outs—less doing; receipts
Portland Gas Company. 60
65
70
78,000 hush; exports 140 hush; sales 92,000 bu:
BONDS.
No 3 at 34c; White do at 3714c; No 2 at 84V4C;
State ol Maine 6s, due 1889.106
do
White 37%«38c; No 1 White at 89c; Mixed
107
Portland City 6s,Municip'l varlouslOO
Western at 36*37c; White do38*42c. Caflee
116
Portland Clty es, R. R. aid 1907...126
—falrflilo quiet at 16>4c. augur dull and easier;
120
Bath Uty 6s, Mun. various.102
refined;C4ys *4He; Extra C at 4»/*@4 13-lOc;
106
Bath City 6s R. R, aid various.... 100
White Extra Cat 4%*6c; Yellow at 41/4*4* «c;
101
oil A at 6*4*5 3-16C; Mould A 6%*®5 15 16C;
Bangor City Os, long R. R. aid....113
IIP
standard
A 6Vsc; granulatedieikc; Confectioners
6s,
City
Mini.123
'26
long
g*“Kor City 6s, R. It.
Belfast
A 6 11-lCc; cut loaf aud crushed at 6 3-16 a IP' * c;
aid.104
,o«
And. A Ken. R. It. 6s, various.... 106
Dowdered at 6%®6Vgc; Cubes at 6%*G 15-loc.
106
Portland & Ken. R. R.«Ws, 1895 111
Petroleum—united at 63>/«c. Tallow steady.
113
Leeds A Farmiug’tn R. R. 6s.Ill
Pork Is ;dull and heavier; mess quoted at 16 26
113
Maine Central H. R. 1st mtg 7s. .121
!
123
@16 60 for old and 16 251for new. Beef is dull,
Maine Central It. R. Consol 7s
l.nrd higher; Western steam spot 7 60; refined
135
137
Maine Central R. R. Skg Fund 6s.108
110
quoted at 7 80 for Continent, 8 00*8 10 for 8 A.
Huiier is quiet; State 12S29c; Western at 12*
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 6S....101
102
30c. Cheese firm; State at !H4*14i4c.
2d mtg Os.100
107
Freights dull; Wheat ateam lyid.
112
SduiigOs... .Ill
CHICAGO. Mch. 31,1*87.—The Flour market
is
Crain Quotations.
dull; Winter patents at 4 26*4 60; Southern
Received daily, by private wire, by H. N Pink- J Winter 3 76*4 OOuMIchlgan aim Wiscousiu winter 3 60a4 00; choice to fancy Minnesota patent
9
broker.
street.
Exchange
Portland. Me;
liam,
at 4 26*4 60; soft Wheat patents at 4 IX),a4 25;
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Minn, bakers In sacks at 3 00*3 26. Wheat is
stronger; No 2 Spring at 81c; No 2 Red at 81c.
Wednesday’s quotations.
Corn steady—No 2 at 3s*38y8c.
Oats—No 2 at
WHEAT.
24V4C. Rye—No 2 at 64VaC. Barley—No 2. 62(4.
April. May. June. Provisions—Mess Pork at 20 60*20 76. Lard at
77 V*
7 37(4; dry salted shoulders at 6 10*8 25; shoit
Opening.
81%
80%
83
clear sides 8 55*8 60. Whiskey at 118.
Highest.
77%
81%
Lowest.
76%
81%
80%
Receipts—Flour, 23,000 bbls; wheat. 73,000
bush ;coru 22,yoo|bush ;oats;i 24.000 bu;rye 3.0C0
Closing.
77%
82%
80%
bush; barley, 38,000bush.
CORN.
Shipments-Flour, 19,000 bbls; (wheat, 26,000
May. June.
busluoom, 110,000 hush; oats,168.000bush;!rve
Opening.
84%
39%
40%
3000 bush, barley 40.000 bush.
Highest.
39%
34%
40%
Lowest.
ST. LOUIS, Mch. 31, 1887.—Flour Is steady;
84%
40%
%
Closing.
34%
39%
40% I XXX at 2 80*2 90;family at 3 15*3 26; choice
3 65*3 65; fancy at 3 75*3 85; extra fancy at
at
OATS.
3 90*4 IK): palent at 4 25*4 50.
Wheat—No 2
Jan.
May. June Red
at 80@8o%c.
Corn Is slow; No 2 ;Mlxed
29
28%
Opening.
Oats easy at 27(4®28c. Lard nomin35*35*4c.
Hignest.
29
28%
ally 7 2o.
Lowest.
29
28%
Receipts—Flour, 2,000 bbls: wheat, 12,000 bu:
Closing..
29
28%
corn. 64,000 bush ;oats,22,000 bush; rye, OOO.ooo
Thursday’s quotations.
I hush, bailey 4,noo busu.
WHEAT.
Shipments—Flour 14,000 bbls; wheat 2,000;bu;
June.
Mav.
April.
i barley 1,000 uusii.
81
77%
82%
Opening....
78 V»
DKTROIT.Mch. 31, 1887.-Wheat-No 1 White
Highest.
83%
81%
Lowest.
82»4c;Micli Kelt 831-; No 2 Keil 83c.
81
82%
77%
Receipts—Wheat 34,300 bush.
Closing
78%
83%
81%
CORN.
NEW ORLEANS,Mch. 31 1887—Cotton is firm;
Mav.
June. I middling 10 l-16c.
Apr.
39%
34%
4u%
Opening....
SAVANNAH, Mcli. SX, 1387. Cotton Is firm:
41
34%
40%
Highest....
middling 9%c.
Lowest.
39%
34%
40%
41
CHARLESTON, Mch. 31, 1887—Cotton firm:
40%
Closing.
34%
Huddling 10%c.
OATS.
Mev
Ini...
MEMPHIS, Mch. 31,1887,—Cotton firm; mid2!)
28%
opening....
dlljg 10s.
2!t
29%
Highest...
Mch. 31,1887.—Cotton nominal;mld
MOBILE,
Lowest.
29
28%
dime 10c.
29Vs

De Smith took a stroll
5*?-c®JjBa
Austlu graveyard. When he came
Pavevanf
he
looked very serious.
f
whal was the matter.
.hlul’
wa*
that the Austin
must

Parisian—4

STOCKS.

the

ms baud

Imports.
LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship
bales carpets to W T Kllborn a Co

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan a Barrktt, Bankers aud
Brokers, 186 Middle street.

ones suffer with
rheumatism,
26 ceats will buy a bottle of Salvation Oil?
Of far greater value than money Is
health; therefore, for coughs and colds use Dr. Bull’s Cough
Syrup, the Infallible remedy. Price 26 cents.

/

Davis—828 empty

_

Why let the Uttlo

°U/-oi

Schr Grace

dise.

when

through

blocks.

Sheep—receipts 6000; shipments 1000: strong;:
« ^ 0°@4 80; Western at 3 60. Lamfia

5*8225
UU®5
*

I
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THIS PAPERWKr.

Advertising Bureau (Vj ftpraoe Btrectkwfaero advert!*
Ion contracts
..iaJ« for H IN % V W lOKH*

permanently associated myself with
B. A. A m ins.os a Co., house furnishers, corner Pearl and Middle streets, Portland, I shall be
happy to meet my friends Id the State of Maine at
My twenty-five years etpemy new quarters.
rlCBCC In the business with Walter Corey A Co..
six of wbtcb was spent as manager (In connection
with Walter L. Cony) of the Portland Furnitore Co,, warrants me In believing that I can till
entire satany order entrusted to my care to your
isfaction. Assuring you that we have one of the
sets
anil parlor
chamber
stocks
of
car|iets,
largest
suits in the country to select from, 1 remain
Yours Very Respectfully,
LORENZO F. DYER
octZO
dtt

HAVING

__

FRIDAY

APRIL

MORNING,

Thu Portland

I.

AOVKHTHSKMIINTN

TO-ltAV.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Assessors' Notice.
FINANCIAL.
H. M. Payson & Co.. 32 Exchange 8t.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Notice-Assessor* of Westbrook.

Insolvwicv.

Wauted-Ma'n.
House to Lei,
AUCTION SALES.
Ukallog Rink Property for Sale.

Whittier;

HOW TO CURE A BOY
CROUP.
Mrs. Samuel Nutt, of South Haven, Kansas,
of
her
saved the life
boy.
J have been using allcock's Porous Plaster* for the last ten years, principally 'or a weak
back. Not long ago I found my sou very much
Inclined to croup, lie had a bad t-roupy cough,
and a wheeling sound In His tang* cVery time he
breathed. He nearly died from tho obstruction
of the throat. I covered him from the throat to
she pit of the stomach with allcock’s Porous
Plasters. In two hours the congli ceased and
Ills breathing was much easier. lu a few days he
was entirely well. I kept flic AlLcock’s Porous
Plasters on him six days. Since then, whenever lie Is a (Tented with colds in the throat 1 never use anything but an Allcock’s Porous Blaster, which cures Him immediately, without any
laaouvenicnce. They are the best preventive of
the croup ever known, and 1 would not be without them for any consideration.

tells how she

New lungs cannot be made by medicines, or
lie skill of physicians; but the old ones can Le
strengthened and preserved by the use of Adamson’s Botanic Balsam, a sure enre for coughs,
colds, asthma and ail diseases of the lungs. Price
36 and 76 cents. Trial bottles 10 cents.
tnch28
eod&wlW

Prompt relief In sick headache, dizziness,
oiun,

those using C liter's Little
25 cents.
pill n (Use.
to

iudiSU

ctv.,

Itau-

(tuituuitccu

Liver Fills.

____________________

One

d&wlw

COURT.

SUPREME JUDICIAL

The following decision and rescript was
yesterday

sent

gflwn

HANCOCK COUNTY.

Lucilius A. Kmery, executor,
Savannah et als.
Uesrriiit l>y I'irgln, J.~When

Union 800. of

vs.

testator devises
real estate and subsequently conveys it to a person other than the devisee, the devise thereby beemiivil impliedly revoked.
In such ease, Ihe
proceeds of tlie sale, in the absence of any specific provision in the will therefor, do not go to
the devisees, but to the residuary legatee or dea

visee.

sustained. Costs of both parlies to lie paid
by tile cxecaloi’, including reasonable counsel
fees.
hill

__

BRIEF JOTTINCS.
On anti after Monday next the rehearsals
«f the Haydn Association will bo held in

Meclianies’jHSll.
A large force of

__

men was employed yesterday in breaking up the icc in Free street, between Middle and Centre streets.
Isaiah H. Baker is janitor of the High
■school and Chestnut street school, and not
Godfrey Massey, as reported.
A wagon will he med today for the first
time in connection with the police signal
Eben M. C, Boss and Charles B.
system.
Todd have been appointed drivers.
This evening, at Mechanics’ Hall, Bosworth Post, No. 2, will tender n camp fire to
Sheridan Post, No. 28, of Biddeford, and
Cloudman Post, No. 100, of Saccarappa.
Remember the temperance concert at the

Gospel Mission, recitations, singing, playing,

and a laughable dialogue will he the exercises of the evening. All nre invited.
The steamer Oregon, of the Dominion
line, sailed at 4 o’clock yesterday afternoon-,
for Liverpool, with a lull cargo and ten passengers.

The regular monthly meeting of the

film /.emnsULu.

*

At...

TIT_f

--II

VIUBU

execn-

A_flf
O

ilUAUIUlJ

Ml

the Y. M. C. A., will be held at the rooms of
the association this afternoon, at 3 o’clock,

yi—

flffiawi McDonough, Frith and Norton
Wednesday night, arrested John Whitney
and Wrn. Tobey, who stole the rigging and
tools from Russell’s ship yard.
Later the
stolen articles were found secreted on Union
wharf.
A boy who has been

staying

with

Bartley

O’Donnell, on Centre street, cleared out
Wednesday, taking $l<i in money and some
small articles, belonging to Mr. O’Donnell.
The thief has not been caught.
Mr. H. P. Storer will erect a block of two
brick houses at the corner of Spring and
Storer streets this year. Green and Jordan
will do the masonry work and A. D. Smith
the carpentry.
The las* lecture in the course at the Congress street Methodist church was delivered
Wednesday evening by the pastor. Rev. Ezra Tinker.
Mr. Tinker’s subject was Grit,
and the lecture was well received by a large
audience.

Wednesday,

little girl named Mamie Walaud had her arm and leg
broken, besides receiving other injury. The
girl was run over by a horse which was
frightened by the band [employed by an itinerant dentist.
The third of the series of mothers’ meetlace

a

was run over

ings under

the auspices of the W. C. 1.
U.,
will be held in the Friends’
church, on Oak

street,

on

Saturday afternoon, at 3 o’clock.

All ladies
are

interested, and especially teachers
cordially invited to attend.

Rev. C. H. Daniels will lead the Bible class
for the study of the International
Sunday
School Lessons at the Y. M. C. A. rooms this
at
4.30
afternoon,
o’clock. Subject: Joseph

Sold into Egypt.
Gen. 37.-23-3U. All interested in Bible study are cordially Invited to
attend.

The new Golden Cross Commandery will
be instituted on April 18th, and it is
expect,

ed that the supreme officers will be
present
on the occasion. The latter will
pass through
here about that date to attend the
meeting
of the Grand Commandery at Brunswick on
w**~

tutjicu uu

institute the
for
>

new

body.

membership have

hw»p over ana

Fifty applications
already.

been received

Presentation to Rev. Dr. Bashford.
Kev. Dr. Bashford, who is about to close
his pastorate of the ^Chestnut street church
in this city, was presented witli a
purse of
*218 Wednesday, the gift of his parishioners.
Over 500 persons were present in the
vestry room o£the church, when Mr. Frank
B. Clark made the presentation remarks, referring appropriately to Dr. Bashford’s pastorate. Dr. Bashford feelingly
responded,
expressing his wishes for the future well
of
all
witli
whom
he
being
has been associated here. The presentation was a complete surprise to’,I)r. Bashford. During the
time of his pastorate 300 persons have been
added to the membership of Chestnut street
church.
_

^

A Small Dog’s Big Jump.
Yesterday a Portland man,having business
on a barque lying at one of the wharves, was
f
followed on board the vessel by his dog, a
Skye terrier weighing about ten pounds.
The gentleman went into the vessel’s hold

from which all the cargo had been removed
excepting two tiers of hogsheads of molassesThe small dog, up on the main deck, heard
his master spfeaking in the hold and started
to join him. The dog could see but one way
down and took it; he jumped. To the surprise of everybody who saw the leap the
dog lauded on the hogsheads without being in the least injured and when his owner
left the vessel, the terrier followed as
briskly
as he had come on board.

Judge Virgin Qualified.
Yesterday Messrs. Tobias Lord, Eben E.
Baud and E. B. Sumner, of Governor
Bodwell’s Council, came to the city and administered the oath of office to Judge William
Wirt Virgin, recently reappointed justice of
the Supreme Court.
Portland
Last

night

gentlemen

A Warning

Miss Cammctt, and the

Commandery.

Dr. Edwin M. Fuller of Bath,

Grand Junior Warden, paid his official visit
of inspection to Portland Commandery. He
Grand Commander
was accompanied by
Shaw. There was a large attendance.
Theft on a Vessel.
Someone entered the cabin of Capt. Hall’s
vessel, the Naveslnk, Tuesday and stole a
purse belonging to hfs mate, John Gounez,
containing about *10. Under the purse lay a
gold watch which the thief did not see.

Against a Residence
Topolobampo.

“The Desolation

were

of

at

Rocks, Cactus,

Fevers and Small Pox.”

cating the Credit Fonder scheme of colonization at Topolobampo. A letter received
yesterday by a Portland gentleman contains
Mr. Eaton’s confession, together with a vigorous expression of his present opinion of
the Sinaloa colony and the aims of its managers. The letter foiloWi i
Los Angeles, Cal., March 27, l&lfi
Dear Air:—The time lias fully come when
it is my duty to speak a warning word to tiie
public, and the more imperative since 1 gave
my influence in aid of the Mexican colony
scheme. Blit In good faith. 1 believed the
prime actors hi he honest and acting In good
faith. Now I Know a baser swindle, was
never put behind a more specious veil of
heartless professions and promises.
There

Misses

Soon after 8 o’clock tire company were in-

vited into tlie large dining hall, where a
repast was in readiness. The
tables were arranged in the form of h cross,
and were ritdily Adorhed with cut flowers

temptiug

nnd ttmuhnns. Following

was the menu:
Blue Points.
Mock Turtle Soup.
Baked IVliiteflsh, Madeira Sauce.
French Fried Potatoes.
Cucumbers.
ltadisbes.
Olives.
Roast Tenderloin of Bee
Larded will, Musli-

Is not a single particular, in relation to the
colony that 1ms not keen basely misstated
by A. R. Owen and his adjutants’, and every-

who dares to speak the truth in the matThe
ter is traduced by the whole crowd.
last
statement nude is that Mr. Hawkins,
oonts.
Mr. Eaton, Mr. Turner, aim others went to
Banana Fritters, Wine Hstiee.
Mexico to speculate, and failing to accomPuree of Potatoes.
French Peas.
Boast Turkey, Cranberry Bailee.
plish the purpose have turned against the
Potatoes.
String Beans.
colony. A base falsehood told to cover a
Orange Sherbet.
base swindle! We went to Sinaloa in good
Boast Grouse, Game Sauce.
faith, we staid in Sinaloa until we knew the
Baratog, Chips.
situation and then left with tbp fixed design
Lobster Salad.
Lettuce.
to warn others to slniu the terrible trials.and
Assorted Cake.
Pliiln. Ice Cream.
losses We lidiffi met by staying Where they
Port Wine Jelly.
It is said wa stole away in the night!
PVtilh
are.
Coffee,
Vanilla Cream.
that we would not be hindered from going.
Mr. Elwell presided at the post prandial We did leave in the night, but not for fear of
the motley crowd though they had many
exercises, and spoke of Portland fifty years times
threatened to shoot us. We left in t ie
and
the. founding of the Transcript. He night to avoid the terrible heat, which went
ago
then called upon Mayor Chapman, who reup to 1046 where Its maximum limit was said
80°. We left soon after the money was
sponded happily. ■Speeches, were then made 1 to be
taken from.Us by the ruffian
by George S. RoWeil, Col. John M. Adams, armed with revolvers declaredcrowd..who,
they would
Stephen Berry, Rev. Dr. Warren, Rev. Dr. have our money or oitr blood.
The
best
minds
in
the
colony see the sitBurrage, Rev. l)r. Fenn, Rev. Dr. Dalton,
and many of them long to get away,
W. II. Smith, and S. C. Strout, Esq. During uation
but it is simply impossible, for the leaders
tiie evening Shaws quartette sang a number
have their money, and they must stay. Many
of selections. The company dispersed at came to us at midnight when we started and
said’’for Hod’s sake help us out of tills hell
shortly after 11 o’clock, much pleased with u Iiuomuir.
oui "Mftk VUU1U WO UO t
HOW
tlie success of the Trauscript’s anniversary. help them, when our
money had been forced
away from us? Alas, we could do nothing.
PERSONAL.
The extreme effort made by Owen and ins
abettors to neutalize the influence of those
who know the true Inwardness of the matA. \Vr, Tolman and Geo. T. Files of tills
ter is
new dupes may be entangled and
city are members of the newly elected board robbedthat
of their hard earned means tq supof editors of the Bowdoin Orient.
port the colony who art ttltettlptlni ah lm*
Lieut. E. E. Hatch, 18th United States Inposslblllty. It is impossible to settle the
fantry, who has been visiting in Liberty, colouy on any laud in Mexico, for they do
not own one square inch. It is impossible to
left last week to *o*u ills regiment now statake the crowd there, and reduce them to
tioned at f ort Hayes, Kansas.
civilization, of co-operation most of them
Rev. F. W. Ryder, formerly pastor of the know absolutely nothing. It is impossible
Irrcgate the “Moches tract, for there is not
Baptist church in Belfast, has accepted s. ball to
water
in the Fuertie river to dp it
from the Central Square Bb.ptlst church at and noenough
water can be taken until all the MexEast Boston., ahti Will commence his pastor, icans have all
they requite. It is impossible
to sustain the colony from any productive
ate there Suuday next. Since
leaving Bel- enterprises there.
And it is surely impossifast Mr. Ryder has been pastor of churches
ble to warp iu dupes fast enough to keep the
at East Greenwich and Newport, R. 1.
swindle afloat.
There are many families
who sold homes, good homes, at a very great
If. H. Rose, Billy Frailer, J. H.
Hubbard,
Charles L. Fogg, Leslie Whitey, E. P. Rob- sacrifice; have put their money into tVs mittomlossabyss and art penny less, and the efson, Boston ; A. Lasker, New York, Dr. S.
fort Is s„hl to catch others in the same net.
T. Conant, F. L. Conant,
Skowhegan1. A. L. Against this I warn the public. It is a
Hersey, Oxford; A. E. Moriah, Bartlett, N. wicked swindle; in it I and many others
have lost every dollar, and we would save
II.; I). It. Hastings, John Locke, Frycburg; others from
our experiences.
Beware of
and 13. Maxwell, Wells: were
‘Credit I oncier;: be wart of the desolation
the
aramong
rivals at the United States Hotel
c°c*R>
fevers
Cactus',
andjsmall pox, called
yesterday. 2f
lopolohampo, beware of specious promises
Judge Geo. F. Gould has received notice to
cover the base, the cruel swindle.
The
from Augusta of his
reapppInttaSnt by the only object is to ride into power over the
Governor as municipal Judge of Portland.
crushed
and
hearts
to
esbleeding
longing
Theie was some opposition to him from a few
cape an endurance far worse than African
of the the temperance people of the
city, but
So
slavery.
complete Is the arrangement to
he was endorsed by a large proportion of the
cut the colonists off from
every means of EsCumberland Bar. During a long and intithat
the
cape
letters sent by friends. Were all
mate acquaintance with Judge Gould we
inspected by one Pratt; and of upwards of
have ever found him upright and conscientwenty which.I am now informed nave been
tious.
A better appointment could not liaVe
Written, not one ever reached me. And ray
been made.—Farmington Chronicle.
experience is that of all the rest who do not
Dr. G. H. Bailey arrived home yesbo w with unquestioning
humility to the dicterday after an extended trip in the tation of A. ft. Owen, and those He has apto rule. I regret that I ever gave ray
pointed
service of the
State. All of the. tuberinfluence in aid of the scheme, but regrets
culosed
bulls
but
one
have
been
will notjbriug back the money to those who
killed.
The
have been swindled, but may perhaps
Kennebec
Journal
of
prevent
Thursday, said that Dr. Dailey visited Litch- the others from being entrapped. All of
Maine colonists, together witli several
I field on Mondav. trarint? t.h*»
'Dior
Gvvnnrc
other left in n horlv u..rl tlwourh fl.o., «n,l„n,„l
of the heifer’ infected with tuberculosis
the most terrible sufferings all are wel!.
which was owned by Mr. William Savageaof
Yours very truly,
W. F. Eaton.
Gardiner and killed last w eek. The Doctor
learned that the heifer came originally from
BASE BAkU
the Merrill True place in Litchfield.
Dr.
one

|

Bailey

ordered a Jersey heifer owned in
Manchester and suffering from this disease,

NOTES.

The Portland Base Ball

Association havfc
decided to isstib a limited number of season
tickets and have placed the price at 812.00.
This will admit holders to all games
played
by the Portlands on the home grounds including games with the National League
Clubs. There will be 5(1 championship and
14 exhibition games, making 70 in
all, which
places the price of admission by season tickets at an exceedingly low figure. Parties desiring to secure season tickets will communicate witli Mr. 1). W. Mahoney, No. 26 School
street, or leave their names at Somers’ Bros.
Orders will be received until April 13.
Manager Spence and Spaulding Brothers
arc trying to come to terms in
regard to opening a branch store in Portland.
If thfjr
come to an agreement the Portland Associ-

slaughtered.

Irefdale Association.

The ad journed meeting of the Asscoiation
of the Cottagers’ at Trefethcn’s
landing was
held in Gilbert’s Hall last evening.

Seventy

five persons were present. At eight o’clock
an excellent supper was served in the
dining
hall by a committee consisting of Mrs. John

Evans,

C. H. Symonds, Mrs. G. E.
Dow, Mrs. M. A. Sargent and Mrs. E. NGreeley. After the supper the company was
entertained with readings by Miss Julia
Staples, and piano solos by Master Clarence
Brooks, who also gave a harmonica solo and
a song.
The following officers were then
elected :
Mrs.

President—Simeon Malone.

Vice President—Mrs. C. H. Svinonds.
Secretary and Treasurer—H.'P. Ayer.
After some discussion a3 to the name of
the Association the name of Trefdale Association was adopted. Remarks were made
by President Malone, who extended his
thanks for the honor conferred upon
him,
and outlined the aims of the Association.
were
Speeches
then made by George Wr.
Beale, Mr. Little, II. P. Ayer, Dr. Dow,
William Trefethen of Trefethen’s
landing,
who spoke of the history of Peak’s
Islaud,
and others. Captain Craig, who will
com*
mand the Forest City line’s new
steamer,
was called upon, but declined to
speak. The
thanks of the Association were extended
to
the supper committee and the
company then

ation will make the store
base ball in this city.

The

Minneapolis Tribune Sued.
BletheD, formerly of Portland, is
now' one of the editors and
proprietors of the
Minneapolis Tribune, and he and his partner, Will E. Haskell, who is a sou of the
editor of the Boston Herald, have
lately
been sued for libel, §50,000 damages
being
claimed. The suit is brought by J. M. Stewart, an elder in the Presbyterian church and
owner of real estate worth over
§3,000,000.
The Tribune said in its
“funny” column

How to be

Happy

the

Rest

of

the

Year.

Boston, March 81.—A new month begins
tomorrow, and in order to pass the balance
of the year happily you should begin to read
the Boston Globe daily if you not do so at
present, A new story “The Yoke of the
Thorah,” by Sidney Luska, begins in the
Boston Daily Globe, Saturday next and
will run seven or eight weeks. This new
story is to be the literary event of the season
and all Boston is anxiously awaiting it. The
Boston Globe is the best paper in
world for the ladles and young people.

the

Board of Censors.

The Board of Censors of the Maine Medical School held a meeting at the Falmouth
Hotel yesterday afternoon.
Dr. Wedgewood of Lewiston, Dr. II. P. Merrill of
Portland, Dr. Wheeler of Camden and Dr.
Bennett of Hiram were the members of the
Board who were present. A number of
Portland physicians met with the Censors.
It is understood that the veto of the medical
registration bill was the subject under discussion. It was stated, however, that no
action was taken at yesterday’s meeting.
Steamer

Arrival.

The steamer Prussian, Captain McDougal),
of the Allan line, arrived at this port from
Glasgow, via Halifax at eight o’clock last

evening.

The steamer had GIG tons of cargo. She brought nine horses from Glasgow,
of which two died on the
passage and six
were landed at Halifax.
There were ninetynine passengers. A good
passage is reported
with only three days of
stormy weather.
Portland

Steam

Packet

Company.

Patrons of this line will be glad to learn
that steamers now leave Boston at 7 o’clock
in the evening instead of G o’clock.

for

The Boston Blues will report for duty toat John Lovell’s Sons establishment.
President Yose will accompany the Portlands on their trial trip.
Their first game
will be today with the Newarks.
YVheelock of the Bostons sprained a wrist
while practicing last Tucsdn.v.
The first game of the season that the Colby
l. niverslty nine will play will bo at Brunswick with a nine from Portland.
The following games have been arranged
by the Bowdoin College team on its usual
April trip: April 21, Portlands at Portland;
22, at Manchester; 23, Harvards at Cambridge ; 25, Tufts College at College Hill; 26,
Harvards at Cambridge; 27, Brown University at Providence; 29, at Brunswick.
Spaulding’s Base Ball Guide for 1887 has
been received, and contains an unusual
amount of information for the lovers of the
game.

J. Alden

be wins he will donate the sum awarded him
to some city charity.

headquarters

day

dispersed.

that Stewart lias moved his office to bis
residence up town because he was too
stingy to
pay rent, and for saying this Stewart
brings
the libel suit.
But Mr. Bletben has
brought
a counter libel suit aeainst Mr st,.,..,,.-*
#2,000,000. It appears that (luring the past
few months a paper called the News
Letter
has printed several communications over
Mr. Stewart’s signature
reflecting upon the
integrity of Mr. Blethcn, hence the counter
libel suit by the latter. Mr. Blethen
says if

Sees

Also

Our

FireLlghts-Llght of the Creat
Stars Seen by Day.

Portland School for the Deaf.
To the Editor of the Press :
Sec. 127 of chap. 11, ltevised Statutes of
Maine, as amended by chap.[268 of the public
laws of 18F5 provides that the State shall pay
8200 per annum lor the instruction and support of the unfortunate children who attend
the above school.
In past years, payments
have been made, one-quarter in March, onequarter in June, and the remaining two
quarters in December of each year. The
city receives 8380 per annum of this money
for tuition, the remaining 8120 goes to the
—-— — w*

I
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maintenance, ami children resident in any
part of the State are eligible for admission
to this school.
As a matter of fact, the larger number of
the pupils belong outside of the city, and are
boarded here by people who are dependent
in part, and in some cases almost wholly upon
the

money

thus

support.

received for their own

No money has been received from the
State since June, 1886. The Legislature of
Maine has never been like Congress, remiss
about passing the necessary appropriation
bills.
The message of the Governor, and
the report of the treasurer show that the
State has ample lunds.
The Legislature of
1885 provided for the years of 1885-86 and the
Legislature of 1887 has met and adjourned
and provided for 1887-8. The school has had
its first term for this year, and the children
are having their usual vacation, and still no
money.
There are three quarters now due, or $60
per capita to the city, and $90 to the parents
or guardians.
The city may not need this
money, but the parents and people who are
boarding these children do. As this is a
matter which concerns the public, will some
one who is conversant with the facts tell us
what the “hitch” is, and where, if any, the
blame lies?
H. W. H.

RAILWAY MATTERS.
BOSTON 4 MAINE.

The

new

To the Editor of the Preu:
of PortThe light of the electric lights
on a
land can be seen at Mew Gloucester
some 20 miles or
cloudy night, a distance of
more.
The light of the I^wiston electric

also be seen from our place.
if memory
The blir Portland fire of I860,
in New
serves
riehtlv made light enough
the
read
heading
Gloucester to enable one to

lights

Some time ago, Itev. Mr. Eaton in a letter
published in the Phesn, said that ho intended to make a coufession of his tirror In advo-

Berry.

OF

iimiic

and

Gloucester

rules recently issued by General

Manager Furber,

declare that trains must
not sliced over bridges at a rate of more
than 15 miles an hour.

The Boston & Maine has overhauled, renumbered and renamed 110 of the 115 locomotives on the Eastern Division. The other
five have been
pronounced worthless, and
will be destroyed in a few days.
A new engine, uamed “Longfellow,” lias
just been built for work on the Eastern Division.
The locomotive “Pacific” left the repair
shop this week after a thorough overhauling.
She takes the 9.00 a. m. train from Boston to
Portland, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays of each week.
McAuliffe and Frazier.
Jack McAuliffe and Billy Frazier gave a
pugilistic exhibition at the Park Theatre last
evening. McAuliffe and Frazier participated
in four bouts with the gloves, the contest
terminating in a draw. Bouts between local boxers made up the remainder of the
programme. The audience was large and
enthusiastic.

can

as rasas
sraJsssss.
daytime
brilliant ^o find

look
it in the
earlv in the evening; remember
the
earlier
next
its location and look for It
up in the heavens, and do
day
earlier
this for a number of days, looking
each dav and at last it may be found when
and
heavens
the
in
high
and

for it first

aUttio’higher

the sunquite
*

ahead
New^GUwmesfcr
1887.
March
31st,
^'tfew Gloucester)
claims to bo

one

of

MUSIC AND DRAMA,
BUDDYGOBE.

thle evefiltig Ruddygore, Gilbert & Sullivan’s now opera ttffl We presented for the
first time in this city, liy Mr. John Stetson’s
company. The opera will be heard by a
crowded house, but there are still some
seats procurable at Stockbridge’s. The new
opera has been at once received into favor
wherever it lias been heard.

NEW ADVEBTINE.HENTN.

ATKINSON

accepted.
The building occupied by Mr. Busby, on
Bridge street-, for a bakery, together with

two or mote tenements in the tippet story,
Was bsplly damaged by fire Thursday jnorhing. The alarm was gtvenjabout 2 o’clock.
All the facilities at command for extinguishing fire were put jit use, and very little damage was done outside the immediate premises.
The block is owned by Mr. Crockett of Portland. Mr. Peter Letarle is agent. A stable

belonging to Mr. Letarle, near by, was considerably damaged.
Mr. John W. Lane, formerly of this
village,

has accepted a position as director and organist in Grace M. E. Church, Boston, and
has removed to that city. Mr. Lane supplies
the place latelv filled hv Prnf O I. i'arior
Mr. C. F. Bettis, the well known clarionet
player in this village, will not remove to New
York as he proposed. This Is highly
pleasing to the musical portion of the community.
Naomi Lodge, D. of B., will hold a fair in
connection with Saccarappa Lodge, I. O. Q.F.:
during the month of April.
K.
THE STATE.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.
A preliminary meeting of citizens of Houlton has been held to make arrangements for
celebrating the 4th of July in that town.;
The ladies of Aroostook do not lack in enterprise. The Aroostook Times says: “The
•a'l'es of the W. C. T. U. at Presque Isle
added to the funds in their treasury
Monday
by serving dinner to citizens who attended
the town meeting.”
REnnKBEC COUNTY.

The trustees of the Insane Hospital, in
company with Superintendent Sanborn, are
on a trip of inspection to Massachusetts.
They will visit the hospitals at Worcester
and Danvers.
A plan is proposed in Augusta to have but
one Street Commissioner for the whole
city
who shall drew an annual salary of *1000 and
not be allowed to work his team, but shall
furnish his own horse and carriage for driving about.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Rev. (I. w. Colby, formerly of
Madison,
now pastor of the Corinna
church, is seeing
a revival interest
there, some have been converted and
many wanderers have returned,
and the church very much
strengthened.

Meetings are

& CO.
P. D. FRENCH COUTILLE,
Sizes 18 to 30,

year.
SOMERSET COUNTY.

Last Saturday Miss Hattie Remick and her
sister, daughters of Samuel Remick of Starks,
were thrown from a sleigh near P.|0. Rogers
in Anson. Miss Hattie was seriously injured
internally, ana the doctors say cannot recover.
The sister received a few bruises,
but

was

otherwise unharmed.

WALDO COUNTY.

The following officers

town

election

held in

were

chosen at the

March 21st:
Moderater, CrosbylFowler; Clerk, Mott A.
Cates; Selectmen, Amanda Rackiiff, Jr., Edwin Rand, Otis Cornforth; Treasurer, J osepli
H. Damon; Collector and Constable, Edward
A. Hussey; S. S. Committee, W. G. Fuller,
James Libby, Jr., Miss Clara Webb. Party
lines were not drawn. Raised to defray town
charges. JfclfiOO: rpiiairs nn rnariu anH Mrlnao
*2000; support of schools, *880. Liabilities
of the town, *1266.25; assets, *2749.90. The
latter does not include the “poor farm” and
stock, which is valued at *3000.
Mrs. Julia Chapman of Freedom, a sister
of Hon. J. I). Lamson, with whom she has
been living of late, attempted suicide a week
ago Thursday by cutting her throat with a
razor, which had been left within her reach
for a few moments. She inflicted a large but
not dangerous wound. Mrs. Chapman has
been slightly deranged for some time.

Unity,

WASHINGTON COUNTY.
The town of Jonesboro has no

resident
minister, no lawyer, no doctor, no game wardens, and no rum shop or liquor saloon in
the town!
At the Wesley town meeting on March 28ih
the following officers were elected: Moderator, E. F. Day; Clerk, S. Hawkins; Select,
men and Overseers, A. C. Hayward, F. O.
Day, H. L. Day; Assessors, J. Love J. W
Day, J. Driscoll; Superintendent of Schools'
D. J. Sprague: Agent, H. F. Day; Treasurer’
E. F. Day; Collector, J. L. Da/. The town
is free from debt, the first time in over ‘>0
years. Raised for schools, *225; poor. **8o
contingent, *100.
The Veto Sends Him to
Crave.

a

Pauper’s

Belfast Journal.
The veto of the dependent pension bill
will cause a dependent parent in Liberty to
fill a pauper's grave. He lost his only son,
aged 19, in the Union army, killed in battle
June 14, 1862, and is refused a pension on
the ground that he had too much property
when his son was killed to entitle him to a
pension. Since then he has buried all his
family and has spent all his property and
has been a town charge for a year. Shame!

They Seem to Fear the New Law.
[Kennebec Journal.]
Some half dozen Augusta rumsellers have
voluntarily shut up shop, so we are creditably informed. It is said the famous Dr.
Burns sails for Europe, where he proposes
to see what can be done in the way of importing liquors to the United States.

Hm Furnishers!

$2.25.

I

Some say the Thermometers
it; others insist that
began started
first. At any rate
Prices
all winter long ThermometerMercury and Cotton Goods
Prices raced desperately for the
bottom of the hill.
We caught the Cotton-phobia. We bought Cotton Sheeting right and left. We accumulated thirteen
thousand
yards of it when it was cheapest
and have it now.

BOSTON, MAS?,

and

PORTLAND. ME.

SPECIAL

GRAND

they reached the

The Faculty have, during the term, made
several propositions to the members of the
Base Ball Association bringing forward all
possible arguments against the National
game* but at no time forbidding the nine to

entepfhh ieagiie.

All their prepositions

made previous to Monday morning were rejected, when one was made which was

adopted by the Association by a small
jority. In view of the large number of

maex-

cellent players at present in college and the
prospects for even better success than last
year, this action is, by many friends of the
Bates nine, much regretted.
II. Small, ’89, has been elected secretary of
the Polynmian Society, in place of Uutcliinson, ’89, who is to be out a part of next
term.

Roscoe Nelson of the Senior class, has
been elected principal of the Putnam, Conn.,
High School, at a salarv of $1200.
Heti G. M. How1!, of Die Congregational
church, recently addressed the blernber* of
the College J. M. C. A.
The following, selected from tno preliminary division^ of the Sophomore class declamations, participated in the prize division at
the Main street church Wednesday evening:
Miss I. M. Wood, Miss M. S. idttl», «. W.
Hayes, E. T. Whittemore, H. S. Worthiey,
J. H. Blanchard, Miss E. I. Chipnian, T. M
Singer, E. J. Small, E. H. Thayer, C. J. Emerson, Miss B. A. Wright.
The ispeakers
acquitted themselves in a maimer that reflected great credit to ’89 and their instructor. The committee of award consisted of
C. A. Linlsey, Col. F. M. Drew, Rev.
SeX’
£.* A. Hayden. The pri*e wds awarded to
Mr. Worthiey of Strong, with honorable
--

er
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Orchestra furnished music.
The term closes today, Friday, for
s

week’s reeessi

a

SociAL i-lFB ix eoijit.
The president and faculty held a
reception
in Memorial Hall Wednesday
evening, at
which about 250 of their friends were present. In the course of the evening the
Colby
Quartette sang several selections, W. c.
Philbrook, ’82, favored the company witn a
solo and Miss Fales of Skowhegau. rendered
a piano solo.
Later, refreshments were
served. The assemby
dispersed shortly before midnight after an enjoyable
evening.
The Forest City Granulated Sugar is acknowledged fully equal if not superior to
any in this country.
It is guaranteed strictly
pure and only the
highest grades of sugar used In its manufacture.
It is

kept exclusively by tho best
everywhere.

grocers

marriaces.
In Blddeford, July 22. ’SO, Arthur B. Bussell of
Boston and Minnie E. Clutdhourne of Baco.
*’4- Eeverett A. Feruald
JS,ll”f,.ortb’.Marcl1
and Mias
Geonde A. Har^ut.
In BluehlU, March 20, Albion T.
Hutchings and
Miss Eva Cousins.

.I?

well attended.

The whole number of vessels built or
launched in Batli since January 1st is fifteen.
This Is a much better record than that of last

Drab and White,

Light Blue,

$1.50.

SATEEN,

P. D. FRENCH

DEATHS.
In Deering, March 30, ltobert
Dresser, Esa
aged 88 years. [Boston papers copy.l
Funeral Saturday forenoon at 11 o’clock.l
In Gorham, March 25. Jeremiah N.
Libby,
3 aged
h
79 years 2 months 13 days,
Iu Brunswick, March 27, Clara
wife of Ira
W.,
P. Booker, aged 55 years.
'“Brun8wick’ March 24, Thecla, wife of Capt.
William P. S. Porter, aged 28 years.
In Blddeford. March 29. Sirs. Julia, wife of
David Mercier, aged 34 years 3 months.
In Acton, March 23, Dr. Frank
Verrlll, aged 29
years,—auatlve.of Blddeford.

[The funeral of the late Samuel Deane will take
2 o’clock at Ids late
street.
Burial pri-

place this Friday afternoou at
residence. No. 110 Franklin
vate.

7.::.

**vv.

>aic

muiuiis

ANNOUNCEMENT

(Doubters doubting the amount can stand In
any part of our store, and see the whole of It
at

TO THE Hill SEEEEPEKS OF (MINE.

P. D. SPOON

It creates an appetite, and Imand vigor to the whole body.
partsnewstrength
It Is the Ideal spring medlciue.
Try it this season.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

“I take Hood’s Sarsaparilla for a
spring medicine, and I Hud it just the thing. It tones up my
and makes me feeli like a different mail.
system
My wife takes it for dyspepsia, and she derives
great benefit from it. She says It is the best medrcineslie ever took.” Khank 0. Tlrnkk, Hook
&
No. 1, Priend Street, Boston, Mass.
ladder
‘When I began taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla I
was dizzy In the morning, had a
headache, and no
appetite; but now I can hardly get enougli cooked
to eat.
Emma Shki’aud, i Cbral Street, Worcester, Mass.

Purifies the Blood
Hood’s Sar-

all have been cured
I of scrofula, my little
boy beiug entirely free from
sores, and all four of my children look bright and
healthy as possibly can be. I have found Hood’s
also good for catarrh, with which I
Sarsaparilla
have been troubled siuce the war. Nothing did
me so much good as
Hood’s Sarsaparilla.'’ Wm.
B. Athebton, Passaic
City, N. J.

Doses One Dollar

MM_

BN
ITTLE
V

They also relievo Dis-B
trees from Dysiiepaia*
I n digestion and To,*

Hearty Hating. A per*
J
feet remedy lor Dizzl-ty
* ll/rD
0
V
IfcSV uoBf,, Nnarea, Brotvr:-*
>11
B D!S t C
Decs,Bad Tueto jr. tie*
frB rik||0, Mouth, CoatedBide,
Tongiizlj
&c*
P a I n In the
ff:1
Tin > regulate tl," Bow SJ
Ll» and prevent Conati-B
Dritton and Plies. The smallest anil easiest to takcB
Only one pill a doso. 40 in c. via), Purely Voegsi
etalile. Price 25 cents. &vHIs hy snailforfUJO*
lEDUhNE CO., Np'rs, New York,

j

depot.

instance, ‘‘Langdon G.
B„” absolutely the most perfect
For

Oood* Hold for cash, or part canli
and balance by the week
or month.

l.arttCHt

The

Stock and
Price* on

bleached Cotton for general
family use that comes out of
American looms.
Weighs ex-

f.owcst

the
actly*_4.

,

_

SHADES and DRAPERY,
’

Remnants of “Hill” (Lewiston) soft finish, Bleached Cotton, from 2 to 4 yds. in a piece.
A famous 10 cent Cotton selling by us this week for 6 cents

Stoves and Ranges,
IN TUE UNITED STATES.

yard.

a
We want yon to write us for Samples of Carpetings, Cuts and Descriptions of Stoves and Ranges,
Photographs of Chamber Sets, Photograph* of
Parlor Suits, Cuts of Easy Chairs, Rockers, Rattan
and Reed Furniture, Baby Carriages, Dinner Sets.
Hanging Lamps, Side Boards, Dining Chairs, Extension Tables, Lounges, Polished ami Marble Top
Tables, and we will forward Immediately. We keep
shorthand and typewriters and correspondence
clerks, and are prepared to answer 300 Inquiries

Remnants of “Booth” (Lowell) Bleached, 5 cts. a yard, fair
quality, nothing extra, just a
bait to toll you in to
•
better ones.

Other bleached

Koxburr Tapes)ries, Hanford Tapes*

from 55, »>•>, 75, HO, Ho,

space

or

Needs

a

Now

cents

upwards.

Assessors* Notice.

I

fflllE ASseSsor* of the City of .Portland hereby
1 give notice to all persons Unhlft to taxation In
said city that they will be lu session every seedtat
day from tlie first to the fifteenth day of April next, !
Inclusive, at tliclr room In City Hall, from uine to

twelve o’clock In the forenoon and from two to live
o’clock In the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving lists of the polls and crates ta«abU In said

.{nd all such persons are hereby notified to tnakc

!
1

and bring to said Assessors, tftte and perfect lists !
all their polls and estates, real and personal, or I
held by them as guardian, executor, administrator,
trustee or otherwise, on the first day of April,
1887- and be prepared to make oath to the truth

of

ot the same.
And when estates

of persons deceased have been
divided, during the past year, or have changed
hands from any cause, the executor, admlnlihiitor
or other person Interested, Is
hereby warned to
give notice of such change, and lu default of such
notice will lie held under the law to pay the tax
assessed, although such estate has been wholly
distributed and paid over.
And any person who neglects to comply with
this notice will be doomed to a tax according to the
laws of the State, and be barred of the rights to
make application to the Assessors or the County
Commissioners for any abatement of Ills taxes,
unless lie shows that lie was unable to offer such
lists witliln the time hereby appointed.
Utank schedules will be furnished at the Assesors’ office on application.
J3F*In no case where the Assessors have been
put to the disagreeable necessity of makmgadi om
will the possession of Uovernmeiit bonds or deposits In the Savings Banks be allowed as a plea
In mitigation of such doom.
WM. O. FOX,
)
-STEPHEN MARSH, {Assessors.
JOHN W. YORK,
)

apt

dtaplS

Grand Opening!
SATURDAY,

APRIL

2,

THIS

apl&8

WALK—in Knlglitvllle, corner of Bridge
and A Street, two story frame house and
stable; the house Is well arranged, sunny exposure, and would make a good home for an expressman or any person wishing a pleasant place
near the elty, the above will be sold to close an
estate: size of lot 28x100. BENJAMIN SHAW,
48 Va Exchange St.
1-1

FOR

WALK—A two story brick house, on line
between State and High St.;
snug and convenient house for a small family;
price 88000. BENJAMIN SHAW, 48>j Exchange St.
1-1

FOR
of Horse Cars

a

in Our Mew

Building,

«

Lowell Extra Supers, Hartford Extra
Supers, Higgins’ Extra Supers, Park

STREET,

cordially invite examination.

We

CHARLES DAY,
544

CONGRESS

ST.

Address 0. STANSFIEL1), C7 Exchange
St., Room 27.l-i

retail buyers, for
the largest and cheapest and best stock of
wall papers and decorations In Maine; samples
sent. N. W. KENDALL, Blddeford, Me.
1-1
and

WANTED—Wholesale

MAI.E—Fifty Pigs and Shoats. from 20
FOR
to 100 lb each, or choice breed: all hi waul,

call; this Is

as

low. GKO. W.

fine

a

lot

as

have

I

had;

COOL1DGE, Allen

s

will be sold
Corner,
1-1

TIT ANTED—A Sweedish or Nova Scotia girl,
b°'18<WOrk- h:n'*Ulre
ST

LAWReHcEHT.

You

apldJt

fflHE
required

vowon.s', nvui ica 1

which they may be possessed of

ami

|icinuiiai,

on the first day of
(excepting such as may be exempted
frum taxation by law.)
And each person will be
expected to make oath, that, to the beet of his

April

next

knowledge, said list contains all his taxable property—and those who fail to bring in as above directed, may expect no abatement by the Assessors.
The Assessors will be in session at the following
places on the following days, (to wit:) At their oP
lice, in Sacearappa, on Thursday, the 7th day of
April, from 9to 12 a. m„ and from 2 to 5 p.m.
At Kimball Eastman's store. Cumberland Mills, on
Friday, the 8th day of April, from a to 12 a. m.
At Paper Mill office, from 2 to 6 p, m. At John A.
Clark's store, Pride’s Comer, on Saturday, tile 9th
day of April, from 9 to 12 a. m. And at A. L).
Woodberry’s store, Duck Pond, from 2 to 6 p. m.
C.EO. W. i.K11;I1TON, i Assessors
A.L. HAWKE8,
of
J
M. H. WEBB,
) Westbrook.
Dated at Westbrook, March 31,1887.

apl

dtapo
CITV OF PORTLAND.

Proposals for Blank Books
and Stationery.
City Clerk’s Office.

DECKER
BROTHERS5^ * *

wholesome
you and I

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

TUNING TO ORDER

SAMUEL THURSTON,
No. 3 Free Street Bloek, Portland.

Oft

14_

<ttf

Buttons! Buttons!

purchased
HAVING
Button Machines I

one

sci veu

uj

apldlw

tuo

vii;

uou. L.

DL-KtiKSS

City Clerk.

of

am

the latest Improved

prepare<l

to

manu-

buttons from any suiting or dress goods
material at short notice and at low prices. Orders
may be left at any ot the following places:
X. JOHN LITTLE 4k CO., 910 Congress
facture

Street.
JlISSKa HYDE,
WISS ALLEN,

199 Congress 01.
914 Congress St.
MI** COBB. Boons No. IO, Brown
Bloch, or with me nt 949 .Biddle St.
Yonrs

Respectfully,

W. X_i. CARD,
with CORNISH

BROTHERS,

9 19Biddle Ml., Portland, me.
eod2w
rnarSO

handsome they are
folks

know).

Draper’s Cloth,
pin-head check

fine

blance to fine checked Summer Silk.

By the way, speaking of Sum-

Unquestionably the finest selection and largest
stock In the country. Write for Cuts, Photographs
and Descriptions of Uese goods, and please remember that you are perfectly safe In ordering
through the mall, as we guarantee satisfaction lu
every particular. Any of the above snld for cash
or oue-fourth down aud balance by week or mouth.
Come and see us If possible; If not, write for particulars.

Silks,

1-2

37

we are

still

very handsome

some

We

cents

a

offering
ones

for

yard.

still decorating this
with
region
fancy figured Scrim
are

at 8 cts.

yiece.

CHAMBER SETS.

a
yd., or 7 cts. by the
Sold elsewhere for 15c.

T?1_i.

J_-_•

iiO_

iu

juu,^ain

vuuuty
to

Cloths,” intrinsic enough

Pine, Ash, Cherry, Walnut,
Oak, Birch, &e.

look
out

anybody
blushing.

in the face with-

Our Store is not on a ‘‘Landlord Street,” where store-owners absorb all the juice of the
profits and leave the husk for
the dealers and their customers, so that we can sell at lower
prices than others.

lu this line are enormous, buying
five stores, and we can assure evuiiu

every cuniomer gets
prices which we naturally
of our orders.
Write us

the benefit of the lower
owing to the extent
or Cuts, PbotograDhs and Descriptions. Remember we carry all goods In stin k, and the prices
range from *10.00 for a Log Cabin Set, all the wav
through the various grades to Mahogajw Sets
*700.00 A very good bargain is a solid Walnut
Marble Top lo-plece set for *50.00. of course we
have them cheaper.

Moreover this is

a

Cash Sale

Horatio Staples,

DEPARTMENT.

Cor. Store, Middle & Free Sts.

F®

to call particular attention to his
branch'yi,sh
of our business which has
grown to enormWe carry >n our stock the cele,’™*ed
Ta*'* aml Quaker Ranges, the First
National. Orovelaud, hew Hub, Atkinson, Daisy.
R* “on. Brighton,ami a host of others. We warrant
every Range w-e sell a baker. Write for Cuts and
Our
prices you will
tke market for like
quality of
<>f course we
one to eome and
prefer every
U
uot we will use you
iS°!!U.!hU
,unil,t‘ all the
nh£,
*“d ,‘he
lf* "'"A1’ Feeach Range and
lLT.i
prtpay
freight to wir r,'.,tswlth
and we have nice
depot,
Ranges from *15.00 to *UmUh>.
In orderlnir be
sure and send height of hole In
wall. We send any
Range we have f!.r cash, or a ouarter
of
amount down and balance *o.oo
month
AdAa
dress all communications to

PORTLAND, ME.
mh31_

jOC__

COIBIHATION (JAWUM.

»"tthese^K.inges.

<wey.b,‘low
tK!"s*t,1e;
fost'.f
wafe
Vinc,U*5

We wish to call attention to the fact
that our Combination Suits, both Cotton
anti Flannel, are made to order, and cut
from measure.
The garments are made from white
and scarlet, all wool, heavy and light
merino, gauze and cotton.
The merino and wool suits are unshrinking. We warrant good fitting
and comfortable garments.

?he

B. A. Atkinson

M. E. FAIRWEATHER,
i\o. $ Elm .Street.

fie CO.,

Ian.'.

dt!

Easter Cards.

COR. PEARLAND MIDDLE SIS.
iJjjAAC C. ATkl.\S0.\, Manager.

Prints,

Ginghamy sort of structure.
Bears a middling close resem-

mer

pej

a

Dark
Good

homely (like

Renfrew

which is

~

techkticon.
STOOLS AND COVERS,

c.

stocky
style—well if

as to

not

they are

AH prices, all kinds and styles, upholstered in Hair Cloth, Plain Mohair
Plush, Embossed Mohair Plush, Crashed
Mohair Plush, and 811k Plashes lu every
shade, and in Brocatelle of beautiful
colorings. Prices in Hair Cloth from
$35 to $100: Plashes (Mohair> $40, $45,
$55, $65, $75, $80, $00, and up to
$350; Silk Plushes $75, $s0. $00, $100
and up to $400; Brocatelle $150, $170
and np to $500.

SURDETTORGANS.

yard.

a

cloth, and

PIANOS ! STOVE and RANGE
Please call and hear the matchless tones ol theso
beautiful Instruments.

high pile of

A

PARLOR SUITS.

f[et

NOTICE.
inhabitants of the Town of Westbrook, and
X all others liable to be taxed therein, are hereto make and bring in to us, tile Assesby
sors of said Town, true and perfect lists ot their

7 1-4

tell it from

hardly

can

4 cts.

upwards.

tiBfis

Continental,

A good firm 36 inch Unbleached Cotton, 5 cts. a yard.

$1.20 to $1.75
$1.90 to 12.50

Cotton, Cotton aud Wool, and Hemp,
all prices. iOOO rolls of Straw Matting*
at 12 1-2, 15, 18, 20, 25, 30 cents and

ui uio

yard.

a

Continental.

$1.50.

noun

cents

«

'-umineniaj

yd.

Lowell, Bigelow, Delaware, Horner,
ami other makes Body Brussels. Prices
87, 95 cents, $1.10, $1.25, $1.35 and

Our purchases
as we do for our

•

,<

40 inch “Comet” 7 cts. a
(This Is oot a really and truly 40 Inch Comet,
you know. Some of them are twice ha long as
that, but a Cotton by that name.)

energetic man for
estabWANTED—An
lished business; good salary to the right
man.

1

40 inch

an

544 CONGRESS

1

scnoui.

C,” 6 1-4

BODY BRUSSELS.

VELVET CARPETS
WILTON CARPETS

1

wnuie

Mills Extra Supers, Hold Medal Extra
Supers, etc. Prices 55, H5, 75, H5 cents,
and up to $1.00 for choice irtkidderminsters.

IynOl’OSALS

Unbleached.

for

“Continental C,” First class

Notice to Plumbers.
will be received at the office of
the Secretary of State, addressed "Proposals for Hydrant Stand Pipes at State Capitol
Building, Augusta. Maine, until 12 o’clock noou
of TUESDAY, April 20. 1887. Plans and specification may lie seen at office of B. F. Harris,
Superintendent of Public Buildings. State House,
Augusta, Maine. All proposals will be directed
to Secretary of State, Augusta, Maine. The committee reserve the right to reject all bids.
KI.I.IOT WOOD,
) Committee of Council
ou
GEORGE M. WAltRKN,5
EBKN E. RAND,
) Public Buildings.
Council Chamber, Augusta, Afarch 30,18s7.
dlw
apl

to

and at the very head of the
class. Champion scholar of the

ALL WOOL CARPETS.

Iii Insolvency.
Court of iaiOllntj for the County of Cumberland,
March 81, A. 1). 1887.
State of Slaiue,
In case of FRANK E. BACON, doing business
under the name of Frank t. Bacon A Company,
of Gorham, Insolvent Debtor.
Is to give notice, tliat on the thirty-first
In
slay of March, A. D. 1887. u Warrant
lnsolfeirev was Issued by Henry C. 1’eabody,
said
Couulor
Judge of tbeCMtftM Insolvency oC *aUl
ty of Cui norland, against ftre
FRANK E. BACON, of Gorlldrtf,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of
said Debtor, which petition was filed on the
thiitv flrst day of March, A. D. 1887, to wbieh
date 'Interest on claims Is to be computed.
Tliat the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and ilellvery of any
property bv him are forbidden by law.
Tliat a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose owe or more
assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of
Insolvency, to be bolden at Probate Court Room,
lu said Portland, on the eighteenth day of April,
A. D. 1887. at 10 o’clock In the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first alsive writH. R. SARGENT,
ten.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

bargains. No

time

mention.
volcanic eruption of
advertising to do them justice.

Tapestries, Htitson’s
Greatest Selling Novelty for Coughs, Colds, etc. tries, Hlggius’
Prices
Smith’* Tapestries.
Tapestries.
sale.
on
Full assortment
90
and

RINES BROTHERS.

the

see

daily.

Carpet Department.

K. WREN,-KAREN TROCHES.

vvuy

Bleached Cotton. Second fiddle to none except the LangThe “Purity A” took
don.
the conceit out of Fruit of the
Loom months ago. Selling by
us this week for 8 cts. a
yard,
or 7 1-2 cts. by the
piece.

Chamber Sets,
I

1_J -1
naiu aim

“Purity A,” another favorite

an

and propose to hold a Grano
month of April.
ok oon+e
" cents.
Very Light Colored Kids, of good quality,
25
Black Kids, 3 Button, very small sizes,
Cv5J‘%
Tan Kid9, Long Wrist, worth 75 cents and $I.Ow,
at only 49 cents4 Button good wearing Kids for shopping or driving at 49 centsAbove Gloves have been bought by thousands of
Portland Ladies and are recommended by them as
most excellent Cloves for every day*
Good $1.00 four button Kids for this sale 75 cents,
ftonri $1.50 real extra aualitv Kids to be sold at
98 cents.
5 Button extra Embroidered Back Kids 69 cents.
7 hook Foster style of Lacing Kids only 79 cents.
7 hook Foster style of Lacing, very fine Kids, only
$1.39.
Foster’s best Cloves can be obtained of us in any
shade or quality desired, from 5 hooks up.

Wamsutta,

as

*4.4.1
miV)

like that. It is soft and pliable,
has a natural affinity for all sewing machines and needles. A
12 1-2 cent Cotton, and worth
it too. Selling by us this week
for 9 cts. a yard, or 8 1-2 cts.
by the piece.

CARPETS,

11 e=' '° }•*'«e
sizes,
Cloves iiV all grades from s.Ta
Sa,e for the ent,rc

CITY OF PORTLAND.

same

1
t- ..J.
mu la tun mi

Best Vo.'2?s Ever Sold in New England. Parlor
Suits,
We have bought
.'.7»n»ense stock of Ladies’ Kid

SICK HEADACHEk
A DTCD’Q
P
vn l\ | L t\0

lo your

$2.75.

LADIES’ KID GLOVES.

Hood's Sarsaparilla

Bold by all druggists. >1; six for $5. Prepared
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,
Mass.

JOO

i

RINES BROTHERS.

April May
Are the months in which to
other disease.

liooiN delivered Freight Prepaid

Silk Fanned,

glance.)

a

This very week we shall surrender the entire mass of it for
cash, at prices that will tickle
the thrifty and excite the economical.

COUTILLE,

The P. D. Corsets being so well nnd favorably known that we do
not think any other statement in regard to them will he required,
other iliau the Ladies can always lind a complete line of sizes at our
store at prices which »<■ guarantee ns low as the same qualities are
sold for in any city.

March

__

j

$2.75.

—__*

“La^t spring my whole family took
saparilla. The result is that

P. D. FRENCH

Sizes 20 to 30,

».earv will take place this morning at
8.30o’clk,
from No. 8 Carey Lane.

or

BUSK,

r,.

purify your blood, and
for this purpose there Is no
medicine
to
Hood s sarsaparilla. It purifies, vitalizes,equal
and enriches the blood, removing all traces of
scrofula

C. w. allm
dtf

stall.rv.

14_

Horatio Staples.

o’clock before they reached

SAG ADAIIOC

COUNTY
The city clock of Batli is now run on standard time.

Salesroom IB Excbaage Street,
mar

BATES.

room and dedicated the house
with these appropriate exercises:
.Cumberland Mills Quartette.
Singing
Reading.Miss Lottie Woodman
Speeches by Messrs. John E. Warren, A. L.
Hawkes, Charles Moses and others.
The report of Mr. Frauk Adams, superintendent of the building, was received and

BAILEY & CO.
Aodioneeni and Commission Nmhuti
F. O.

a. o.

Cleaves'. Here they rested the animal until
half past Jo’.clock, when they again started
The wind had been biowing
on tVir way
toad was badly
fiercely and'the ^rww
to leave the
blocked. They were ^bilged
»•-1
sleigh and shovel ahead <;/
,{n!i'that<tiipv

born, land, $1*0.

in the large

W^Wi&SS'.SW

*

very narrow track was exceedingly soft and
very deep, and if the horse made the slightest misstep he would drop down at once to
his middle, aDd slumped badly in the beaten
{rack. So slowly were they obliged to go
was one

Rink Propertyfor
Sale.

WILL

Thq,flowing

The handsome new school building on
RroWn street is completed. Wednesday ebenfflg » large company of the citizens, including members of the building committee and
superintending school committee, assembled

Skating

AUCTIONEERS.

be sold at the Marwick Rink, Federal
street, ou Monday, April 4th. at ten In tba
morning, 250 pairs of Skates, ll»o Chairs, 2 Goal

They

8 ACC AR API* A.

F.O. BAILEY k ( O..

Him.__

[Farmington Chronicle.]
The adventures of three citizens of Eustis
in their attempt to reach this town in season
to attend the court here are worthy of being
recorded, and for heroism and suffering of
the kind are almost unsurpassed in the history of the county. A. P. Fletcher, Chas.
M. Porter and Albert Blanchard, Jr., left
Eustis early Monday in Mr. Porter’s one
horse team, intending to reach Farmington
in season for the opening of court Tuesday.
From .Stratton to the woods they found it
hard going, but still not by any means impassable. When they reached the woods
their trouble began. The snow outside the

thav ^

4DCTION RALI*.

blaT

bluffs the*
r«td that
must leave {he pnng and wer<? h;
terrible
they must desert their horse to a
death. While struggling onward
overtook them, and almost discouraged th.
A B\U BABY.
concluded that their only hope lay in taking
The Boston Transcript speaks as follows
to the river. But a trial of that resort fo-tind
tlie snow so deep and the crust so sharp that
of “A Rag Baby” which will be at Portland
it had to b# abandoned. Having reached
Theatre next Tuesday and Wednesday: The
the bluffs a council of war was held and
new play is one of those absurd and fantasBlanchard was sent on ahead to shovel and
which
tical creations
defy any criticism
onward to Kingfielu if possible to
based on the orairfflfy fnlep of dramatic art. struggle
The other two busted
secure assistance.
Its leading motive is—fun, and of this there themselves in selecting a place on the south
is an abundance—sufficient to keep the audi- : cant of the bluff and digging a trench wide
ence in an almost continual roar throughout
enough to lead tjie horse in and cover him
the three acts.
in a pitiable
up. Tht> animal was indeed
Botes'.
condition, lit Was covered with balls of
The full score and the librettos of Ruddy- snow and ice as large as lien’s eggs, and
gore may be obtained at .Stockbridge’s,■ and
shivered,- snorted and trembled with cold
! and terror. After digging the trench of
also the music arranged as a piano solo.
sufficient depth and width they led the horse
thf. Pulton’* Lecture.
into it and broke the small brandies of trees
then slowly and
over him.
The lecture to be given in City Hall next to cover
laboriously waded back the half mile to their
witli which they
lion.
Clarenco
buffaloes,
Pulled
the
Monday evening by
ptmg and got
lined tnh improvised stable. Again they reupon tlie City of Mexico should be heard by
turned and secured the seat and the little
a large audience. Mr. Pullen, besides posof the puug for feed
poor hay in the bottom
sessing an Intimate knowledge of his subject, for the horse. On their way back with these
has rare powers of description and nalrdtlve.
necessaries they saw approacbiug them a
lantern and heard the shouts of their deme aieirose laiassj journal speass as 101liverers. Mf. Blanchard had succeeded in
lows of a recent lecture by Mr. Pullen in
making his way to Kingtfeld, where he jarMelrose:
rived at half Dast eleven, and Messrs. Wat*o to
"The lecture last Monday evening by Hon. son and Woodcock had volunteered
the rescue with lauterus, axes, matches, OiI<
Clarence Pullen was praised audi admired by
food
of
all Who were sb fortunate its to ^ear him. and best of all a generous supply
Ilis subject "New Mexico, Histone and Pic- from the well filled larders of the r'C'tol
»-je«rtue,” Is one that is of particular Interest Winter. votu miles these men had tolled
to Ualted States
introducing us to back on foot in a howling wind storm with
our:nextdpor neighbors, and niusucU.!1? a the thermometer far beloW eero and liad
part of our country that Is strange to most nr„';pd at half past one, just in time to renof us. Mr. Pullen added great Interest to
der the much peeded assistance. At onefe
his lecture by exhibiting blankets and cos- they built a rousing mo ftnd relieved the
kunie3 niftdS by thb Rauvoo and Apache lnWorn out outcasts, who crept 111 amcn» *lle
buffaloes beside their horSc for desired rash
uiaas, also their weapons of warfare, comthe
lasso
and the war club.”
prising
deadly
Early the next morning they shoveled 5
path, led their horse and hauled their pung
Real Estate Transfers.
m to Kingfield, arriving
there at about
eleven. “For
years,” says Mr.
transfers of real estate in Porter, "I havetwenty-eiglit
lived in Eustls, but never
this county.have been recorded at the Regis- have I known the roads in such terrible condition as they were tliat day.” We will
try of Deeds:
wager that none of them desire to repeat the
Portland—Moses Gould to Jolm H. Coiieen,
land and buildings, *1 and consideration.
experience.
Deerlug—Warren Sparrow et als. to Charles 8.
Foss, land, *1 and other consideration, ,
THE COLLECES.'
Westbrook—Antoine Fournier to Albert E.
Kingsley, land, *800,
ATHLETICS AND LITER All V EXERCISES A#
Naples—Charles E. Sanborn to Warren SanSUBURBAN NEWS.

niBNITlBK.

Thrilling Adventure In Franklin County-How a Horse Was Burled Alive,
While Half Frozen Travellers Crept
In Beside

wife and daughter; Ke\. Dr. I. P. Warren
and wife; Rev. Dr. H. S. Burrage and wife;
Rev. Dr. W. If. Fenn and Miss Fenn; Rev.
Dr. Asa Dalton end Wife; Judge Geo. F.
Gould and Mrs. E. E Gould; Mrs. Caroline
liana Howe; lion. S. C. Strout and wife;
Stephen Berry and wife; Miss A. A. Gllpatriek and Miss Elwell; Geo. S. Rowell and
wife; W. H. Smith and daughter; S. H.
Colesworthy; E. S. Osgood and wife; C.
E. MeCleery; Geo. Ii. Bagiey; Mrs. JaneE.

Wanted—N. W. Kendall.
For Sale—Hrlck House.
Notice to Plumbers.
City of Portland—2.
Haydu Association.
Rlues Brothers—2.
House For Sale.
Wanted—O Irl.

iuua«i|iaiHni, |iain

ladles

Hew

Fonder.

present, among them Col. John M. Adams,

Opening—Charles Day.
For Sale—Pigs ami Slioats.

4K,

What He Now Thinks of the Credit

The editors and proprietors of the Transcript-Messrs. Edward H. Elwell, Samuel T.
Pickard and Charles W. Pickard—gave a dinner at the Preble House last evening lh celebration of the semi-centennial of that paper.

Nearly seventy

•■rami

In

Celebrates

Its Semi-Centennial.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
'<*»’

Transcript

THI8 TERRIBLE WINTER.

LIKE A PILLAR OF FIRE.

EATON’S CONFESSION.

FIFTY YEARS.

THE PRESS

AT

—

Steethridges

Music Store. 124 Exchange Street.
5 CENT MUSIC.

j

2,000 Copies 10 cent Music at 5 cents.
2,000 Copies regular Music a little soiled at 5 cts.
inarSO
AT STOCKBBtIHlE'8.
dlw

